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Abstract 

Last decades of software development discipline have led to creation of sophisti-

cated software engineering methods that support companies and help them to be 

on par with very competitive software business environment. Supporting meth-

ods mentioned above are based on business processes known as software pro-

cesses or software engineering processes. This thesis presents a combination of 

visual process modeling combined with formal knowledge representation support 

and enterprise integration in organizations. The thesis gives an overall insight to 

existing frameworks, languages, and methods generally used to capture 

knowledge, and processes and compares them with proposed solution. Author 

based the proposed software process framework on semi-formal and formal pro-

cess modeling foundations with terminologically strong process meta-model be-

hind; this combination offers rich modeling capabilities of semi-formal methods 

extended with formal knowledge support. Proposed solution is concluded with a 

methodology that meets desiderata of software process and knowledge capture 

and modeling. The methodology over the formal knowledge framework for process 

representation includes modeling paradigms and best practices that allow itera-

tive approach, distinction of process models (static and dynamic), and enables 

simplified models creation, adaptation, refactoring, and verification. Case study 

showing features of the framework and application of the methodology is based 

on requirements management processes in a domain of healthcare information 

systems development. 

Keywords 

Business process, Enterprise framework, Formal process framework, Knowledge 

representation, Ontology, OWL, Process modeling, Requirements management, 

Software process, UML, Unified Modeling Language, Web Ontology Language 
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Part I – State of the Art & Compar-

ison of Existing Approaches 

 INTRODUCTION 

 STATE OF THE ART – SOFTWARE PROCESSES, PROCESS MODELING, KNOWLEDGE 

CAPTURE AND MODELING AND PROCESS META-MODELS 

 SURVEY ON EXISTING APPROACHES AND THEIR COMPARISON 

 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND OF ESSENTIAL TECHNIQUES 
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Chapter 1.  

Introduction 

People have gotten used to accept software systems as a typical and standard part 

of their lives; this is, of course, caused by raising quality and affordability of soft-

ware products (and hardware in that respect) that moved from being rigid single-

purpose terminal (and mostly scientific) tools to easy-to-install accessible and flexi-

ble applications users may run into on, literally, every corner – cell phones, smart 

devices like tablets, TV sets, set-top-boxes, and, of course, computers on work 

desks or in our briefcases. 

 Nonetheless the list above (even though far from being complete) is just a top of 

an iceberg hiding a simple fact – we are surrounded with IT products driven by 

software products and services. And portraying the current situation to an iceberg 

is quite accurate – lack of respect to complexity of software development had 

wrecked more than tolerable amount of projects leaving them just as deterring ex-

amples.  

 The situation we experience is often characterized as the second software crisis – 

web network outages, loss of data consistency or even data leak, criminality in IT 

field etc. Nonetheless these issues have root causes mostly in a very old problem – 

software specification and project control. Growing IT market has brought different 

hardware and software platforms, architectures and escalation to a global scale 

made the situation even more complicated.  

 Rapid growth in IT field providing smaller and more powerful computer hardware 

has given great possibilities to developers allowing them to be limited almost solely 

with their imagination. On the contrary, information systems development has be-
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come more difficult in time and expansion of information technologies to almost 

every single professional domain raised a new need – a need to control and manage 

a software development just like every other engineering method. 

1.1 Software Processes in Organizations 

Information technology or rather computer science is relatively young engineer-

ing discipline; at least compared to others like mechanical engineering, civil engi-

neering etc. While being quite immature in the last decades of twentieth century 

(mostly up to the end of 80’s) it was evolving pretty quickly and development capa-

bilities of software companies soon overgrew project management capabilities that 

crystalized into a problem nowadays known as The Software Crisis. It is hard to 

imagine that almost every software engineering method introduced back then would 

be presented as a silver bullet whether it was CASE (Computer Aided Software En-

gineering) or formal or semi-formal methods. Yet some of those techniques re-

mained (even though never being Silver Bullets), shaped into mature process 

frameworks, and are being implemented in organizations to support development of 

software products. 

Important thing to realize is that every organization has its own software process 

– and it does not matter whether it is captured and modeled – it is always there, no 

matter what. Software process disciplines focus on capture, model, optimize, and 

implement software processes into organizations and most basic scenarios that may 

occur are following:  

 Either the goal is to capture and model already existing procedures executed 

within a company… 

 … Or everything is done from scratch and the goal is to implement a new 

process in a company where are no actual procedures (or existing procedures 

are about to be replaced with no regard). 

 

Having development processes under control brings a lot of benefits like reduced 

expenses, quality control, improved quality of products or services, traceability of 

activities, process security and development best practices. Whether it’s first or sec-
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ond scenario, software companies pay a greater attention to the procedures execut-

ed within and complex information systems are typically developed under managed 

software processes. 

1.2 Thesis Objectives 

Most simple classification of software processes nowadays would be prescriptive 

software processes and the so-called agile software processes with the second being 

less strict and suitable for smaller software projects with short time to market; 

while the first is usually implemented in companies that focus on more complex 

information systems development or companies undergoing detailed security or 

quality audits. 

Prescriptive software processes are based on process frameworks that comprise 

of recommended procedures, best processes, sample methods, sample models, 

hints, templates and a lot of other resources that can be used in a company to sup-

port software development and maintenance. Such content typically consists of 

natural language, images, and semi-formal visual models that lack any standard 

formal semantics. This is of course to preserve readability, intuitiveness, and ease 

of use that would be reduced with formal mathematical methods. Intention of this 

thesis is to introduce formal knowledge support for prescriptive software processes 

while utilizing combination of formal and semi-formal approaches. 

Original idea of using knowledge support for software processes is quite old (or, 

let’s say, not that new) and its history roots almost with the origin of so called “on-

tological engineering”. Approach proposed in this thesis is however based on a dif-

ferent idea that combines semi-formal and formal methods in one framework and 

allows their practical usage in intuitive and easy way; it aims for utilization of (re-

usable) knowledge models in a context of software process modeling and integration 

in organizations. First of all, the thesis is about to discuss all relevant researches 

and solutions in area of software process modeling and utilization of knowledge rep-

resentation as a software process supporting tools. Not only that compilation of cur-

rent “state of the art” should give readers complex and detailed insight into existing 
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methods but it would also be used to form a motivation, vision, and specific goals 

that are: 

 Proposal and creation of formal software process framework based on single 

process meta-model that complies with traditional process modeling meth-

ods; 

 Proposal of knowledge support for formal software processes framework; 

 Creation of a methodology over proposed framework with the respect to exist-

ing and well-accepted best practices. 

1.3 Reader’s Guide to the Thesis 

This thesis gives detailed insight into a complex area of software process model-

ing and architecture; hence it is divided into three main parts, seven chapters, and 

three appendices that are organized as follows: 

 First part covers mostly theoretical background, compiles existing works and 

compares them with the proposal of the thesis in the second part: 

o A brief introduction in the first chapter is followed by the state of the 

art concluded in the second chapter – it discusses existing researches 

and solutions with the respect to the thesis specialization and objec-

tives, and includes software process modeling area, modeling tech-

niques, languages, knowledge modeling and utilization of knowledge 

support in software processes; 

o Third chapter summarizes the vision in comparison with existing ap-

proaches and forms specific goals of the thesis with the respect to the 

current state of the art; 

o Fourth chapter covers essential theoretical background of selected 

methods –Unified Modeling Language as a semi-formal process model-

ing language, Web Ontology Language as a language for knowledge 

profiles creation, and software process fundamentals; 

 Second part of the thesis contains results of the research and the proposal 

for the Knowledge Support for Software Processes: 
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o Fifth chapter forms the first part of the thesis goals and comprise of 

formal software process modeling framework based on process meta-

model, knowledge models utilization and UML; 

o Sixth chapter completes the thesis goals and proposes a methodology 

above the framework proposed in the fifth chapter and discusses ex-

periments and case studies; 

o Seventh (and final chapter) summarizes the results of the thesis with 

pros and cons of the approach, discusses practical usability and fu-

ture research; 

 Third, and final part of the text includes appendices that cover the rest of the 

State of the Art chapter and main parts of the thesis – formal process frame-

work and the methodology. 
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Chapter 2.  

Software Process Capture, Mod-

eling, Knowledge & Integration 

 “Biggs and Wedge had discussed their plan of implementing a new generation of 

their major software product – a healthcare information system – for hospitals and 

clinics. It didn’t take long before they ran into issues; it was Biggs who pointed out 

new quality standards and traceability required by most healthcare institutions most-

ly because of data security and legislation. ‘If our customers didn’t have exact docu-

mentation how is the product developed, they just wouldn’t use it!’ said Biggs. 

‘Biggs, do you have any idea what could we do about it?’ asked surprised Wedge 

who never thought of getting any sort of higher or rigid control into their development. 

‘Yes, there is a solution…’, started Biggs his reaction, ‘… all we have to do is simply 

prove our ability to perform all activities required by this project’. ‘Simply prove, simp-

ly prove…’ – Wedge continued whispering those two words minutes after the discus-

sion ended.” 

 

Every company or organization is represented by its behavior and structures – 

this representation is known as Business Process. These processes define activities 

performed by organization (i.e. employees, structures, technology, etc.) to meet cus-

tomers’ needs. A definition of business process (that we use in this thesis) by (Work-

flow Management Coalition, 1999) is as follows: 
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Definition 1. Business process is a set of one or more linked procedures or activi-

ties that collectively realize a business objective or policy goal, normally within the 

structure defining functional roles and relationships.  

It is necessary to realize that every organization is represented by its business pro-

cesses even without explicitly defined (or rather captured) process models – proce-

dures or activities executed to realize a goal may happen independently on ‘proce-

dures documentation’. This (quite simple) fact is a source of many problems in exe-

cuting or understanding of business processes in companies, caused mostly by ad-

hoc procedures being proposed (without preserving relation to previous activities) or 

overreacting in cases of defining explicit business process model (that could result 

in too rigorous procedures, or, on the contrary, worthless ambiguous pre-defined 

procedures). While the two scenarios above are just two extremes of wide business 

process modeling spectrum, both are crucial to realize that (explicit) business pro-

cess definition depends on ‘How is the process approached’ prior to ‘How is the pro-

cess captured’ – this rule puts an emphasis to understanding parts of the process 

ahead of modeling language. Nowadays trends and practices in business process 

modeling recommend a separation of process elements to three major perspectives 

(that are realizations of different approaches to capture the process) (Curtis, 1992), 

(Dufresne, 2003), and (Kosinar, 2015): 

 Functional perspective – this approach focus on functions that are executed 

to realize certain goals; emphasis is put on inputs, outputs, rules and 

goals. This perspective does not concern dynamic (flow) aspects of executed 

functions nonetheless and that led to another approach… 

 Behavioral perspective – most business processes does not happen in a 

single sequential flow and executed activities are performed in different 

time frames, depend on real-time events; some are executed parallel to each 

other and some activities can happen only under certain circumstances. 

These process aspects can be approached with the so-called Behavioral 

perspective. 
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 Structural perspective – this last (but certainly not least) perspective aim for 

detailed static aspects of business processes like entities, roles, resources, 

and competences; previous perspectives are, of course, able to model static 

aspects to some extent (e.g. roles, inputs, outputs, etc.) but Structural per-

spective gives detailed static description of elements entering a process 

with mutual relationships defined between respective terms. 

Concept of utilizing different business process aspects is schematically outlined in 

figure 2.1 – additional comment at each perspective summarizes the approaches 

with simple questions: Functional perspective answers “What is happening?”, Be-

havioral answers “How and when are procedures happening?”, and Structural an-

swers “Who performs the procedures and with help of what (resources)?”. 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Business process perspectives 

 There are many techniques and languages designed for process modeling with 

some oriented on single process aspect and some able to capture and model all pro-

cess perspectives (Vergidis, 2008). Nevertheless we set the goals of this thesis to 

certain specialization of business process – a process of software products or ser-

vices development known as the Software process, that – still being a business pro-

cess – has its specific features (Kozusznik, 2011). 
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 We already mentioned that our initiative is a knowledge support for software pro-

cesses – we want to support modeling of software processes with convenient combi-

nation of formal and semi-formal modeling methods that would result in simple and 

stable modeling framework enabling: 

 Integration of different process perspectives based on software process 

knowledge representation; 

 Software process modeling based on process patterns transformed from 

resource software process knowledge model; 

 Modeling based on a process meta-model compatible with all major process 

aspects; 

 Visual process modeling based on a meta-model mapping onto modeling 

language diagrammatic elements and software process profile; 

 Methodology offering iterative creation of models from abstract organization 

view to refined detailed process documentation and their refactor in differ-

ent details like structural changes, base terminology improvements or al-

terations; 

 Integration of final models into organization that would bring an order and 

unambiguity to set of models describing different process aspects or level 

of detail. 

 

Figure 2.2: Overall idea of Knowledge Support for Software Processes 

All these features shall come out of the assembly of various process modeling 

techniques and result in a complex modeling discipline combining process perspec-

tives in the first level, formalization level in the second, and modeling detail tier in 
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the third – figure 2.2 briefly indicates the framework components and their ordering 

in layers (from Layer 0 based on process meta-model, via Layer 1 with formal mod-

eling of a software process, to Layer 2 operated by semi-formal visual modeling). 

This chapter and following sections below summarize techniques, languages, and 

methods mentioned in existing state of the art works and researches – it covers eve-

rything essential for our proposal to meet the requirements described above. Read-

ers shall be guided through the following topics: 

 Software process with its basic categorization, purpose, and scoping; 

 Software process modeling techniques covering semi-formal and formal lan-

guages used for capturing and representing processes in organizations; 

 Knowledge representation methods used for formal modeling of stable struc-

tures observed in software houses; 

 Process meta-models used in advanced process modeling to align used termi-

nology. 

2.1 Software Process 

“‘Biggs, are you sure that just capturing our processes would do what we need?’ 

replied Wedge with the only argument he could come up with. ‘I’m pretty positive that 

our business process documentation would be enough to give our customers an as-

surance of what we do to create our state of the art products.’ Later discussion was 

dedicated mostly to matters of process modeling and actual state of the company but 

would eventually result in Wedge’s idea – ‘We just can’t be the first who had to solve 

this. What I want to say is – there should be some sort of software development kind 

of business process.’ – he expressed.” 

 

Software products had sprawled into almost every professional domain and this 

expansion has demanded improved control and standardization of software prod-

ucts development – this had many individual reasons so let’s name at least most 

important ones (Sommerville, 2007):  

 Data consistency – greater sets of database entities led to issues with loss of 

data integrity or consistency (different state of data in real world and infor-
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mation system or within very information system); this problem would later 

lead to proposal of relational database systems and their documentation sys-

tem; 

 Private data processing – many information systems process (the so-called) 

sensitive data that varies from single personal data like customers contacts 

but may end with very private (and thus potentially dangerous) data that in-

clude for example medical treatment history with concrete diagnoses and 

other details; as a general solution (in EU) was proposed a European di-

rective that orders how must be such data processed; and all information 

systems that process personal data must comply with this directive; 

 Financial data processing and online financial transactions – “When it is a 

question of money, everybody is of the same religion.”  (Voltaire) This famous 

quote inserted into the context of information systems is quite self-

explanatory – every software system that processes financial transactions 

must be able to store them safely with guarantees of data consistency ac-

cordingly to local financial laws; 

 Critical applications controllers – if the previous issues are risky and may lead 

to data loss, personal data leaks, or financial problems then this one may 

have price of human lives – radiology devices, cyber-knives, insulin pumps, 

and other critical applications are usually controlled by software and require 

really precise approach to development activities. 

 

The shift from less complex and uncontrolled software development to complex 

systems requiring rigid control had not happened over night and many profession-

als addressed these issues with different proposals; this era, from our perspective 

called as the Software Crisis (Mili, 1995), would eventually result in many proposals 

of software engineering methods – but many of them criticized and reviewed as not 

being the Silver Bullet of software engineering (Brooks, 1987). Nonetheless the ad-

dressed problems still had to be solved – organizations needed to discover (or pro-

pose and plan) their internal activities, reveal liable laws, gather responsible roles 

and responsibilities, and set transparent relations among them to create full busi-
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ness process documentation. Solution would be eventually proposed as a Software 

process. 

Definition 2. Software process (also known as a software development methodol-

ogy or software development process) is a specialization of business process in the 

context of software products (or services) development and maintenance. It is an 

engineering methodology that allows division of development into separate phases 

and better planning of activities, deliverables, roles, and responsibilities and project 

management. 

 

Nowadays, we distinguish two major classifications of software processes – pre-

scriptive and agile ones. The first type crystalized from thirty years of software pro-

fessionals’ work and effort and is based upon rigid and accurate documentation of 

methods, activities, roles, artifacts, responsibilities, and quality indicators – this 

comprehensive approach ensure (when done right, of course) that whole develop-

ment is predictable, easily planned, traceable, and all actions can be recorded. On 

the contrary there are certain criticisms that accuse prescriptive methods being too 

bureaucratic, difficult, or bulky (Sommerville, 2007), (Strode, 2005), (Dyba, 2008) – 

these efforts formed the so-called agile processes – that have established in last 

years potent counterweight to prescriptive processes with their main characteristic 

– ability to adapt changing rules and markets. If we want to characterize agile and 

prescriptive processes with one single word it would be informal for agile and formal 

for prescriptive. 

2.1.1 Prescriptive Processes 

Prescriptive processes had been formed as a reaction to invention of higher pro-

gramming languages that (along with the introduction of personal computers) al-

lowed general expansion and acceptance of information systems in various do-

mains. This expansion naturally led to smarter solutions with greater spectrum of 

functionality but this would have to eventually pay the price for the development 

complexity. When the requirements to the software products got too complex and 

difficult to plan and implement, the software engineering community formed differ-
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ent types of prescriptive processes with the Waterfall Model being the first and later 

followed by others like Evolutionary Processes, Prototyping, and Spiral Process 

(Sommerville, 2007). These processes – even though not being the best for the de-

velopment control – had eventually evolved to a methodology known as the Unified 

Process that would have been later accepted as a Tour de Force of software engi-

neering methodologies (Jacobson, 2000). 

The Unified Process is a methodology based on a combination of best practices 

and multi-dimensional approach to the planning of different activities and work-

flows. The dimensions of the process are Cycles, Phases, and Iterations – each cycle 

is actually a full set of activities that have to be performed to realize a final product 

(development cycles can be observed outside of the company as a single flow start-

ing with basic assignment and resulting in product transition or further mainte-

nance); development cycles can be divided to phases that have stabilized as the fol-

lowing set – Inception phase, Elaboration phase, Construction phase, and Transition 

phase – each consists of corresponding activities with recommended time plan and 

amount of spent effort (Sommerville, 2007). 

 Inception phase is the initial phase of any project with extra focus put on 

business modeling (of respective stakeholder organization, not of the devel-

opment company), requirements processing and elicitation; activities con-

cerning communication with the customer, contract negotiations, quality 

standards and minimal guarantees are carried out; 

 Elaboration phase – concentrates effort on refining requirements into detailed 

product documentation (related to root stakeholder’s business process and 

business needs) that would be eventually derived to product (semi-formal or 

formal) blueprints in key activities of requirements processing, use case 

modeling, analysis and design, and partial (prototype) implementation; 

 Construction phase – mostly covers the very implementation of the product 

that is done with the support of artifacts (models) coming out of the Elabora-

tion phase; 

 Transition phase – is the last phase that results in final software release at 

the customer. This phase also includes acceptance tests, service level agree-
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ments refinements, end user manuals compilation, and tutorials and train-

ing. 

 

The list of phases above mentions many different activities that must be per-

formed to achieve goals of the project – these activities (also known as development 

workflows) planned within phases are executed in development Iterations. Iterations 

allow the project management to slice the workload to smaller partitions where eve-

ry core activity is planned with different amount of effort and goals depending on 

the actual phase – graphical interpretation of iteration in the unified Process is in 

the figure 2.3.  

 

Figure 2.3: Iteration in Unified Process 

Each iteration of every phase comprise of defined activities that mutually collabo-

rates – Planning that intents to prepare the upcoming iteration, makes it transpar-

ent and predictable (planning is either Initial and covers the first iteration or based 

upon evaluated previous iterations); Planning is followed by (usually optional) Busi-

ness Modeling that aims for understanding of stakeholder business domain, cap-

ture the common vocabulary, gather and model business models with all outputs 

processed within next activity – Requirements. Requirements gathering is the link 

between product stakeholder and product blueprint – requirements are collected, 

elicited, prioritized, refined with customer or stakeholders and eventually shaped 

into use cases (Sommerville, 2007), (Sawyer, 2007), (Bourque, 2014). Use cases are 
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then processed in Analysis & Design activities that result primarily in product mod-

els that comprise of two main sets – analytical models (that are platform independ-

ent) and design models (that refine the analytical models in light of selected techno-

logical platform). Product blueprints are eventually utilized within Implementation 

activity that has a single goal – to produce an executable software product that can 

be handed over to a team responsible for Test activity. Test results are then evalu-

ated and product is either deployed or the next iteration is planned. It is crucial to 

emphasize that every iteration results in executable software product that would 

implement certain subset of functionality described by given requirements. This fact 

implies that planning of each iteration must be precise to prevent any external or 

internal interventions that could jeopardize its smooth progress. This control to all 

activities, planning, and tracing is managed with help of supporting activities Pro-

ject Management and Configuration & Change Management.  

Precise prescriptive processes with their complex and rigid approach to project 

management and comprehensive process control would eventually produce certain 

criticism based on basic inability to quickly respond to changing requirements, 

rules or market. 

2.1.2 Agile Processes 

General criticism of prescriptive processes had not left the waters of software en-

gineering methods calm and answered with an approach that would turn the soft-

ware engineering approaches upside down. The community designed this approach, 

known as Agile Software Processes, to address common issues of prescriptive pro-

cesses like inability to easily accept changing requirements, assumption of having 

stable and persisting requirements, its stress on long-term planning of iterations, 

and giving priorities to project management and full control rather than to individ-

uals (involved in realization), product and customers (or respective stakeholders). 

SCRUM is one of the very well accepted representatives of agile processes in 

common practice that does not require exhaustive project management, high level 

process traceability, replaceability of team members, complex product documenta-

tion but rather puts trust in experienced professionals, common spoken communi-
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cation, and planning of iterations in shorter terms (Sommerville, 2007), (Dyba, 

2008). SCRUM methodology recommends keeping only minimal set of documenta-

tion of Product Requirements (known as User Stories), Product Backlog (refined pri-

orities and planning), Sprint Backlog (list of must-be-done tasks in upcoming 

sprint), and Impediment Backlog (list of known problems). Whole approach of 

SCRUM process (with all recommended artifacts) is depicted in figure 2.4 – the 

scheme presents SCRUM orientation on product realization with minimum effort 

invested to detailed product documentation and process control (the idea is – simple 

process does not need extensive control). 

 

Figure 2.4: SCRUM process mechanisms 

2.1.3 Software Processes in Organizations 

“Lots of arguments were said that night and the discussion didn’t seem to end 

soon – ‘If we chose SCRUM we could be very adaptive.’ said Wedge. ‘Well, I heard 

this before and I also know lot of teams that could have been very adaptive but only 

ended as very unproductive.’ – it was Jessie, a process specialist invited by Biggs to 

support them, replying to Wedge. ‘Wait, we must negotiate a consensus that will do 

the best for our company and make sure that we just won’t do what’s trendy!’ – ar-

gued Biggs. It really looked like this conversation would go on for some time…” 
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Importance and benefits of having precise software processes in companies that 

develop software product of bigger scales is unquestionable; what type of process is 

the best one for the companies is, on the contrary, a very good question that is not 

always easy to answer. Both basic categories of processes have the same main goal 

– to deliver requested product – but each goes a different way to achieve that objec-

tive. And when it comes to implementation of processes in a company, the choice 

must be done upon certain criteria like – level of requirements instability, necessity 

of having particular degree of traceability, request for software product models and 

documentation, required detail of development plans, average time-to-market, and 

financial predictability. Evolution of software processes went from having none (or 

rather ad-hoc solutions), getting to simple waterfall methods to complex process 

structures like RUP that proposed solution for aforementioned criteria; however ex-

cessive administrative tasks that could be understood as side effects of prescriptive 

processes led to proposal of agile methods that minimalize administrative workload 

and puts individuals, collaboration, and responding to change over processes, doc-

umentation, and plans (Sommerville, 2007). 

 

Figure 2.5: Agile versus Prescriptive in one-to-one comparison 

Comparison presented above clearly shows that authors of prescriptive processes 

have based these methods on detailed plans, complex project knowledge profiles, 

transparent process models, contracts, and documentation (Agile versus Prescrip-

tive is presented in figure 2.5) – this allowed to put great emphasis to activities like 
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proper requirements processing, analysis and design, milestones definition and plan-

ning. Nevertheless if we want to introduce prescriptive processes of a certain maturi-

ty level in a company it would require greater effort (than in case of agile method) 

and would include process-modeling discipline that results in unambiguous process 

documentation of the company (Dufresne, 2003), (Heidari, 2011). 

2.2 Software Process Modeling  

Previous section has introduced and described two main categories of software 

processes and concluded that prescriptive processes put an emphasis to project 

management and detailed planning while agile processes are oriented on product 

realization in less controlled project environment. Although agile processes are in-

teresting topic they are not that important in light of our insight into the topic of 

knowledge support for software processes – it is because detailed process documen-

tation and project management is uncommon in agile processes. Further works 

would be mentioned mostly in the context of prescriptive processes and the Ration-

al Unified Process (or RUP), a Tour de Force version of Unified Process, created and 

developed by Rational Software (company was sold to IBM in 2003) and Software 

Engineering Body of Knowledge (SWEBOK) designed by IEEE computer society to 

unify and define terminology used in different software processes (Bourque, 2014).  

Software processes have many major characteristics and most of them had been 

described in previous sections – there is, however, one we missed even though it 

plays a significant role in process capture and implementation activities. This char-

acteristic comes out of the CMMI standard and defines Process Maturity Level 

(Sommerville, 2007), (Heidari, 2011) that evaluates executed process with one of the 

five maturity levels (see figure 2.6): 

 Initial level describes development based on ad-hoc activities and dependent 

on individual team members. Development is more or less procedural black 

box – company is able to develop software product but usually with exceeded 

budget and delays; 

 Repeatable level describes processes that were able to define controlled and 

repeatable activities in the development like Business Modeling, Require-
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ments, Analysis & Design, and Test to support very creation of software 

product. This process is repeatable in different projects; 

 Defined process has established objectives within standardized (captured) 

development procedures. Defined process is described in greater detail based 

on a single process standard (unlike Repeatable process), can be managed 

more pro-actively, and observed from outside (with the help and support of 

process models); 

 Managed level provides process performance and quality metrics that are 

used by management to support strategic decisions in the future. This level 

brings improved predictability; 

 Optimizing level offers (additionally to Managed level) continuous (real-time) 

improvements of executed processes. 

 

Figure 2.6: Process maturity levels 

Distinction of different process maturity levels plays major role in software devel-

opment – customers (companies) that focus on development of software products 

with some potentially dangerous functionality (that was discussed earlier) usually 

demand to have an assurance of standardized development procedures that are 

performed to achieve particular goals. Ability of companies to answer this demand 

stands and falls on a single (but definitely not simple) activity of software process 

modeling and implementation. 

While having detailed process models that describe internal development proce-

dures and standard interfaces to other business subjects is a great value for any 
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software development company, there are other benefits of software process model-

ing (Scacchi, 1997), (Scacchi, 1999), (Dufresne, 2003): Improved planning, Baseline 

for further company improvement, Knowledge retention, Process visualization, Train-

ing, and Process Audits. In addition, based on our research, we could add (Kosinar, 

2014a), (Kosinar, 2015): Terminology and knowledge alignment, Process meta-model 

based modeling, Using patterns in visualization, Facilitate human understanding, 

Base knowledge independent on visual models. 

So far we have been using the word Model only in relations to other terms so be-

fore we can proceed to the modeling methods and languages, we must give clear 

meaning to the word and put it into the context of Business Modeling. 

Definition 3. Model is a multi-dimensional representation of an entity or a system 

(set of entities) or of a proposed structure represented usually with another system 

or entity. It is also typically represented on a smaller scale or simplified compared to 

the original.  

Definition 4. Business Process Modeling is the activity of creating a model that 

includes components, functions, and behavior of the business. 

 

We already know that business process can be interpreted with three related per-

spectives that question different process aspects – there are many modeling tech-

niques and languages and some are better for various combinations of perspectives. 

Moreover, the level of method formalization is another important classification that 

defines the expression power of any method – Informal methods are based mostly on 

natural language, simple pictures, storyboards, etc.; Formal methods are, on the 

contrary, based on precise unambiguous syntax and semantics of used modeling 

language; Semi-formal methods are in-between – based on unambiguous precise 

syntax but informal (or only partially formalized) semantics (this is a compromise to 

provide powerful but yet readable and easy-to-use models). 

 In spite of perspectives and formalization level, every process consists of different 

elements like people, devices, organizations, and systems performing activities; ac-

tivities can be observed from the top as overall tasks and eventually refined to re-
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spective sub-tasks that are mutually coordinated as sequential or parallel. Some 

activities must be repeated and some may be executed only under certain condi-

tions or (system or human) choice. Moreover, cooperative activities must exchange 

information either in form of artifacts (documents, objects) or events (task or time 

based triggers that can fire or interrupt other activities). Process can be also ob-

served from different viewpoints of various actors (in other words Actor A can see 

the process differently than Actor B).  

 Sound business modeling method must be able to capture and represent these 

aspects of any process realization and – on the other hand (of models utilization) – 

final representations must be readable and understandable to different end users. 

Let this set of characteristics be our basic modeling criteria (Dufresne, 2003), 

(Recker, 2009), (De Oca, 2015): 

 Complexity Enabled – modeling method must be able to cover and represent 

all complexities named above (Sequential Processing, Guidance and Condi-

tions, Repeating, Parallelism, Events, Context); 

 Roles, Responsibilities and Competences – modeling method must contain el-

ements to distinguish roles and responsibilities performing different activities 

with various competences; 

 Visual representation – method’s language must be able to represent result in 

(at least semi-formal) visual models; 

 Externality – there are certain process characteristics (other than very pro-

cess model) that are interesting for (or even demanded by) customers or ex-

ternal users; i.e. performance indicators, prices, external process interfaces; 

 In addition we can mention (often neglected) Law & Legislation that influ-

ences some tasks, guides or events and Goals that refine process in light of 

product and its respective states. 

 

Following sub-sections summarizes well-known semi-formal and formal methods 

designed for business process modeling and capable of software process capture. 
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2.2.1 Semi-formal Modeling Approaches 

Category of semi-formal languages has become well accepted in business model-

ing domain due to the languages nice features of readability and ease-of-use – de-

signers of every single semi-formal method focused on unified unambiguous syntax 

that offers advanced process modeling due to standardized modeling elements but 

decided to give up on precise semantics (that would shift a method to formal level) 

to simplify the method and make it acceptable for specialists without explicit math-

ematical knowledge. Although there are many convenient techniques and languages 

in existence we shall discuss utilization of IDEF, ARIS, BPMN, UML and eventually 

(as a conclusion of semi-formal methods) models integration method – Zachman 

Framework. 

2.2.1.1 Integration Definition 

Originally designed in 1970s as ICAM Definition by the US Air Force Laboratories, 

later in 1999 renamed by IEEE to IDEF (that stands for Integrated Definition) 

(Giaglis, 2001). This method provides language for process modeling in different 

perspectives that concern Functional Modeling, Information Modeling and Data Mod-

eling, Simulation Model Design, Process Description Capture, Object-Oriented Design, 

Ontology Description Capture, Design Rationale Capture, Information System Audit-

ing, User Interface Modeling, Business Constraint Discovery, Implementation Architec-

ture Modeling, Information Artifact Modeling, Organization Modeling, Three Schema 

Mapping Design, and Network Design – all identified by its IDs from IDEF0 to 

IDEF14 (leaving, however, IDEF7 and IDEF10 to IDEF13 further undeveloped since 

their initial versions).  

As we can see, the IDEF engages in very huge spectrum of organizational process 

representation – this makes it, on one hand, very powerful and expressive method, 

but, on the other hand, also not that easy to use due to mutual cooperation be-

tween all IDEF perspectives that can lead to very complex results hard to interpret 

and reuse (Recker, 2009).  

We do not intent to describe IDEF method in detail with all its pros and cons but 

it has its importance and the Functional Approach – IDEF0 – is not only widely 
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spread but also has peculiar approach to process models creation (known as ICOM) 

that utilizes well distinguished terminology in the context of cooperating (and op-

tionally hierarchically decomposed) business functions: 

 Function describes very task that transforms desired input set to required 

outputs; 

 Input set consists of information or entities that shall be transformed by 

Function; 

 Output is a set of information or entities produced by Function; 

 Control defines rules, law and standards demanded by Function; 

 Mechanism defines means necessary for Function realization. 

All the four major function fundamentals – Input, Control, Output, and Mechanism 

(hence ICOM) – can be modeled with visual modeling language of IDEF0 – example is 

depicted in figure 2.7. 

 

Figure 2.7: IDEF0 example diagram 

While we can reuse the IDEF0 approach as an inspiring resource to refine and 

improve Modeling Methodology, IDEF0 visual language and ICOM set have certain 

disadvantages. One, which could be assumed as more critical, hides in determining 

terms from process domain and their respective mapping to ICOM set – some terms 

could not be unambiguously inserted into particular ICOM subsets; for example, are 

Requirements in the diagram really input, or a form of function control? Is the Pri-
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ority List only a function control and not its input as well? This lack of semantic 

power related to terminology determination complicates the work of process model-

ing. Additional problems are caused by visual modeling conventions – models might 

get very huge and thus bulky – while there is a solution that recommends refining 

models into smaller (mutually connected) partitions it still leads to growth of models 

amount. Last major problem was already mentioned above – there are too many 

IDEF approaches and capturing other two process perspectives (addition of process 

path guidance and flow control and static structural aspects) literally means devel-

opment and maintenance of three or more IDEF model types.  

2.2.1.2 Architecture of Integrated Information Systems 

Architecture of Integrated Information Systems, or simply ARIS for short, was de-

signed in 1990s as part of the academic work of August-Wilhelm Scheer with the 

goal to define generic methodological business modeling framework (Scheer, 2000). 

Despite its academic origin, it would be later very well accepted in industry and be-

come De Facto one of the business modeling standards (Recker, 2009) also thanks 

to other research works that focused on mutual relation of ARIS core modeling lan-

guage – Event Driven Process Chain – with formal modeling systems like Petri Nets 

(Aalst, 1999). ARIS method complies with our ‘complexity’ modeling criteria pretty 

well as it covers four major perspectives: Organizational View, Data View, Functional 

View, and Control View. The first three process viewpoints are mutually connected 

to the fourth – Control View – that concerns control, or rather, behavioral aspects of 

process with inputs (and respective outputs) of other viewpoints (depicted in figure 

2.8). 

 

Figure 2.8: ARIS method viewpoints 
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Core language of the ARIS method, as mentioned above, is a diagrammatic lan-

guage of Event-Driven Process Chain, also abbreviated as EPC (or eEPC for extended 

version of EPC). Its name accents not only its main purpose – chaining of tasks – 

but also its orientation on events that occur before or after tasks. Basic principles of 

process modeling with EPC diagrams are based on following elements: 

 Activities are tasks performed by responsible Organization units; 

 Events drive whole process and either precede tasks and trigger them or fol-

low tasks as their results (ready to either inform about process end or trigger 

another task); 

 Connectors enable full control over the process with basic logical conditions 

by using Boolean operators AND (concurrent execution of tasks), OR (at least 

one branch must finish), and XOR (non-equivalence that allows to select only 

one branch under certain condition); 

 Control Flow connects Activities, Events and Connectors to complete the 

model structure; 

 

The list above concludes the basic elements of EPC while the elements below are 

notation of the so-called Extended EPC: 

 Information resource is an artifact used in or produced by activities; 

 Organization Unit is an entity (role, group, department) that is responsible for 

the activity. 

 

Processes represented with EPC diagrams can be structured – hierarchically de-

composed to more detailed models, and chained together with process paths. Ex-

ample of EPC diagram is depicted in figure 2.9. 
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Figure 2.9: Extended Event-Driven Process Chain (eEPC) example diagram 

An overall acceptance of ARIS had led to its further refinements and extensions 

including formalization of EPC process models with Petri Nets (Aalst, 1999) and 

alignment of the method with formal knowledge modeling methods (Hepp, 2007).  

2.2.1.3 Business Process Modeling Notation 

Business Process Modeling Notation is the modeling language of Business Process 

Modeling Initiative (BPMI) – it is a visual language that – with its rich syntactic li-

brary – allows analysts to create process models that can be translated to executa-

ble Business Process Modeling Language (BPML). BPML is an XML language based 

on Pi-Calculus mathematical model; this combination of features makes BPMN a 

great framework for modeling and executing automatized workflows, for which it 

was originally designed (Dufresne, 2003), (Dijkman, 2008), (Allweyer, 2009). 
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Figure 2.10: BPMN diagram example 

The BPMN visual language is very similar to the notation known as Flow Charts 

(Dufresne, 2003) or UML Activity Diagrams (more on that topic is described in latter 

section) and was designed to model dynamic behavioral aspects of processes (see 

figure 2.10):  

 Tasks are activities performed by organizational resources to achieve re-

quired goals; 

 Sub-processes are hierarchically decomposed processes; they behave like 

tasks in models but are connected to other models that further refine activi-

ties; 

 Connectors allow to model parallel cooperation (AND) of tasks and sub-

processes or guide process path with certain conditions (XOR); 

 Flows connects tasks and/or connectors in a sequential order; 
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 Roles define responsibilities that are required by resources prior to task exe-

cution; 

 Inputs/Outputs are objects or data entering or leaving tasks; 

 Supporting elements are special events like Initial event, End event, Interme-

diate events, and these can be further enriched with… 

 … Special notations that extend various language elements with extra infor-

mation like Message, Time, Manual work, etc. 

 

BPMN within BPMI has been designed primarily to support process automation, 

and, according to the current state of process modeling community, it serves its 

purposes well (Dufresne, 2003), (Dijkman, 2008). This one thing that makes it 

strong, however, turns to be its weakness – BPMN lacks notation that would allow 

modeling of Functional Decomposition and Structural Aspects. There were attempts 

to enrich the BPMN modeling approach with additional support of formal knowledge 

modeling (Fill, 2009) but this extension would be based on formalization of separate 

meta-model of whole modeling technique rather than software (or business) process 

meta-model that would cover ambiguous process terminology.  

Since most companies need to capture all three (or at least two) process aspects 

and do not intent to implement process automation, our concern is to support all 

process aspects with one visual language and process automation is not our goal as 

we focus on the very software process modeling initiative. Fortunately, Object Man-

agement Group that maintains BPMN has under its control one triumph card we 

shall introduce (Object Management Group, 2011a). 

2.2.1.4 Unified Modeling Language 

Early 90’s shaped methods of Object Oriented Analysis and Design, however 

community of researchers would respond to this trend in software engineering with 

creation of many representations methods and languages for modeling object ori-

ented software systems. This chaos had eventually led to establishment of the Ob-

ject Modeling Group (OMG) that compiled, fused, and unified modeling techniques 

designed so far – the result is known as the Unified Modeling Language (UML). It is 
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a visual diagrammatic language that consists of fourteen diagram types – each de-

signed for different modeling purpose (Rumbaugh, 2004). While all UML diagram 

types can describe different models, it is crucial that UML had been originally de-

veloped for software engineering and software products modeling (Sommerville, 

2007), not for pure software process (or business process) architecture (apart of Ac-

tivity Diagrams). This fact, nonetheless, does not stand in a way of utilizing some 

selected UML diagram types to capture and model software processes – its tight re-

lation with software engineering makes it actually a perfect candidate for software 

process modeling (Eriksson, 2000), (Dufresne, 2003), (Kosinar, 2014a). 

Mostly accepted strategies of software process (and business process in that re-

spect as well) modeling with UML diagrams has built the methods upon two essenc-

es of software process – the first would be the very software process reference base 

(e.g. already mentioned Unified Process) and the second one is the Software Process 

Engineering Meta-Model (proposed by OMG) that provides direct relation between 

software process and UML diagrams (more on meta-models is described in an up-

coming section) (Object Management Group, 2008), (Liska, 2010a). Software engi-

neering methods operate on task-oriented descriptions, artifacts, roles, contexts 

and other terms that can be modeled with Use Case Diagrams, Class Diagrams, and 

Activity Diagrams – each used to capture different process perspective (see figure 

2.11). 

 Activity Diagram is able to model behavioral process aspects with its focus on 

controlled flow of activities and objects; 

 Use Case Diagram is suitable for modeling organizational contexts and func-

tions executed in a company; 

 Class Diagram is convenient for capturing and representing static structural 

aspects of organizations. 

 

As every semi-formal technique, UML has its problems with modeling as well – its 

lack of formal semantics causes issues in modeling phase and may lead to further 

misunderstandings between process analysts and customers (Kosinar, 2014). De-

spite its disadvantages, UML is a modeling technique that can be used for proper 
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software process modeling (Eriksson, 2000), (Dufresne, 2003), and there is even 

work that concerns mutual relation between use case diagrams and activity dia-

grams (Stolfa, 2008) in scope of business modeling – this approach proves their mu-

tual relation in business modeling context. Of course, with main disadvantages be-

ing in missing formal semantics, there were many attempts on proposing formaliza-

tion of UML (but mainly to support software process modeling) like executable layer 

over UML known as fUML (Lazar, 2009), (Broy, 2011), separate formal profile of 

UML created with knowledge layer (Gasevic, 2004), and one-way transformation of 

Activity Diagrams to Petri Nets (Noguera, 2010), (Czopik 2014a). These proposals 

have formed convenient formalization methods but all share the same problem – 

staying in waters of UML language. 

UML has spread mostly because of its great intuitiveness, readability, and ease of 

use – extending semi-formal language with formal layer eventually led to its com-

plexity, which is actually the main reason to introduce semi-formal language at the 

first place. All works proposing UML extension with formal layer are great for mod-

eling software products (Hesse, 2005), (Bachman, 2007), or business processes, but 

its tight relation (of semi-formal and formal layers) leaves all process modeling ori-

entation (that is not limited to visual models creation only but concerns many other 

independent disciplines) mainly in the context of visual language modeling (Brock-

mans, 2006), (Noguera, 2010), (Hepp, 2007), (Liska, 2011), (Rodriguez, 2010).  

 On the other hand, the lack of formal semantics does not have to be The Problem 

– there are techniques that were originally designed to solve UML models consisten-

cy check (Wang, 2006) with separate UML models profiles and rules and some 

would allow automation of processes modeled with UML (Noll, 2007). 

 

Figure 2.11: UML examples (left to right) – Use Case, Activity, and Class diagrams 
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As a conclusion – UML is convenient technique for software process modeling 

even with all disadvantages it has; its lack of semantic unambiguity is a small com-

promise that, in the end, offers intuitive diagrammatic language and our initiative is 

to support software processes with formal knowledge layer in a different way than 

in creating extra formalization of UML. As the UML is later selected as one of this 

thesis proposal main elements, major diagrams needed for our software process 

framework – Activity Diagram, Use Case Diagram, and Class Diagram – are de-

scribed in detail in Chapter 4 along with other essential techniques. 

2.2.1.5 Process Models Integration 

We had emphasized that methods described above are far from being exhaustive 

list of all existing semi-formal visual modeling languages for process construction, 

yet we selected and compared most spread of them and defended their proper utili-

zation in the context of our objectives and in a light of existing research works and 

approaches. Unfortunately every of those methods (including even our own ap-

proach in its basic state) share the same disadvantage that occurs only in some 

states of process models creation – bigger companies or just companies with many 

processes executed implies big amount of final process models that have to be im-

plemented but also maintained (or eventually optimized or reengineered). This prob-

lem of models explosion in the end transforms to root causes of other issues like 

inability of organizations to actually follow process paths defined in the models, 

complicated reengineering phases as some of models may loose (or even lose) rela-

tion to other models, and models organization going chaotic (Zachman, 1987), 

(Frankel, 2003). There are not many existing solutions to this problem but one – 

that was originally proposed as a framework for information systems architecture – 

would in the end satisfy general community needs of models integration.  

The solution, known as Zachman Framework, was proposed in a seminar paper 

(Zachman, 1987) that had discussed ambiguity that is related to the concept of sys-

tem architectures and the solution proposal has been based upon the same argu-

ment we used for software process perspectives classification – that no single model 

could possibly capture all aspects that represent a system. Zachman focused on 
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different model types and their main characteristics and proposed perspectives 

based upon demands of analysts and end users put on these model types in the 

context of individual needs and questions – result comprised of three perspectives – 

Owners, Designers, and Builders related to following questions – “What”, “How”, 

and “Where”. Later version would introduce expansion of both sets with Theorists, 

Implementers, and Participants as new perspectives and “Who”, “When”, and “Why” 

as new questions (figure 2.12 presents an example of Zachman matrix organization 

as it is implemented in the Visual Paradigm for UML). Zachman framework, in other 

words, defines mapping from process perspective and question projections to mod-

els vector (Frankel 2003) –  

Definition 5. 𝑍𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑛: 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 × 𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 → 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 where Question space is 

equivalent to Abstraction. Additional projection can be defined as 

𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛: 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 → 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 that ranges through ab-

straction types defining platform dependency level. 

 

There were successful attempts in introducing Zachman Framework in Model 

Driven Architecture models organization and it is actually very well accepted and 

valuable method; however it is ‘only’ a framework and not a methodology that gives 

unambiguous guidelines how to build the final matrix organization with concrete 

model types – this fact makes the Zachman framework a perfect candidate for our 

solution. It can support our framework with proper model organization that will be 

based on some of Zachman Framework’s Perspectives and Questions (some will not 

be used, some will be refined to meet the needs of the framework and respective 

methodology). 
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Figure 2.12: Zachman Framework matrix composition (as organized in Visual Para-

digm) 

2.2.2 Formal Modeling Approaches 

All process modeling techniques discussed above are actually part of informal 

methods due to missing semantic unambiguity; the other side of the spectrum is 

(analogically) group of formal methods that have notation defined with precise un-

ambiguous syntax and semantics. So far we have focused on visual modeling lan-

guages that meet certain standards in syntactic layer of language construction – 

this group of methods is a subset of informal methods that have unambiguous syn-

tactic layer but miss precise semantics. Whereas we already defended the compro-

mise between syntax and semantics (un)ambiguity of semi-formal methods we still 

have to introduce formal methods in full range of software process modeling. 

There are two main categories of formal approaches in the software process ar-

chitecture context – functional and descriptive systems. The second named category 

– Descriptive Systems – focus on system definition with declarative approach. We 

would return to this category in later stage of this text as it comprise of methods 

that are able to describe systems structural aspects, capture vocabularies, and de-

fine constraints without side effects of executing the descriptive model itself. On the 

other side is the category of Functional Systems – these methods describe intended 
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systems with behavioral description that can be understand as an abstract machine 

with ability to simulate the system behavior and performance. Both categories have 

its irreplaceable positions in software process modeling but – as emphasized above 

– each with different purpose. Relation of formal and semi-formal methods with typ-

ical representatives and objectives are depicted in figure 2.13. 

 

Figure 2.13: Relation of process modeling languages categories 

2.2.2.1 Petri Nets  

Petri Nets were originally designed by professor Carl Adam Petri as a formal 

(mathematical but yet graphical) modeling tool that capture dynamic system as-

pects. Petri Nets had been inspired by finite state automata (FSA) and would enrich 

them with additional abilities that overcame their (FSA) limitations. Major benefit of 

Petri Nets in process modeling is its ability to model current dynamic state of organ-

ization that is based on aggregation of all (partial) process states (that actual pro-

cess comprise of) (Aalst, 1994), (Aalst, 1998); that is accomplished with the basic 

structure of Petri Nets that consists of Places, Transitions, and connectors known as 

Arcs (example Petri Net is depicted in figure 2.14). Petri Nets are formally defined as: 

Definition 6. Petri Net is a directed, weighted graph defined as 𝑃𝑁 = (𝑃, 𝑇, 𝐹) where 

P is a finite set of Places, T is a finite set of Transitions (𝑃 ∩ 𝑇 = ∅) and F is a set of 

connections (flow relation) 𝐹 ⊆  (𝑃 × 𝑇) ∪  (𝑇 × 𝑃). 

 

These characteristics enable Petri Nets to model process representations that can 

be captured with proper mapping of process elements to Petri Nets. One representa-

tive of this formalization is the mapping of EPC diagrams of ARIS to Petri Nets that 
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maps process Events to Places, Functions to Transitions, and Flows and Connectors 

to Arcs. There are also works that discuss transformation of UML Activity Diagrams 

to Petri Nets based upon similar rules as in the case of EPC diagrams where Activity 

Diagram elements are transformed to certain Petri Nets structures (Czopik, 2014a).  

 

Figure 2.14: Petri Net example (Czopik, 2014a) 

Even we do not intend to utilize formal dynamic (functional) systems we could 

not ignore them because of approaches mentioned above – Petri Nets are fundamen-

tal tools for process execution (and simulation) and convenient transformation of 

semi-formal diagrammatic languages to Petri Nets give great opportunity to support 

process automatization. However, to enable any process execution with Petri Nets, 

we must introduce additional characteristic – Petri Net Marking: 

Definition 7. Marking (of a Petri Net) is a projection of Places set onto a set of 

non-negative set of Integers 𝑀: 𝑃 → ℕ 

 

Marking of a Petri Net allows activation of the net with special elements in Places, 

usually identified as Tokens. In process interpretation, tokens stand for particular 

state of process or resources availability – when the token is in the place, the net 

can change according to the so-called firing rule: 

 Let 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, 𝑡 ∗ is a notation for places 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃 that succeed t and (analogically) ∗ 𝑡 

is a notation for places that precede t; 
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 Transition t is enabled (executable) with marking M of PN if and only if ∀𝑝 ∈∗

𝑡: 𝑀(𝑝)  ≥ 𝑊(𝑝, 𝑡) where 𝑊(𝑝, 𝑡) is the weight of the arc connecting p and t 

(𝑊: 𝑃 × 𝑇 → ℕ); 

 Firing of the transition t changes the net so it transforms to the net with new 

marking 𝑀′(𝑝) = {

𝑀(𝑝) − 𝑊(𝑝, 𝑡)  𝑖𝑓 𝑝 ∈∗ 𝑡

𝑀(𝑝) + 𝑊(𝑝, 𝑡)  𝑖𝑓 𝑝 ∈ 𝑡 ∗

𝑀(𝑝)           𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒

 

 

There are two states of Petri Nets we have to distinguish – the structure of the Pe-

tri Net that describes the process representation (in a sense of graph/procedural 

structure) and Petri Nets with particular marking that defines the very state of a 

process instance. 

There are many practical characteristics of Petri Nets that can be utilized in pro-

cess analysis and workflow execution – Reachability (are all process states reacha-

ble?), Liveness (can be the process repeated?), Boundedness (is the process safe in a 

sense of consuming/generating resources/tokens?), and also can be extended with 

additional information stored in extra variables known as Color Sets with special 

version of Petri Nets known as Colored Petri Nets or specialized on process modeling 

and workflow execution – Workflow Nets designed by professor Wil van der Aalst 

(Aalst, 2003), (Zeng, 2015). Our research group designed a process simulation and 

automatization upon UML Activity Diagrams and Colored Petri Nets that also utiliz-

es static information from software process knowledge representation and meta-

model layer (Czopik, 2014b), (Kosinar, 2015).  

2.2.2.2 Visual Process Modeling Language 

As mentioned above, Petri Nets can be efficiently extended with certain process-

oriented meta-information with color sets but there were also different attempts on 

creation of diagrammatic formal modeling method that would be particularly prod-

uct- and resource-oriented. Visual Process Modeling Language (VPML) is a formal 

language designed for process modeling and definition – VPML defines processes as 

a set of ordered steps that lead to specific goal. The components of the language are 
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Activities, Products, Resources, and Connections that establish relationships be-

tween process elements, guard flows and scheduling, and pass necessary product 

information. The language is task-oriented with central focus on performed activi-

ties (Liu, 2008), (Košinár, 2014a) and is defined as follows: 

Definition 8. Process Semantics within Visual Process Modeling Language are de-

fined as a 7-tuple: 

𝑉𝑃𝑀𝐿 = (𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠, 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠, 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑠, 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙, 𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡, 𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡, 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡) 

where Products are created by performing (controlled) Activities with particular In-

puts and Outputs. Resources support Activities and the relation is defined as a Sup-

port set.  

 

It is necessary, in our context, that VPML process models can be simulated and 

that VPML is equivalent with Petri Nets (Liu, 2008); thus in case of extending the 

process model with executable layer we would select Colored Petri Nets derived from 

UML Activity Diagrams instead. 

A compact comparison of methods discussed as convenient for our modeling 

purposes is in table 2.1 with evaluation of all criteria required by software process 

representation. 

Table 2:1: Process modeling methods comparison 

 IDEF ARIS BPMN UML Petri Nets VPML 

Aspects 

Functional Yes No No Yes No No 

Behavioral Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Organizational Yes Partially* No Yes Partially* No 

Informational Yes Partially* No Yes Partially* No 

Events and triggers Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Data modeling Yes No No Yes No No 

Object Modeling No Partially* No Yes No No 

Formalization 
level 

Syntax Yes 

Semantics Semi-formal Formal 

Additional models support Yes** No No Yes*** Yes**** No 

Tools Support Moderate Good Good Very Good Moderate Moderate 
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2.2.2.3 Other Systems 

We had mentioned above (in the BPMN-oriented section) one system that was not 

discussed to detail – Pi-calculus (or π-calculus). It is a process calculus that is able 

to model and execute concurrent computations of process activities – this is per-

formed with channels that mutually communicate. It is actually very minimalistic 

system so it even lacks primitive types (like numbers, Booleans, functions) and flow 

control statements (if-then-else or loops). Process constructs of Pi-calculus consist 

of: 

 Concurrency 𝑃 | 𝑄 that defines processes P and Q as concurrent; 

 Communication that is further divided into two types – process is either wait-

ing for an input communication or sends a message onto the process net-

work: 

o Input communication 𝑐(𝑥). 𝑃 defines process that is waiting for the 

message distributed via channel c before being further executed as P; 

o Output communication 𝑐̅〈𝑦〉. 𝑃 defines y as the name yielded from 

channel c before execution of P; 

 Replication ! 𝑃 that creates a clone of the P; 

 Creation of a new name (𝑣𝑥)𝑃 defines a new channel name within P; 

 Nil process 0 is a way to mark finished process. 

Pi-calculus is a powerful system used in different business process applications 

including BPML and Microsoft XLANG – its simplicity and minimalistic set of model-

ing constructs make it an A-class candidate for implementing process execution 

layers (Aalst, 2005), (Lazar, 2009). However it is the same simplicity with missing 

primitives and flow control constructs that imply we cannot reuse this system effec-

tively – we focus on manual process modeling mechanics that cannot operate on 

low level modeling languages. 

Yet another formal modeling method is the Foundational Unified Modeling Lan-

guage (fUML) that had been based and standardized upon Executable UML (xUML) – 

whereas the second (as its name suggests) was designated as an extension of UML 

diagrams subset with executable semantics (Broy, 2011), the first one – fUML – had 

been proposed by OMG as a non-executable version of xUML. While fUML has cer-
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tain key aspects that are well-defined in formal, unambiguous way (operates on 

Domain Charts, Class Diagrams, Statechart Diagram, and defines Action Language 

and conventions for diagrams building) and has been actually well-accepted as a 

system modeling tool, it is still mainly a software products development method and 

its usage in process modeling is limited just like the set of diagrams supported (Ob-

ject Management Group, 2013). 

2.3 Knowledge Representation of Software Process Context 

“‘And what shall we do now?’ – Biggs asked Jessie – ‘We have finally selected the 

modeling language to capture our processes and chosen the RUP as a reference pro-

cess. But we already have some common processes and they work pretty well. And 

even if we wanted to do everything from scratch – did you see the reference instruc-

tions? It’s just a huge base of generic tasks description… and the terminology doesn’t 

fit… and some flows wouldn’t be compatible with our methodology… and that format 

– I can’t show anything like that to any hospital management!’ – Biggs seemed to be 

a bit desperate while Jessie slowly raised her eyebrows as the only reaction to this 

‘monologue of disadvantages’, but she would eventually get her chance to say her 

argument – ‘We must align our knowledge and experience with the reference and 

build our own process flows based on the company requirements.’ Wedge was sitting 

in the corner of the office and was mumbling something about being simple.” 

 

Engineers all over the world and through various professional domains are edu-

cated to design or architecture products like buildings, cars, hardware, and etcetera 

in precise unambiguous way and they use different techniques to achieve that – 

blueprints, 2D or 3D CAD models, and miniatures – all based on standards and 

precise scales. On the contrary, Software Processes have issues with achieving cer-

tain level of architecting models with the same level of precision – most spread ar-

gument to support this is that Software Processes are too complex with high-level 

abstractions, refinements, functional description, behavior and structures – all that 

playing major role in every organization. Several reasons of this had been identified 

as following (Dufresne, 2003): 
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 Software processes operate over several knowledge domains; 

 Software processes are executed in various time scales; 

 Instances of software processes are often (mutually) independent; 

 People have to be trained and educated before they can work with processes 

and actually think about them as being the solid part of the organization; 

 There is a lack of reference (sort of process interface) between process stake-

holders; 

 Software processes have many modifications. 

 

There are also further complications mostly caused by human intervention (in-

tended or unintended) that can lead to unexpected changes of executed processes. 

So far we have described software processes (in the context of business processes 

and software development organizations) and fundamental modeling methods (that 

comply with our modeling criteria and business process meta-model). This is, how-

ever, insufficient to perform whole procedure of software process capture and prop-

er model creation – construction of software process demands three fundamental 

elements (Curtis, 1992), (Dufresne, 2003), (Samuel, 2015): Determination of Organi-

zation Behavior (structures, tasks, order of tasks, etc.), Modeling Language (that is 

able to represent determined process), and last (but not least) is the Mechanism to 

Structure (Process) Model – this element actually connects the first and the second 

element but is, according to experiments performed within this research, often mis-

understood or even ignored. 

The scope of this thesis is in knowledge support for software processes – 

knowledge capture (and knowledge profiles utilization) is the very essence of Model-

ing Mechanisms – models, by definition, are not perfect representations of the reali-

ty and are additionally influenced by (internal and external) contexts. Typical mech-

anism (i.e. a modeling strategy) of sound process capture and modeling is a Process 

Modeling Methodology that covers discovery of Common vocabulary, alignment of 

Generic terminology with Process meta-model, determine level of documented detail – 

Process granularity, ability to understand Captured terms base and facilitate its re-

usability, ability to Map process elements to modeling language, and, of course, as-
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sembly of very process models (and further maintenance, reengineering, and opti-

mization).  

 

Figure 2.15: Different viewpoints on process representation  

Any methodology is, however, dependent on people who perform the modeling ac-

tivities and (no matter what method, language, or meta-model is used) process ar-

chitecture is highly affected by human errors, personal viewpoints (see figure 2.15 

that briefly depicts the problem of different viewpoints), and actual organizational 

context – any observation of process (we could also easily generalize ‘process’ to ‘an-

ything’) is influenced by two basic modeling constraints (Hesse, 2005): 

 Observer cannot be sure that observed things actually ‘are’ or ‘exist’ in the 

concrete context (thus Observer is highly influenced by his/her experience); 

 Observer must communicate (and eventually document) captured concepts 

(that ‘are’ or ‘exist’) in particular languages including natural languages 

(hence Observer is limited with the expression power and capabilities of se-

lected modeling language). 

 

Therefore any modeling method with proper mechanisms at place does not oper-

ate with exactly defined terms and relations but rather prefer imperfect ‘what Ob-

server experienced’ state of the real world that should be as precise as possible. 

There is, actually, a way to capture and model these aspects of software process 

representation along with required relations and constraints with preserved level of 

(demanded) detail – the systems capable of such possibilities are the counterpart to 

formal functional modeling systems (described in the previous section) and are gen-
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erally identified as descriptive systems due to the primary nature of the result mod-

els that ‘describe’ captured process representation. 

Before we can progress further with the topic we have to introduce and define a 

term that is closely related to conceptualization method we shall use for our pur-

pose – the term is known as Ontology. Ontology stands for an explicit formal specifi-

cation of shared conceptualization (Cihalova, 2011). It is a notable fact that we 

skipped informal (or semi-formal in that respect) systems of conceptualization in 

this phase – the reason is simple (and is further implied by conclusions of following 

chapters) – we have to support software process modeling with precise and unam-

biguous underlying background knowledge that cannot be replaced with informal 

systems (Kosinar, 2014a). 

Ontology or ‘ontological’ approach has been recently introduced to many profes-

sional domains including Artificial Intelligence, Agent Systems, Web Technology, Da-

tabase, and Business Processes – and just like Ontology hit (and influenced) many 

fields, there are also many techniques and languages that have been developed and 

published to support Ontology modeling (Cihalova, 2011). The term had been origi-

nally introduced in 1970s in artificial intelligence (AI) domain to define particular 

subsets of knowledge needed for concrete AI implementations. The Ontology term 

would be eventually generalized and defined in a way that covers greater scope: 

Definition 9. Ontology provides common (and generally shareable) understanding 

of a certain domain that can be communicated between stakeholders and applica-

tion systems. Its role is to capture and model certain domain knowledge to provide 

a common agreement on vocabulary, meaning of terms, mutual relations, organiza-

tion of terms in taxonomy, and contains modeling of classes, relations, functions, 

primitive types, and constraints. 

 

Utilization of the ‘Ontology’ term in computer science is often determined as quite 

controversial and some philosophers even consider the usage as improper. To keep 
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the terminology consistent (and avoid any potential controversy1) we shall simply 

use Knowledge, Knowledge Profile, or Knowledge Representation instead of Ontology 

– this substitution is perfectly correct since any ontology main purpose is the 

knowledge capture, modeling, and representation; only in our approach it does not 

support artificial intelligence but rather describe and model observed system. 

Following sections summarize existing approaches that extend process modeling 

methods and languages with knowledge support and address common issues listed 

above. 

2.3.1 Informal Knowledge Representation 

Current state of the art techniques offer several solutions for explicit formal 

knowledge representation. None of them, however, is able to exist without an origin 

(observed objects) and the resource is always something that is observed in the real 

world. This category of knowledge representation is known as Informal Knowledge – 

it uses natural languages, unstructured pictures, simplified guidelines, and some-

times could be improved with semi-formal diagrammatic models (i.e. business mod-

els, structural models, etc.). 

 

 

Figure 2.16: Example of Rational Unified Process documentation 

                                           

1 More information about knowledge modeling aligned with renowned mathematical logi-

cal systems (including terminology discussions) can be found in various publications (Cihal-

ova, 2011), (Duzi, 2013), (Cihalova, 2014). 
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Software process documentation in its basic – human readable – form is a typical 

example of reference instructions set that consists of informal knowledge enriched 

with semi-formal elements (e.g. UML Activity Diagrams, UML Use Case Diagrams) – 

figure 2.16 presents example screenshot from Rational Unified Process documenta-

tion. 

We shall not discuss informal knowledge representation types into detail – there 

are many forms of different resources like wikis, tutorials, guidelines, and com-

mented storyboards (Kosinar, 2010) with standard examples like (already men-

tioned) Rational Unified Process reference documentation or Software Engineering 

Body of Knowledge (SWEBOK) that is considered to be a generic knowledge area of 

Software Processes (Liska, 2011), (Bourque, 2014). We are actually more interested 

in a content than in a form of the documentation because it is the very content that 

is transformed and formalized into an explicit definition. The process can be briefly 

described as a sequence Knowledge Scope  Terminology Selection  Explicit For-

mal Definition. The first of the sequence – Knowledge Scope – is in our case the Ra-

tional Unified Process and software process modeling. The last one is the very for-

malization of the scope terminology and is discussed in detail later on. And another 

phase very important for knowledge capture is the last remaining of the three – 

Terminology Selection. 

The informal knowledge resource is consulted by Domain Specialist who resolves 

various tasks to achieve goals of the formal conceptualization activity (Scacchi, 

1997), (Uschold, 1998) – this includes selection of General Terminology, identifica-

tion of Synonyms, preferences for Specific Terms, Review, Verification and Sharing 

the final model with the community. It is essential that Domain Specialists build the 

profiles with mostly used and preferred terms, and avoid overusing of synonyms to 

maximize the potential of shareability and reusability. Basic elements that are iden-

tified in the Scope of knowledge domain are: 

 Common vocabulary that contains complex and primitive (atomic, further 

undividable) domain terms including descriptive attributes; 

 Mutual relationships between entities described in the vocabulary like taxon-

omy, associations, and whole-part relations; 
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 Constraints applicable on terms and relationships – rules that express cer-

tain conditions and necessities that occur in observed (scoped) domain. 

 

It is crucial to realize that all conventional process modeling methods usually 

found architectural techniques upon general terminology and vocabularies. These 

knowledge resources are, nonetheless, informal (or semi-formal at best) and the re-

usability and shareability as well as further processing potential is decreased by 

loss of detail caused by application of various (or insufficient) modeling mechanisms 

(Dufresne, 2003), (Kosinar, 2015) – the situation is depicted in picture 2.17 and 

identified as a Semantic Gap – a loss of captured detail or information – that is 

caused by transformation of the process representation to respective process mod-

els with informal (and often also ad-hoc) terminology resource used as a middleware 

between process representation (as it appears in an organization) and final model 

(Jlaiel, 2011), (Samuel, 2015). 

 

Figure 2.17: Semantic Gap in the context of process representation and explicit 

knowledge profile 

2.3.2 Formal Knowledge Representation 

A solution minimizing the information loss described above would be to introduce 

certain level of formality into applied modeling mechanisms – still in the context of 

figure 2.17 – this is schematically outlined on the left side of the image, where is the 
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Semantic Gap filled with generic reusable explicit knowledge profile – the same pro-

file then serves as the main resource (of terminology, relationships, etc.) and sup-

port for process modeling mechanisms. In other words, the Formal Knowledge Pro-

file becomes a communication medium that unifies domain terminology over organ-

izations (community, customers, stakeholders), mechanisms, and process model 

languages, and is intended to support following activities (Scacchi, 1997), (Stolfa, 

2010), (Kosinar, 2014a): 

 Acquisition, Representation, and Manipulation of domain knowledge that is 

done with formal language constructs designed to support basic concepts 

and relationships modeling; 

 Organization of knowledge libraries so they can be easily shared, validated 

and eventually improved within professional community; 

 Further Analysis of fundamental (and stable) structures, inputs, outputs, 

constraints, and set of attributes. 

 

It is expected that Knowledge Profile is maintained, regularly improved, and up-

dated to reflect latest states of the scoped software process domain while preserving 

core concepts unchanged. Knowledge analysts have access to wide range of various 

tools and languages that can be used to capture explicit domain knowledge. 

2.3.2.1 Object Constraint Language 

We cannot bypass Object Constraint Language (OCL, maintained by OMG) with 

UML mentioned and utilized in this text. It is obvious that visual semi-formal mod-

els created with UML diagrams would need text-based formalization method, a 

method that would allow design of further (formalized) constraints put on the mod-

eled system. Object Constraint Language had been designed to achieve that as a de-

scriptive system to formalize UML models with special text annotations called Con-

straints – these constructs (firstly proposed to support UML 1.1 standard) allowed 

to unambiguously specify UML models semantics, later installments (in UML 2.0) 

had introduced additional features including models querying, modeling referencing 
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values, stating values, and verifying formalized models (Object Management Group, 

2014b), (Gonzales, 2014). 

OCL has gotten well accepted in the community of software developers – it is a 

precise modeling language that is easy to use (since it does not use mathematical 

symbols). We already indicated that descriptive systems are not usually executable 

and OCL is no exception – analysts can evaluate OCL models and get respectable 

results safely without affecting the model itself – this allows to represent what is 

supposed to be executed independently on concrete technical solution (this maxim-

izes the platform independence). 

OCL allows designing Class Invariants and Types, specifying Stereotype Invari-

ants, defining Input and Output Conditions, modeling Operation Constraints, defining 

rules for Attributes Derivation, and, additionally, OCL can be used as a model query 

language – all OCL features are tightly related to UML diagrams – this makes it a 

perfect tool for precise software products and services modeling (Sawyer, 2007). 

OCL constructs are mainly based on OCL Types (i.e. classifiers of UML models) and 

Context that is used to identify concrete setup of constraints of the type –  

context Organization inv: 

Location = City::Midgar 

 

As we can see in the example, the Context can be used to set invariant condi-

tions to any UML diagram element (e.g. Classes, Associations, Flows, etc.) as de-

fined in OCL and UML standards (Object Management Group, 2011b). Compared to 

other formalisms, OCL has some nice characteristics – it supports primitive data 

types, and also collections and is object-oriented, hence it is able to handle object 

oriented modeling features including inheritance, cardinality, communication, etc. 

We had stated that OCL is a tool that is perfectly suitable for software products 

modeling (it is also a recommended part of MDA based development) but its possi-

ble utilization for software (and business) process modeling is, nonetheless, limited. 

To be precise, the limitation does not rise of the language itself, but rather of its 

main purpose – it is its tight relation to UML models and software products model-

ing that make it unsuitable for software process modeling. It is necessary to em-
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phasize that we do not intend to compare OCL with other descriptive formalisms in 

light of software process modeling due to one fact – OCL Types and constraint defi-

nitions are based on Meta-Object Facility (MOF) compliant modeling languages (Ob-

ject Management Group, 2014a). Our proposal is in meta-level independent on any 

modeling language and allows separation of process knowledge profile definition 

from modeling language – this opens space to discuss another descriptive systems 

category. 

2.3.2.2 Systems Based on Mathematical Logic 

When we consider selection of formal solution for knowledge capture of process 

representation (and there are several of them in existence) then we have to think 

over different attributes and select the one that has a good balance between expres-

sive power of the language, ease of use, ability to learn and train the language, 

shareability of the results, potential reusability of the models, and machine (com-

puter) readability (Kosinar, 2014a). 

It is almost natural to open the modeling possibilities with the First Order Logic 

(FOL) and its most famous computer implementation known as Prolog – a declara-

tive language that is able to express and reason over certain subset of the First Or-

der Predicate Logic. Prolog uses two basic types of constructs to model domain rela-

tions – Facts and Rules. Rules are used to model general attributes of concepts in 

form of Horn Clauses (Samuel, 2006). Facts are then used to express membership 

of individuals in Concepts described by Rules – i.e. Facts declare individuals to be 

members of a set named after Concept. Prolog has various advantages that helped 

its acceptance in the community – first of all it operates on decidable subset of the 

First Order Predicate Logic, secondly it is a formal descriptive system, and, addi-

tionally, its implementations offer executing of created profiles. Analysts also find it 

also useful because of existing interfaces to other languages. On the other hand, 

Prolog has not been well accepted as an industrial tool for knowledge profiles mod-

eling (compared to its acceptance in research and academic fields) – its limitation 

on the first order logic and syntactic form make it hard to capture and model com-

plex systems that can be hardly described with a single level of concepts, individu-
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als, and Horn clauses. Several works discuss utilization of Prolog in the context of 

process modeling but all concludes almost the same result – logic systems with 

greater expressive power should be used (Cihalova, 2011), (Duzi, 2013), (Stolfa, 

2014). 

Fortunately, artificial intelligence solutions had come up with a family of formal 

knowledge representation languages known as Description Logic (DL) and its imple-

mentation represented by Web Ontology Language (OWL) – the Description Logic 

family recently expanded to different professional domains as a formalization lan-

guage for knowledge representation, including business and software process do-

mains (Na, 2006), (De Nicola, 2009), (Liska, 2010). 

2.3.2.3 Description Logic and Web Ontology Language 

All variations of Web Ontology Languages are based upon Description Logic that 

defines OWL semantics. OWL is a language that had been originally designed to 

describe knowledge profiles for the Semantic Web (Antoniou, 2004) but would be 

later used as a knowledge representation method in other domains. Specification of 

OWL standard provides three different versions known as OWL Lite, OWL DL, and 

OWL Full – each with different expressive power (McGuinness, 2004): 

 OWL Lite is the weakest of the OWL family in the light of the expressive pow-

er – originally intended to support simplified knowledge analysis offering con-

cepts hierarchy, limited cardinality constraints (0 or 1), however with syntactic 

complexity almost the same as that of OWL DL it did not get widely used as 

much as another member of OWL family; 

 OWL DL is the version that got widely accepted in communities – mostly be-

cause it guarantees maximum expressive power and yet preserves compati-

bility with reasoning systems based on Description Logic (DL family is a par-

tially decidable subset of FOL retaining computational completeness); 

 OWL Full is the most semantically powerful one of the three – it supports 

some features that cannot be modeled in OWL DL (for example, concept can 

be treated as an individual and a collection simultaneously). OWL Full is un-

decidable (and not even partially decidable), and, just like OWL Lite on the 
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other side of the family spectrum, had not gotten accepted as much as OWL 

DL. 

 

It is a noticeable fact that each version of OWL is based on Resource Description 

Framework (RDF) (Antoniou, 2004), (Cihalova, 2011) – it is an XML based syntax 

standardized by W3C that defines statements with triples consisting of Subject – 

Predicate – Object. Semantics of RDF are provided by RDF Schema (RDFS) – and 

even though both have limited expressive power, the fact that whole OWL family is 

based on RDF XML syntax provides mutual one-way compatibility of OWL lan-

guages – each OWL Lite model is valid OWL DL model, and analogically, every OWL 

DL model is valid OWL Full model (Wang, 2006). Even tough it is said that compu-

tational completeness and decidability do not matter in the scope of process model-

ing it is nice to have the ability to check the logical consistency of the created 

knowledge profile created (and stored) in generally accepted format (XML) with 

proper software tools available (McGuinness, 2004), (Cihalova, 2011), (Glimm, 

2014), (Solimando, 2014). 

 Development of a knowledge representation with Description Logic (and OWL DL 

in that respect) is based on setting the domain terminology (the common vocabu-

lary) into a base called Terminological Box (TBox) while assertions about individuals 

(instances of concepts defined in the TBox) are kept in a base identified as Assertion 

Box (ABox) – giving the described situation a bit of human description – the ABox 

describes the actual situation of the observed domain with stable terminology base 

– Concepts and Roles – defined in the TBox (Liska, 2010a), (W3C, 2009), (Cherfi, 

2013). Obviously, Roles are used to identify relationships between concepts (OWL 

DL supports binary relations only) and are sometimes identified separately in a 

base called Relational Box (RBox). 

Due to its characteristics and available tools, OWL DL and Description Logic 

would not have gone unnoticed in the Software Process and Software Development 

communities and most of existing works were designed and implemented with cer-

tain support of OWL DL. Most of researches in these domains utilize OWL as an 

explicit knowledge representation language and propose mapping of UML elements 
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to OWL constructs (and also BPMN and EPC elements) to support visual knowledge 

modeling – this approach gives certain facilitation to knowledge modeling proce-

dures but does not solve the Semantic Gap – UML has weaker expressive power and 

transforming semi-formal visual language to formal knowledge representation al-

ways suffers from information loss caused by different semantic profiles. More 

promising approaches are those reverse to the one described above – some projects 

intended to describe various business process terminology for example in construc-

tion processes, emergency processes, or even to support software products specifi-

cation (the terminology describing software requirements vocabulary) – despite the 

fact all of them are out of our modeling intention scope, all share the same reusable 

concept of knowledge modeling lifecycle and proves the common acceptance of OWL 

as a knowledge representation language in various professional domains. 

Another projects, on the other hand, aim for goals very similar to ours – there are 

solutions that propose formalization of various software process elements like 

tasks, artifacts, and roles and define clear mapping of the respective process termi-

nology to TBox concepts and ABox individuals – some of them staying within the 

process knowledge modeling or business models alignment and others proposing 

further utilization of knowledge profiles like verification and generation of project 

plans, mapping to Colored Petri Nets, traceability of RUP artifacts, or competency 

questioning – but more on that is discussed in Chapter 3. 

2.3.2.4 Other Approaches 

Conceptualization methods are considered to be very complex scientific discipline 

that crosses over philosophy, mathematical logics, and linguistics (Cihalova, 2011) 

– it is more than obvious that it is impossible to cover all technical details and con-

trasts offered by the discipline. What we needed from our perspective of software 

process modeling – knowledge capture mechanisms and proper language selection 

in a light of existing works and approaches while preserving maximum compatibility 

with our modeling criteria – had been described above and would be refined later in 

another section. Nevertheless there are several solutions that are – due to their sci-

entific value and qualities – worth mentioning. 
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As aforementioned, OWL had been originally designed as a tool for the Semantic 

Web – a collaborative movement led by W3C having a goal of converting existing 

(un- or semi-structured and minimally documented) web into a web of structured 

data where users could easily find data based on the meaning and context. One 

very known and famous sematic web that include most of English words, terminol-

ogy, and relationships is known as the WordNet – project had been initiated in 

1980’s and has been used in several projects and awarded many times. Its impact 

is greatest in computational linguistics as a huge English words dictionary includ-

ing thesaurus, synonyms, antonyms, and troponomy – in other words, the WordNet 

considers the conceptual level into linguistic detail (compared to, for example, elec-

tronic dictionaries) (Maree, 2015). Another level that focuses on nuances below the 

conceptual level is the knowledge level we discussed – while we focus on utilization 

of informal (natural language oriented) resources, there are different systems that 

discuss potential cooperation with WordNet as a formal terminology resource. One 

truly remarkable one is the Cyc (Lenat, 1995) – it is a knowledge representation sys-

tem able to model Concepts (Constants in Cyc), Individuals and Collections of indi-

viduals, Truth Functions (logical connectors and quantifiers), and Functions. From 

analytical point of view it is also important that Cyc supports two fundamental 

predicates – IS-A hierarchy and Whole-Part relation. Just as OWL has gotten well 

accepted as a knowledge representation tool in different domains, Cyc took its share 

of the conceptualization field as a formalization tool used for development of the 

Terrorism Knowledge Base. 

Yet another system focused on knowledge representation and logical analysis of 

natural language that is worth mentioning is known as Transparent Intensional Log-

ic (TIL) designed by Pavel Tichý (Duzi, 2013). All previously mentioned systems have 

the same disadvantage – inability to model multi-level classification (i.e. class of 

classes, class of classes of classes, etc.), model intensions (i.e. native support), and 

model temporal aspects (Cihalova, 2011). TIL is based on the so-called constructions 

– algorithmically structured procedures that define formal prescription how are 

outputs delivered in regards to the input entities. TIL is, from the formal viewpoint, 

a partial, hyper-intensional typed λ-calculus. Concepts are in TIL modeled as Types 
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– sets of objects – and are defined inductively from atomic types of order 1 up to 

constructions of order n. Level one is a collection of (non-empty) sets identified as 

Epistemic Type Base that is able to model Truth Values, Individuals (simple objects), 

Time Points (real numbers), and Possible Worlds (all logically possible states of the 

world) – all higher orders are defined as variations of the epistemic base types. Utili-

zation of TIL as a tool for software process modeling is discussed in (Cihalova, 2011) 

and (Duzi, 2013) and while it is a great and rich formalization system it also has its 

problems – it misses full computational variant (proposed partially as TIL-Script) 

and is mostly convenient for tasks of logical analysis of natural language that re-

quires very powerful tools (in a sense of expressivity) due to complexity of the natu-

ral language (Ciprich, 2007). 

As a conclusion we might add that Conceptualization methods and Knowledge 

architecture had expanded from their original purpose in Artificial Intelligence in-

stallments into different professional domains and have not left waters of Business 

and Software Process modeling calm – ability to capture stable process terminology 

in a formal explicit way got the curiosity and attention of many researchers and also 

inspired this work. With all fundamentals described, we can summarize common 

aspects of Software Process and Knowledge modeling that would enable us to com-

bine the approaches: 

 Both Software Process Modeling and Knowledge Modeling share common ap-

proach to the modeling discipline but differ in goals and responsibilities (re-

quired skill sets) – while the first focus on documented representation of or-

ganizational structures and behavior, the second focuses on identifying most 

stable parts of domain terminology  hence we propose to use activities of 

Knowledge Modeling to capture base software process elements, concepts, re-

lationships, and attributes (e.g. of the reference process like RUP) that can be 

generally reused and/or shared in the community; and activities of Software 

Process Modeling to define and represent subtleties of organizational behavior 

– those parts of processes that are dynamic and undergoing periodical 

changes – but with convenient utilization of terminology represented in re-

spective Knowledge Profile; 
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 Knowledge Profiles utilization is a promising tool for knowledge and experi-

ence transfer among organizations – profiles can be reviewed and eventually 

refined to meet certain criteria in a sense of concrete domain terminology 

(like used nouns, verbs, synonyms)  process models created upon the re-

spective knowledge profile can be easily checked and updated (as the base 

terminology evolves and changes in time); 

 Knowledge Representation as a method can be understood as a resource of 

general components of Software Process Representation  resulting profile 

can be seen as a codified base (kind of terminology unification method) for 

process modeling mechanisms from their very foundations – business pro-

cess meta-model – that is now the last missing link, yet to be discussed. 

2.3.3 Software Process Meta-Model 

“Terminology, it’s all about terminology when it comes to process architecture… 

This was the main topic that night. Biggs and Wedge were struggling with the termi-

nology used in their company and all development projects from the last years. ‘Eure-

ka!’ cried out loud Biggs ‘I got it!’. Wedge gasped, surprised of the sudden change. 

Jessie asked ‘What is it you got…?’ and the answer of Biggs was instant – ‘We have 

different terms in several projects and the problem with their apparent incompatibility 

with the vocabulary words captured so far, right?’ – both Wedge and Jessie nodded 

to show their silent approval, yet with certain doubts presented by the looks – ‘And 

all of them have something in common. I think that almost ninety percent of different 

terms can be generalized and be given just one clear – general – identity!’. Jessie had 

raised her eyebrows and started to smile; it seemed that Biggs’ idea just made her 

day.” 

 

So far we had discussed many viewpoints on process modeling and all parts met 

the desiderata of process architecture criteria (Kosinar, 2010a), (Kozusznik, 2011), 

(Kosinar, 2014a): 

 Modeling as a phase of process descriptions capturing and forming them into 

informal or semi-formal elements – this is performed with the modeling 
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mechanisms executed upon real organizations (with optional help of a refer-

ence software process); 

 Visualization and Redesign that is performed with the process modeling lan-

guage (in our case the UML) and common vocabulary (in our case a natural 

language and the OWL) to create graphic representations of the organization-

al processes in different perspectives and eventual reorganization and opti-

mization of the process structures to improve the process itself; 

 Process Assets Management that is achieved with proper matrix organization 

of final process models and offers managing of models, goals, tools, struc-

tures, roles, and responsibilities; 

 

All the criteria are mutually inter-connected and have to cooperate smoothly to 

achieve particular goals demanded by the customer – the inter-connectivity is real-

ized by aforementioned modeling activities and one additional thing that connects 

the different modeling aspects on a lower level – this thing is usually referred to as a 

Business Process Meta-Model or just Process Meta-Model. All discussed techniques 

and methods have in common one thing – all focus on the process architecture, 

hence they (have to) operate on very similar terminology proposed by methods de-

signers (Heidari, 2011), (Lu, 2012), (Cherfi, 2013). 

Definition 10. Meta-model is a model that defines language for model creation. 

Before we can progress with the meta-model approach, we have to distinguish 

between two different types of meta-models in our context – Business Process Meta-

Model and Modeling Language Meta-Model – the differentiation cannot be implied of 

the general meta-model definition because one of our main modeling criteria was an 

independence of modeling mechanisms on modeling languages, thus the Software 

Process Meta-Model and UML Diagrams Meta-Model must be declared separately. 

Definition 11. Business Process Meta-Model is a meta-model that defines basic 

terms of language for business process representations. 

Definition 12. Modeling Language Meta-Model is a meta-model that defines basic 

terms and elements of language used for capturing models. 
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The meta-model utilization and classification is schematically depicted in the fig-

ure 2.18 in the middle of the knowledge generality pyramid – Core Modeling Layer. 

In the Software Process context, the meta-model approach can be divided into three 

layers going from the least articulated in the top – Foundational Base Layer – that 

defines basic language for the next layer we already mentioned, layer that comprise 

of meta-models designed to support process modeling mechanisms (i.e. modeling 

language and business process meta-models) that is further specialized in the bot-

tom of the pyramid – Specific Process Knowledge Layer – that comprise of elements 

directly mapped onto concepts in the middle layer and matches the real world or-

ganization state at certain time. 

The top layer is built upon two terminologically compatible bases – Meta-Object 

Facility of OMG and the OWL language meta-concepts that define stable core of the 

modeling methodology as a meta-meta-layer. This layer operates on Things (DL’s top 

concept), Classes (UML’s top concept), Entities (individuals), and Relations (roles 

and associations). The presented combination provides sufficient base for process 

modeling meta-models, and, additionally, allows respective meta-models definition 

in OWL DL and yet present them visually with various methods and software tools 

(see an example in figure B.1 in Appendix B). 

 

Figure 2.18: Three levels of knowledge generality 

 It may seem that getting deeper and deeper into the meta-modeling up to the me-

ta-meta-layer could be too technical or even unproductive in the current context 

but in most cases it is the combination of inability to identify correct base terminol-
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ogy and proper distinguishing of modeling mechanisms and modeling languages 

that causes problems in process capture and modeling phases – as an examples we 

might add missing vocabulary (skipping the semantic details and jump over to vis-

ual modeling), lack of base relationship coverage (having the vocabulary but devel-

oping it rather shallow), considering the process to be fully represented in process 

models (skipping additional organizational documentation while putting faith to 

visual models only), and inability to trace certain process aspects from models back 

to the organization (ignoring the semantic gap/information loss implied by shift 

from the real world to semi-formal or formal models that have weaker expressive 

powers). 

 All these problems can be easily solved with proper mapping of process meta-

model but this can be done if and only if we had explicit base terminology – and 

that is the one of the Foundational Base Layer (table 2.2). 

Table 2.2: Foundational base layer mapped to modeling mechanisms 

Base Layer MOF DL 

Object classification Class Concept 

Object characterization Association Role 

 

Now, with clearly defined base terminology, we can progress to the middle layer 

and discuss different process meta-models that were designed to support software 

process modeling. When it comes to process modeling in general, vast share of defi-

nitions are the ones of the Workflow Management Coalition (WFMC) that maintains, 

beside other things, the basic business process and workflow ontology. This ele-

mentary meta-model has been considered as a reference meta-model along with 

SPEM and Software Process Domain Meta-Model (Duzi, 2013), (Kosinar, 2014a). It 

has a great advantage compared to other meta-models – first of all it is very brief 

and includes only most significant terms for process models definition (leaving 

space for refinements), secondly it also comprises business process workflow coun-

terpart; hence this meta-model can be simply used in various installments of pro-

cess modeling and execution and yet further refined based on project needs.  
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Figure 2.19: Basic business process and its execution ontology 

The Workflow Management Coalition basic process profile is present in figure 

2.19 as a class diagram – it also describes the true nature of this meta-model with 

its main focus being on the relation between process models and workflow. Basic 

WMFC meta-model is convenient mostly as a base for workflow implementation, 

which also turns out to be its greatest handicap when it comes to the need of sepa-

rate process modeling procedure freed of any workflow related terminology. Unfor-

tunately just ‘not using’ the workflow related part would not help much because, for 

example, we usually need to model resources (and not only roles) in organizations. 

Another problem rises with the process specification part that is unable to model all 

nuances of complex software processes including definitions like products, goals, 

contexts, and competences without deeper analysis and modifications. 

Process modeling community actually offers quite a variety of meta-models that 

further specify the process modeling partition described by WFMC basic meta-

model – and, just like the software process may be concretized with three process 

perspectives, process meta-models were also designed to focus on different process 

aspects. Whereas process models are categorized as functional, behavioral, and 

structural, the process meta-models are designed to fit slightly different approach of 

categorization of process terminology that includes Activity-oriented, Product-
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oriented, Decision-oriented, Strategy-oriented, and Context-oriented meta-models 

(Hug, 2009). 

Activity-oriented (also known as task-oriented) meta-models aim at the process 

dynamics terminology with typical members describing concepts of Work Units (ac-

tivities) that are performed by Roles (responsibilities) and Work Products that enter 

activities as inputs or leave activities as outputs. There are various representatives 

of Activity-oriented meta-models like The Open Process Framework (OPF), ISO 24744 

and OMG’s Software Process Engineering Meta-Model (SPEM) (see figure 2.20). The 

last two named also provide additional views with Product-oriented terminology ex-

tension (Object Management Group, 2008). For our purpose of understanding the 

meta-model approach in the software process context, we must state that the pro-

cess models of aforementioned reference software processes like RUP (or even 

SCRUM and XP – and consider that these are agile methodologies) are instances of 

Activity-oriented meta-models. It was the very SPEM meta-model that was standard-

ized by OMG as a meta-model efficient to capture base terminology of RUP (with the 

support of UML notation and in a context of SWEBOK). Hence it is not a surprise 

that the most interesting researches made in the software process field had been 

based upon the SPEM. It is the very existence of tight relation (of the SPEM) to ref-

erence software processes that had inspired several projects that discussed utiliza-

tion of knowledge profiles for software processes – in all scenarios the proposal 

starts with the creation of the SPEM formal profile that is later used to perform ex-

plicit instantiation of software process elements. Whether it is eventually used for 

process plan generation and consistency validations (Liska, 2010a) or artifact trace-

ability in RUP (Noll, 2007) or declaring specific formal constraints on tasks (Rodri-

guez, 2010) – the methods share the same core concept – explicit formalization of 

the SPEM meta-model in OWL DL (TBox) profile and declaring software process 

tasks, artifacts, roles and functions as ABox individuals.  
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Figure 2.20: Extract of activity-oriented Software Process Engineering Meta-Model 

While the mentioned SPEM formalization and process instantiation are well and 

sound procedures, the utilization is, on the other hand, slightly limited – firstly the 

SPEM was designed to support mainly reference software processes and its Activity-

oriented (and partially Product-oriented) nature limits extension of the meta-model 

with additional aspects; secondly the utilization of knowledge profile automatically 

anticipates mutual compatibility of certain UML diagrams with the SPEM – this is 

not bad, of course, but missing extra (i.e. separate) profile for visual modeling lan-

guage (actually not completely missing, but rather derived of the SPEM) combined 

with the SPEM expressivity power opens space for further improvements of the ap-

proach. And the first logical step would be the ability to extend the meta-model with 

the terminology of another viewpoints, which implies the second logical step – to 

describe another known process meta-models and define those parts that are criti-

cal for real software processes in real organizations. Let’s briefly describe other pro-

cess meta-model aspects to get further insight into the process terminology diversi-

ty. 

Second category listed above is the category of Product-oriented meta-models that 

provide general (and also usually isolated) view on products that are processed in 

organizations. The philosophy of this meta-model kind is built upon finite state au-

tomata technique that allows to model different states of products and the respec-

tive transitions that lead to (or from) another states. Simplified state-transition 

product-oriented meta-model is depicted in figure A.5 in Appendix A. This meta-

model is the base of State-machine (or Statechart) diagrams. Despite the advantages 

this meta-model offers, its impact is (in the software process context) rather mini-
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mal – Work Products can be easily extended with extra attribute or associated class 

that can do the same service as the discussed Product-oriented meta-model. What 

cannot be, on the contrary, captured with simple add-on and really matters in every 

organization is the decision-making and strategy-centric oriented terminology to 

support activities execution and products realization. 

 Transformations of products and activities performing the transformation are 

driven by strategies that declare decisions that have to be done – this approach is 

supported with Arguments that can Support or Object Alternatives that may come 

present when an Issue occurs. Typical representative of Decision-oriented category 

is Potts (depicted in figure A.6 in Appendix A) that supports extension of Steps (ac-

tivities) with Alternatives that may contribute to them based on raised Issues (Hug, 

2009) – this set as whole performs modifications of Artifacts. Decision-oriented me-

ta-models are great extension for software processes with their ability to enrich the 

terminology with Alternatives (and respective Arguments that supports/objects 

them) to Steps. What they are missing, nevertheless, is the ability to back up deci-

sions with the terminology of Strategy and Intention – this gap left some space for 

another category of Strategy-oriented meta-models that allow to match terminology 

in the area of planning and elaborating work units within software processes. One 

meta-model, namely the MAP (see figure A.7 in Appendix A), had been designed to 

support functionalities setup and requirements elicitation for ERP systems configu-

ration with Strategy-oriented terminology that operates on Source and Target Inten-

tions and Strategies. It is crucial to mention that Intention is equivalent to process 

goal – that makes the semantics clear on one side, however Strategy is defined as ‘a 

manner to achieve the intention’ and that is not as transparent compared to the 

Intention – is it Activity, Phase, or Activity in a special context? These are the ques-

tions that demands answering – and a resolution is provided by context-sensitive 

process terminology. 

 Context-oriented meta-models have a great advantage of having covered most of 

the terminology we have discussed so far with other meta-models and give extra 

information about the Context that affects planned Strategy, Intentions and, analog-

ically Actions (activities) to produce Work Products. Context may stand for different 
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situations that occur in process execution and usually represents given moment 

(timeframe and location) or a situation of a product state (the object of a decision). 

Extract of the NATURE, a typical Context-oriented meta-model representative, is 

depicted in figure A.9 (in Appendix A). 

 Attentive reader might have gotten an impression that the conventional approach 

to categorize process meta-models is a bit chaotic, unable to cover complex process 

terminology and rather prefer distribution and simplification instead of terminology 

unification and augmentation. And the impression would be actually good – just a 

mere existence of so many meta-models focusing on different semantic aspects is 

pretty confusing on its own. Sum it up with some other problems like, for example, 

orientation on specific software process methodologies (e.g. SPEM and RUP) or im-

plementation (e.g. MAP and ERPs) and you get a meta-model approach that has is-

sues with matching complex organizational terminology (is the Activity of the meta-

model A the same one as the Activity of the meta-model B and how is the Activity 

understood in the organization anyway?). This critique had led to certain proposals 

of unified, augmented meta-models that tried to eliminate the aforementioned prob-

lems and do the maximum to fit the needs of organizations that usually ignore me-

ta-model approach because they are not willing to modify the concepts and the ter-

minology they are accustomed to. 

There are process meta-models that had been designed to overcome the problems 

and were, to some extent, successful with the unification of different meta-model 

aspects – we will discuss two representatives that are worth mentioning due to their 

relations with knowledge-oriented modeling mechanics. 

The first process meta-model that comprise of elements that cover more process-

model aspects than one is the AMENITIES – it supports terminology to match Work 

Units, Tasks, and Event-driven Actions including responsibilities modeling that is 

provided by Actors playing Roles (see figure A.8 in Appendix A). What is really re-

markable is the ability to match and map Law-related terminology that checks Ca-

pabilities – hence installation of the AMENITIES allows questioning competences in 

the context of legislation (e.g. Critical Infrastructure Law, Personal Data Protection 

Law, Important Information Systems in Government Law) (Noguera, 2010).  
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Figure 2.21: Extract of Process Domain-Oriented Meta-Model 

The second meta-model worth mentioning, named as the Process Domain-

Oriented Meta-Model (Hug, 2009), may be considered as very complex and smart 

solution that connects most of process terminology of different meta-models – the 

extract of the meta-model depicted in figure 2.21 clearly presents its main focus on 

dynamic activity-oriented Work Unit that is related to other aspects that cover 

strategy-oriented, context-oriented, and decision-oriented elements like Strategy, Sit-

uation, Context, Intentions, and Alternative. 

Unfortunately, even the augmented unified meta-models (see the comparison ta-

ble 2.3) have some limitations that, when inserted into combination of organization, 

modeling language, modeling mechanism, fragmented terminology, and demands to 

implement reference software process practices, create perfect combination to con-

fuse the process control and operational management with unclear terminology or 

even missing elements that should be approached as follows – Original Organization 

Terminology  Process Meta-Model  Extended Organization Terminology – i.e. a 

general meta-model procedure that actually supports efficient process modeling in 

any organization. 
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Table 2.3: Process meta-models comparison 

Basic Meta-
Model 

SPEM 
OPF AMENITIES NATURE State-

Transition 
Potts MAP 

Process Speci-
fication 

Work Defi-
nition 

Work Unit Work Unit Action 
 

Step 

Strategy-
oriented 

 Work Prod-
uct 

Work prod-
uct 

 Product 
Part 

Product 
Artifact 

Role/Resource Process 

Performer 

Product 

Producer 

Role/Actor  
 

 

Activity-oriented Context-oriented 

State 

Transition 

Product-

oriented 

Issue 

Alternative 

Argument 

 Pre-
condition 

  Situation 

Decision-
oriented 

Source 
intention 

Goal 
Intention Target 

Intention 

 

Organization Context  

  Strategy 

Capability  

2.3.4 Modeling, Mechanisms, Terminology, Meta-Models, … 

So far, we have discussed all fundamentals of software process modeling, start-

ing with Software Process, Modeling Languages and Integration Methods, Conceptu-

alization and Mechanisms, and, last but not least, Process Meta-Models – the order 

had its sense in going from the least dependent field, adding technical details and 

methods step by step to support full software process modeling discipline, and end 

up with the terminology base topic – the process meta-model. It is crucial to realize 

that usual process implementation should not ignore any of the modeling parts we 

had discussed (even there are some that can be approached in simplified way, for 

example ignoring process meta-model); the problem is when bigger-scales process 

modeling projects are approached ad-hoc and ran into issues like, for example, 

skipping common vocabulary, or ignoring terminology mapping between organiza-

tion and a reference process to get a match. 

Of course, the modeling phases and activities we had discussed so far are quite 

complex and combine various skills so they should not be executed in a (waterfall) 

sequential way but rather overlap in transparent iterations – which is the best way 

to perform complex activities of Meta-Model Alignment, Knowledge Profile Creation, 

Vocabulary Development, Matching Reference Process, Visual Process Modeling, 
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Models Integration, and Models Validation – but it is actually to soon to open this 

topic. 

 

Figure 2.22: Meta-model and knowledge-based approach in process level context 

Let’s return, for a moment, to the software process maturity levels – we already 

know that the third level comprises captured and defined (modeled) software pro-

cesses. For our proposal was necessary to sustain the independence of visual mod-

els on any formal technique – making a complex approach even more complex 

would not do any good. All existing approaches we had discussed so far, however, 

keep focus on either explicit formal approach (uneasy to use), or semi-formal model-

ing methods with explicit vocabularies (without meta-model matching), or transfor-

mation of formal models with knowledge profiles (still keeping focus on formal 

methods), or miss methodology that would cover all required activities. The pro-

posed approach (in scope of process maturity) is briefly outlined in the figure 2.22 – 

the meta-model alignment with organization and knowledge profile creation must 

come out of the very process architecture to avoid unnecessary (and rather hard 

and rigid) formalization methods that should be done in separate phase with special 

knowledge-oriented activities. But more on this is about to follow. 
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Chapter 3.  

Knowledge Support for Software 

Processes 

“‘Meta-models, vocabulary, terminology matching, modeling language, reference 

process, models, integration. I’m getting lost, you know!’ said Biggs and triggered 

Jessie’s reaction: ‘Patience, Biggs. It may seem pretty complicated, but it’s all about 

correct planning and activities alignment. We have to set the activities and define 

what we expect of the job…’ Jessie fell silent all of sudden, obviously thinking about 

something before she would go on ‘… and check whether someone did the same thing 

before and came up with solution we could reuse.’” 

 

Previous chapter introduced and summarized all well-known and accepted (pro-

cess) frameworks, methods, and languages used in software process capture, de-

scription, and modeling. It is obvious that there are many solutions in existence – 

some focused on capturing domain vocabulary defining most important terminolo-

gy, relationships, and constraints, some put emphasis on capturing dynamic parts 

of the process, while others aim at static parts of the process. There are frameworks 

that offer solutions for capturing software process like BPMN, ARIS, UML, IDEF; 

these are intuitive and easy to use but lack formal semantics nonetheless (Dufres-

ne, 2003).  On the contrary there are formal systems that solve many problems 

brought by semi-formal approaches with powerful representatives like Petri Nets 

(and their respective specializations), Visual Process Modeling Language, first order 

logics (e.g. Prolog), and description logic. 
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While the shift of process capture and modeling from semi-formal approaches to 

formal ones gives process specialists a potent weapon to solve issues caused by the 

lack of expression power and unambiguous semantics, these formal techniques has 

its share of imperfection hidden in more complicated modeling techniques and de-

mands experienced process specialists. 

Upcoming sections contain a detailed summary of existing approaches and works 

published in the knowledge support for software processes domain: 

 Summary of approaches related to our research; 

 Brief summary of the approach described in this thesis compared to existing 

works; 

 Concrete goals specification. 

3.1 Summary and Conclusions of Related Works 

The idea is to give an intuitive support of formal knowledge for software process 

capture and modeling. It is more than evident that such idea is not the newest; the 

research is similar to some existing research works thus it could have been based 

(at least partially) on proven foundations. Before we can select a formal framework 

basis – knowledge modeling language, visual process modeling language, and a re-

spectable software process with integration method – we ought to summarize and 

conclude all existing works and researches mentioned in the previous chapter. Fol-

lowing text comprise of unified scenarios that describe different research approach-

es, commented from our research point of view. 

3.1.1 Knowledge Support in Software Engineering Process – S-01 

Software engineering methods are pretty complex activities and as said before – 

software processes focus on best practices, guidelines, and recommended pathways 

in software products and services development and maintenance. To some extent, 

almost every existing prescriptive process (Sommerville, 2007) includes within de-

velopment phases activities like Business modeling, Requirements elicitation, Re-

quirements prioritization, Use case modeling, Analysis and Design, … – all these 

prior to the very software products creation. Even though these activities mean ex-
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tra workload in projects, they have actually very good justifications (Sommerville, 

2007) – one of them is to support the development with precise blueprint models of 

the software product. There are research works that had discussed utilization of 

knowledge profiles in software development – the endeavor is to support software 

modeling (in Model Driven Architecture) with formal knowledge systems (Bachman, 

2007). Such approach has its advantages in providing yet another formal system to 

model software products. Whereas there exist formal methods of software modeling 

that can coexist and extend models created with UML diagrams, OWL has its share 

of features that can support the formal modeling methods like distinction of A-Box 

(assertions, individuals) and T-Box (terminology, concepts) terms, separated rela-

tionships definitions, possibility to import existing knowledge profiles and extend 

them, and consistency check (Hesse, 2005) or support specific communication-

centric phases of software development like Requirements Management with formal 

models of requirements created with ontologies (Wang, 2011).  

While not being that relevant to this thesis main objectives, works mentioned in 

this scenario (see figure 3.1) cover one important topic that would be discussed and 

improved later in the text to support our case – Knowledge Lifecycle. 

 Resemblances – knowledge lifecycle; 

 Differences – focused on software products modeling; 

 

Figure 3.1: Schematic of scenarios 01 and 02 approaches 

3.1.2 Knowledge Support in Generic Professional Domains – S-02 

The previous scenario introduced knowledge models as a supporting tool for 

software products modeling. To some extent, the approach described in this scenar-

io is similar – it concerns utilization of formal knowledge as a tool for capturing nec-
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essary requirements, terminology, and technical details in different professional 

domains (see the figure 3.1) like emergency procedures (Xu, 2008), construction 

processes (Benevolenskyi, 2012), or assembly processes (Imran, 2015). These works 

share similar way of capturing domain knowledge and – just like works in Scenario 

01 – show benefits of having business domain terms and relations defined in a sin-

gle knowledge system.  

 Resemblances – knowledge lifecycle; 

 Differences – focus on static aspects, missing (generated) process patterns 

modeling, missing business process meta-model; 

3.1.3 Knowledge Alignment of Enterprise Processes – S-03 

We already emphasized that software process (no matter how complex, fragile, or 

even tacit) is a specialization of business process. Some state of the art works focus 

on business process modeling aligned with knowledge profiles in a way of utilizing 

UML as a modeling tool for OWL knowledge profiles creation; this case exploits class 

diagram as a graphical modeling tool for OWL that would be aligned with Petri Nets 

describing organizational dynamics (Brockmans, 2006).  

While the approach described above gives a great formal business process 

framework it yet remains too formal-centric – dynamic models in Petri Nets and ad-

ditional knowledge modeled in UML Class diagrams and (aligned with) OWL – other 

approach proposed by (Noguera, 2010) has chosen its original path based on 

AMENITIES meta-model and task based process modeling with UML Activity dia-

grams; both having their profiles described in OWL. Whereas this framework is 

powerful with attention to business process dynamics combined with formal 

knowledge, it has certain limitation that reduces its practical usage in software pro-

cess modeling – that would be the selected meta-model. Even further went the ap-

proach that had included OCL as another formalization layer mapped onto process 

meta-model and modeling language meta-model (Cherfi, 2013). 

Other works by (Hepp, 2007) and (Lu, 2012) outline utilization of formal 

knowledge representations as a middleware between manual process modeling (with 

EPC or BPEL) and workflow execution; it uses formal knowledge rules to enrich 
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process models with the competency questioning to support improved control of 

responsibilities in task instances executed in organizational workflow. Figure 3.2 

depicts the approaches in a single scheme. 

 Resemblances – basic approach of knowledge alignment of business pro-

cesses with UML models, based on process meta-model; 

 Differences – missing methodology, presented meta-model does not meet full 

software process requirements, focus on single process aspect; 

 

Figure 3.2: Schematic of (generalized) scenario 03 approach 

3.1.4 Knowledge Modeling with Unified Modeling Language – S-04 

These sub-sections serve to summarize existing state of the art work in single 

shot without hopping between relevant modeling domains so the chapter could be 

closed with concrete objectives and selection of techniques and languages. We had 

given already an indication of choosing certain UML diagrams before; this brings us 

to works focused on combination of Unified Modeling Language and knowledge 

modeling methods. Most works related to modeling domain knowledge with UML 

support following activities: UML to OWL transformation (Viademonte, 2008), UML 

profile creation in OWL (Gasevic, 2004), (Djuric, 2005), UML models consistency 

check (Wang, 2006), and, concluded by, domain knowledge profile creation with 

UML (with the respective support of the previous activities) (Na, 2006). 

The described approach unfortunately does not fully comply with business pro-

cess modeling activities due to its focus on building generic domain knowledge 

model only – naturally it is not based upon a single meta-model (preserving the me-
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ta level on generic layer that is, from our point of view, actually meta-meta-layer) 

and the UML profile is designed to satisfy the procedure of modeling OWL 

knowledge models with graphical notation of UML (while our approach is reverse to 

this one and set in the software process domain). Brief summary of the approach is 

graphically interpreted in the figure 3.3. 

 Resemblances – UML profile; 

 Differences – missing single process meta-model due to its generic purpose 

modeling characteristic; 

 

Figure 3.3: Schematic of scenario 04 approach 

3.1.5 Integration of Knowledge and Conceptual Models – S-05 

Every conceptual modeling method is based on a language used for creating the 

models and representing the results. One work (Fill, 2009) proposes knowledge-

based conceptual modeling method that builds its basics on a meta-model that 

specifies the very modeling method meta-concepts (see figure 3.4).  

This single meta-model allows any conceptual modeling method to be supported 

with knowledge patterns due to mapping of knowledge elements on language com-

ponents (like syntax, semantics, notation, etc.) and modeling method (procedures, 

results, etc.). Extending any visual modeling language with extra knowledge gives 

an extra traceability on semantic level and offers improved documentation level of 

final conceptual models. Even though these could be from software process domain, 

this approach lacks proper business process meta-model that would allow complete 

independence of software process knowledge representation and visual modeling 

method. The approach of formalisms in enterprise modeling methods based on 

modeling framework meta-model is further discussed in (Bork, 2014). 
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Figure 3.4: Meta-model of modeling method 

Every process modeling procedure ends and – (let’s assume its success) – results 

in models that describe the business, concepts, data, information, etc. from differ-

ent perspectives. Between the business size and models size is a relation of direct 

proportion and bigger organization might end with hundreds of models that can be 

uneasy to integrate. One renowned solution of conceptual and process models inte-

gration was proposed in (Zachman, 1987) as Zachman Framework; it has spread 

quickly and conquered the enterprise modeling as well-accepted matrix based ap-

proach of models integration (Frankel, 2003), nowadays supported by most model-

ing tools. Both approaches combined together (even though they were designed 

separately and are mutually independent) are schematically outlined in figure 3.5. 

 Resemblances – knowledge models aligned with conceptual models, Zach-

man framework gives convenient matrix-based process models integration; 

 Differences – meta-model focused on modeling techniques (rather than 

business process itself), missing modeling methodology, Zachman framework 

is too complex for software process cases and does not comprise of formal 

methods; 
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Figure 3.5: Schematic of scenario 05 approach 

3.1.6 Knowledge Support for Software Processes – S-06 

Like the heading suggests, following researches are most related to the approach 

proposed in this thesis; while the previous works were only more or less similar to 

our approach (but yet relevant) with certain parts and concepts reusable, the works 

described below are based on single meta-model aligned with its knowledge repre-

sentation, (software) process generation, and (RUP) artifacts traceability. 

Work proposed in (Liska, 2010), (Liska 2011) discusses Software Process Engi-

neering Meta-model (SPEM) aligned with formal knowledge profile and process visu-

al modeling language (take notice of particular similarities with Scenarios 03 and 

05) – this combination allows process models and software project plans generation 

(Liska, 2010a) based on terminology described in Software Engineering Body of 

Knowledge (SWEBOK). Generation procedures have basics in formal modeling of 

software projects (in OWL) in context of SPEM meta-model and SWEBOK contents; 

these (formal knowledge) models are then transformed into project plans that can 

be validated with rules defined on meta-model and model layer. Similar, but more 

general approach has been designed upon meta-process patterns ontology by 

(Jlaiel, 2011) – in this case, the technique reuses certain process meta-model pro-

files but focus on process patterns formats rather than process meta-model. 

As a great addition to this approach could be discussed another independent 

work that proposes artifacts traceability in Rational Unified Process; this (yet an-

other SPEM based) knowledge support was described in (Noll, 2007) and focus on 

static aspects of RUP, namely knowledge alignment of SPEM meta-model and arti-
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facts mentioned in requirements management activities – such an approach allows 

(just like previous) automatized transformations and validations (in this case is the 

validation enriched with types and traceability of artifacts ‘entering into’ and ‘result-

ing from’ activities). 

Another approach that fits this Scenario (Rodriguez, 2010) focuses on functional 

aspects in agile software processes – its greatest benefits lies in formal modeling of 

software process methodology resulting in knowledge representation. Collective 

schematic drawing of methods described above is outlined in figure 3.6. 

 Resemblances – single meta-model based software process modeling with 

knowledge support; 

 Differences – selected meta-model is task-based SPEM, approaches miss 

methodology, reusable process patterns have different purpose  methods 

described by this Scenario are build mostly for formal modeling and pro-

jects validation, not for wide reusability and software process reengineer-

ing and optimization based on semi-formal modeling with utilization of 

knowledge patterns behind; other works concern only particular process 

aspects; 

 

 

Figure 3.6: Schematic of (generalized) scenario 06 approach 
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3.2 Vision of Knowledge Support for Software Process Model-

ing 

Before we can progress to selection of specific parts of the framework we will 

summarize all scenarios compiled from the state of the art works and give a trans-

parent differentiation of this thesis goals from existing approaches. 

 Scenarios 01 and 02 – works referenced in these scenarios propose solu-

tions for knowledge models utilization in products and services documentation 

with high level of formalization. Mentioned cases discusses knowledge life-

cycle in domains of software products development, emergency services, and 

constructions processes; even though these are not that relevant in scope of 

our approach there are certain aspects that could be reused or at least men-

tioned – knowledge life-cycle and knowledge support in different professional 

domains; 

 Scenario 03 – approaches described in this scenario discuss knowledge 

alignment of business processes, some of them with utilization of the process 

meta-model and some with UML Activity diagrams based visual process mod-

eling. These could be considered as complex frameworks, yet leaving space 

for further improvements in meta-model aspects, methodology in software 

process scope, and covering all process aspects with one framework – our 

approach addresses these issues and proposes detailed meta-model for gen-

eral business process modeling (yet compliant with software process), visual 

modeling profile for interpreting independent process knowledge profiles, and 

a methodology documenting these activities; 

 Scenario 04 – the referenced works show utilization of Unified Modeling Lan-

guage as a tool for knowledge modeling activities. Our work goes a different 

path (very briefly – Meta-model  OWL  UML and back) while this ap-

proach covers the reverse approach that proposes another method of build-

ing knowledge profiles (UML  OWL);  

 Scenario 05 – this scenario is similar to Scenario 03 with one major differ-

ence – existing works propose formalization of very conceptualization method 
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(including language syntax and semantics, conceptual modeling methodolo-

gy, modeling procedure). Our approach differs from this scenario in the mod-

eling approach that is built on business process meta-model (rather than 

conceptual method meta-model) and aims at detailed knowledge mapping of 

meta-model, visual modeling language and software process with preserving 

independence of software process formal knowledge profile and visual model-

ing language profile. 

 Scenario 06 – approaches described in this scenario were the greatest moti-

vation for this thesis, yet our approach is based on a meta-model designed 

for all-purpose business process modeling while works summarized in this 

scenario are based on task-based SPEM meta-model. Other differences are in 

focus on different process aspects – our approach aims at all-in-one ap-

proach. Last but not least is our focus on pattern-based visual process mod-

eling that puts emphasis on process optimization and reengineering methods 

(with further knowledge extension) and related methodologies (of knowledge 

capture, terminology and relationships augmentation, process modeling and 

optimization). 

 

Now, with comparison of existing works, we must also make sure that selection 

of framework parts would guarantee features required by our objectives: 

 Process meta-model must be able to cover all software process aspects and 

commonly used terminology (goals, tasks, process coordination, responsibili-

ties, law, context, artifacts, and resources) (Košinár, 2014a); 

 Knowledge formalization language must be able to capture software process 

details, visual process modeling language profile, and all meta-model con-

cepts and relationships (Košinár, 2014b); 

 Visual process modeling language must be intuitive, readable, and able to in-

terpret different business process aspects (Stolfa, 2010), (Košinár, 2010b), 

Kozusznik, 2011); 

 Visual modeling language knowledge profile must include integration of meta-

model that would allow pattern-based transformation modeling, referencing 
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of knowledge elements in process models, and reverse process optimization 

(with additional knowledge models enhancements) (Košinár, 2014b);  

 

Figure 3.7: Schematics of Formal Software Process Framework 

The second chapter mentioned various languages and techniques that meet the 

requirements mentioned above (depicted as generic – language independent – 

scheme in figure 3.7). With the respect to all existing frameworks the selection of 

languages, techniques, and methods is as follows: 

 Generic business process meta-model designed for this thesis purposes (yet 

based on and compliant with certain process meta-models); 

 Web Ontology Language as a language for knowledge representation of follow-

ing framework parts: 

o Process meta-model; 

o Software process knowledge profiles; 

 Unified Modeling Language as a visual modeling tool of following process as-

pects: 

o Functional aspects interpreted with Use-case diagrams; 

o Structural and Informational aspects interpreted with Class dia-

grams; 
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o Behavioral aspects interpreted with Activity diagrams; 

 Rational Unified Process as a reference knowledge resource used for experi-

ments and observations in healthcare information systems requirements 

management. 

 

With our approach distinguished from existing works and the selection of very 

framework parts we can form high-level goals (schematically depicted in the figure 

3.8) that gives clear insight of what follows in following chapters. 

 

 “Goals of this thesis are based on experiments and observations of software pro-

cesses. If we can describe set of knowledge and experience behind a software 

process as a formal knowledge representation (based on generic business pro-

cess meta-model aligned with organization terminology), then we can support intui-

tive semi-formal visual process modeling with reusable (and shareable) knowledge 

background and generated sandbox-like process patterns, models verification, and 

process models integration.” 

 

Figure 3.8: Full outline of the Formal Software Process Framework 
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Now, with the main goal formed, we can get more specific about concrete objec-

tives that were only briefly outlined in the first chapter while Chapter 2 focused on 

the current state of the art and actually had not left much space for the goals defi-

nition: 

 First goal is a process meta-model proposal that would comply with different 

process abstractions and viewpoints; 

 Second goal is a knowledge modeling method for software processes that 

would use process meta-model as a terminological base; 

 Third goal is a visual notation and binding method proposal that would allow 

mapping of visual language (diagrammatic) elements to process meta-model; 

this approach should provide semi-formal visual modeling with simple utili-

zation of knowledge elements and yet allow enterprise models integration 

aligned with process meta-model; 

 Fourth goal is a complete methodology describing how to model software pro-

cess in organizations with the process meta-model and knowledge support. 
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Chapter 4.  

Software Process and Knowledge 

Modeling 

“Biggs had been tired, unable to argument anymore: ‘OK, I must admit that I’m get-

ting into this knowledge based process mechanisms and process meta-models but 

what I don’t understand is how it can actually help us, like really?!?’ Jessie had tak-

en a deep breath so she could answer Biggs but was interrupted before she got a 

chance to open her mouth as Biggs continued: ‘Why should we do this terminology 

and meta-model circus around? Why not just take the modeling language – the UML 

we already know – and let’s build the process models and align them with RUP?’… 

Silence in the room lasted for a few seconds before it was cut by Jessie’s: ‘And what 

about the connection between vocabulary and the visual language? And how does the 

visual language solve the information loss? And what about sustainability of process 

models and their further alignment with the core reference process? If you decided to 

do visual models only, than it’s perfectly OK, but in that case you actually never 

needed process modeling specialist who focus deeply on actual process representa-

tion with the best preservation of knowledge and information aligned with modeling 

mechanisms and resource documentation rather than create diagrammatic models 

only.’” 

 

Process modeling mechanisms and knowledge representation can be understood 

as left and right hands of process architecture – lack of modeling mechanisms 

would simplify the whole modeling procedure to blind matching of functions, activi-
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ties, and structures to diagrammatic elements with no future vision of models sus-

tainability whatsoever while missing knowledge representation (at least informal) 

destroys any reusability potential of process parts. We had already outlined what 

languages and techniques are going to be used and actually all of them had been, 

at least briefly, introduced in Chapter 2. Formal and detailed proposal of the pro-

cess framework that is about to follow in chapters five and six, however, requires 

deeper insight into all pieces of the process framework such as: 

 Software process knowledge origin and structures used for its (explicit) 

knowledge representation; 

 Selected subpart of the software process that would be later discussed as the 

one to be modeled with the framework, a subpart that is essential for soft-

ware producing organizations due to its interdisciplinary characteristics and 

customer (or stakeholder) oriented tasks; 

 Proper formal language and formalization system used for base layer meta-

modeling and middle layer modeling of process profiles; 

 Detailed description of diagrams needed for modeling all process aspects de-

fined by process modeling criteria we follow. 

 

This chapter focuses on getting light into those techniques that, in spite of brief 

discussions in Chapter 2, need detailed description required by those chapters that 

cover the core of this thesis. It is, however, necessary to state that those readers 

who are knowledgeable professionals in topics discussed in this chapter might ac-

tually skip this part of the text or focus only on those parts they are interested in. 

Upcoming sections describe these topics in software process modeling scope: 

 Software process knowledge resources (Rational Unified Process, Software 

Engineering Body of Knowledge); 

 Requirements management with certain specifics caused by scoping its activ-

ities into healthcare information systems; 

 Web Ontology Language; 

 Unified Modeling Language as a process modeling language. 
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4.1 Software Process Knowledge Area 

There are various knowledge resources that can be used as a reference in organi-

zational software process architecture and implementation (apart from the very or-

ganization knowledge and experience) – and we had already discussed some of 

those in Chapter 2 – including Unified Process (open reference guide), Rational Uni-

fied Process (state of the art version of Unified Process), and Software Engineering 

Body of Knowledge (standard ISO/IEC TR 12207:2008 compiled and published by 

IEEE Computer Society out of generally accepted software processes and guidelines 

with references to renowned community specialists). 

4.1.1 RUP and Software Engineering Body of Knowledge 

It is the very SWEBOK in its latest installment that clearly states the software 

engineering evolved from a conference catchphrase into sophisticated engineering 

domain that is, just like any other engineering profession, based on a body of 

knowledge – despite the fact the knowledge is not always defined in concise man-

ner. While we focus on process modeling in organization, it is clear that we need a 

respectful and transparent resource that would support organizations in various 

phases of process implementation – for these purposes we use two renowned 

knowledge origins with similar information structure – Rational Unified Process and 

SWEBOK since both offer rich descriptions and definitions of various elements pre-

sented in software processes. 

Actually software process practitioners and process analysts might experience 

first problems with reference process guides on the terminology level  – while SWE-

BOK guide to the standard 12207 operates on less structured but very common 

language that makes the guide easy to approach, the RUP documentation tends to 

structure information in a way that improves optimal searching of required 

knowledge; even this pretty simple distinction shows that both knowledge re-

sources, in spite of holding the same knowledge, can be used together as a refer-

ence guides – the first one provides very readable and natural form of guide to the 

process knowledge and the second holds the knowledge in structured, almost semi-

formal way.  
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On the other hand, both aforementioned reference guides have its share of prob-

lems that are hidden in missing structures of the SWEBOK guide (professionals are 

dependent on their experience and ability to understand quite complex process 

structures in unstructured text) and possible terminology misconception (or rather 

mutual incompatibility) that could be caused by concepts used within RUP docu-

mentation and organizations. With some of our goals set in the context of reference 

software process guidelines, mostly in understanding and process improvement, we 

need to aim the discussion at concepts used in RUP and SWEBOK. 

 

Figure 4.1: Activity diagram notation used in RUP – Requirements workflow 

The relationship of iteration breakdown and core tasks within software processes 

was briefly discussed in Chapter 2 – figure 4.1 presents notation of activity dia-

grams that are used to define the first level of activities breakdown. This level allows 

process analysts to approach Disciplines or Reference Workflows (e.g. Business 

Modeling, Requirements, Analysis & Design, etc.) in hierarchically structured way – 
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with the respect to the example diagram we say that discipline Requirements 

breakdown consists of various Activities like Analyze the Problem, Define the Sys-

tem, etc. (more on Requirements is discussed in following sections). This breakdown 

level actually provides more than simple connection between disciplines and tasks – 

as the figure 4.1 indicates with its notation, activity breakdown level defines flow of 

activities, i.e. recommended behavioral aspects. This level is not, of course, simply 

shallow and is characterized by different attributes giving process practitioners and 

analysts powerful description tools to work with – apart from breakdown to Task 

level, process analysts and practitioners can also utilize process/activity type cate-

gorization, repeatability, ability to set activity as event-driven, activity obligation 

within process, etc. 

 

Figure 4.2: Context diagram used in RUP – Define the System elements breakdown 

So far so good – we have described all main elements with basic characteristics 

from cycle, phase, and iteration to activities that are further refined to the so-called 

Tasks or Task Descriptors. Be aware that all terms from Cycle to Activities actually 

behave like overall processes rather than simple (atomic) tasks – while some may 

understand this difference intuitively, others might, quite naturally, put the Activi-

ties breakdown level to atomic tasks level of process meta-model. Figure 4.2 depicts 
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Activity  Task Descriptor breakdown of the Define the System activity of Require-

ments discipline. We can also see other elements that are captured with this special 

notation of context diagram – in other words this level focuses on functional aspects 

– the middle stripe describes responsible roles (Performers, e.g. System Analyst) 

while upper elements show tasks inputs and lower elements show, analogically to 

the upper, respective outputs. What might not be evident from the example, and 

actually may be a source of certain confusion, is the fact that Task Descriptor is not 

the most refined description yet – that would be the Method Task behind specific 

Task Descriptor that is defined within discipline Capability Pattern (as in the con-

text of activity breakdown).  

Every RUP context diagram shows different relationships like responsible roles, 

inputs and outputs; there are, however, other characteristics that refine Method 

Tasks into convenient details suitable for process implementation – responsible 

Roles are refined into Primary Performers and Additional Performers and inputs are 

categorized as Mandatory Inputs and Optional Inputs. There are also another de-

scriptive attributes including parent discipline of the method task, its purpose, de-

tailed information, skilling (competencies description), and atomic steps that should 

be performed within the method task. Of course, other elements on Tasks break-

down level has its share of common meta-characteristics just like Method Tasks 

and Activities, so, for example, inputs and outputs are Work Products, Documents 

and Specifications, Information, Models, and so on – these are set in a context that 

is known as Domain and all categories of artifacts (artifact is the most general kind 

of non-virtual object within software processes) are related with roles that are re-

sponsible for them (mind the difference between ‘is modified by’ and ‘is responsible 

for’). 

While RUP (and UP in that respect) provides well-structured process documenta-

tion with graphical notations to support the knowledge area, SWEBOK guide builds 

the knowledge background on topics breakdown that goes from Reference Work-

flows, via Activities and ends with detailed descriptions of Tasks – certain parts are 

conveniently linked to reference materials of renowned community professionals 

including names like Sommerville, Wiegers, Potts, and Gamma. Those readers who 
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would dive into the SWEBOK guide will find detailed reference knowledge of all gen-

erally recognized software engineering reference workflows from Requirements to 

Software Maintenance; on the other side, those familiar with RUP or less experi-

enced practitioners or analysts might lose themselves in minimally structured text 

the SWEBOK consists of. We already indicated that knowledge defined in RUP is 

compatible with the SWEBOK guide and detailed SWEBOK topics are perfect for 

further study and process optimization above RUP or any other software process 

(SWEBOK purpose is not to describe concrete software process but rather focus on 

overall knowledge documentation). 

Insight into the software processes presented in the text so far ought to clearly 

convince readers about the importance of the software processes defined, imple-

mented and integrated in the organization. We already know that software process-

es stick out among other engineering disciplines as the ones that evolved from very 

simple waterfall methods to complex processes like UP, RUP, or even agile while the 

main objectives of all remain the same – to deliver ordered product, and, additional-

ly, deliver it on given time schedule, develop it within negotiated budget, and with 

the best quality. Our framework aims at providing improved process modeling with 

help of predefined set of explicit knowledge of either reference process or organiza-

tional knowledge and experience – these improvements based on process meta-

model alignment and explicit knowledge profiles mainly apply in context sensitive 

activities that usually occur in certain core workflow of each software process that 

concerns one of the main process objectives – gathering and understanding of cus-

tomer needs. Standards and iterative approaches we use as a knowledge origin 

mainly concern and specialize in verification, validation, and quality assurance of 

the software functionality aligned with requirements given by customers and stake-

holders. And even though all core activities are very important, those related to re-

quirements are considered to be very critical due to quite simple reason – misinter-

pretation of requirements gathered from customer and inability to identify and cor-

rect the error certainly lead directly to creation of a software product that would not 

be accepted and could jeopardize the whole project. 
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While customers and technical staff usually tend to play the requirements activi-

ties down, authors of all best practices-based software processes had been well 

aware of the requirements identification and clarification importance and many 

techniques had been designed to support and simplify the critical communication 

between customers and development organizations – following section describes 

Requirements Management activities in the context of Rational Unified Process and 

Software Engineering Body of Knowledge.  

4.1.2 Requirements Management 

Typical argumentation used in the scope of Requirements Management is that it 

is actually one of the most important phases of all significant sub-processes (Stolfa, 

2008) – while not being wrong, one might ask – are not all phases and activities im-

portant? And which one of them all is the most important then? This odd reasoning 

misses just one thing to get even on real Requirements Management importance 

justification – no other core workflow activities contain that amount of communica-

tion, negotiations, and alignment with customers as this one – it is crucial to realize 

that it is the communication and requirements techniques that collect and compile 

all the pieces of information from customers and aim for software specification that 

can be passed over to a development team in such detail that avoids ambiguities 

and yet still can be communicated and well understood by customers. 

Software systems requirements are primarily, according to software processes 

and renowned resources we have mentioned so far, derived from ideas of customers 

and stakeholders; these requirements must be, however, first gathered from them a 

priori to any further processing that consists of many different sub-processes and 

tasks. While many professionals had emphasized that customers have problems 

with identifying actual needs and requirements on the systems or devices they are 

about to use, including, for example, Steve Jobs: “People don't know what they 

want until you show it to them.” – and Henry Ford: “If I had asked people what they 

wanted, they would have said faster horses.” it is actually not true, it just depends 

on what techniques are used to get them (the requirements, of course). The so-

called bespoken software development based on sophisticated software processes 
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compliant with the best practices of software development (Requirements Manage-

ment, Visual Modeling of the System, Development Performed in Iterations, Compo-

nent-based Implementation, and Change Control and Management) includes several 

requirements elicitation techniques that concern gathering and understanding all 

users and stakeholders needs with one primary goal – to communicate the results 

to the development team. The process, as described above, also involves activities 

that allow communication, prioritization, negotiation, and collaboration with the 

stakeholders including techniques and approaches like interviews, questionnaires, 

internal analysis, workshops, brainstorming, ethnography, protocol analysis, ap-

prenticing, prototyping and many others (Sommerville, 2007). 

Those software specialists who want to get into the complex world of require-

ments management can use recommended approaches and practices mentioned in 

reference processes and guidelines like RUP or SWEBOK – overall view at Require-

ments Management discipline of RUP is depicted in figure 4.1 that had been dis-

cussed few times already, while detailed look at one method task is present in figure 

4.2 – neither we shall discuss all RUP requirements processes to detail nor we shall 

mention more RUP visual models – we shall rather focus on those subtleties of re-

quirements modeling that influenced the research, mostly the process meta-model 

design, that follows in the next chapter. 

Just a gentle peek into activities like Analyze the Problem, Understand Stake-

holders Needs, and Define the System indicates what had been said already – re-

quirements management always was, is, and always will be critically dependent on 

a communication with customers, and since no software process realization or pro-

cess model can guarantee experienced professionals they can at least recommend 

minimal set of activities and practices needed to gather, elicit, and model require-

ments with well accepted techniques with good balance between quality and total 

expenses. The problem we are going to address now is the fact that with certain 

software systems those activities overlap boundaries of software house and involve 

partner organizations as a central point containing elementary knowledge that must 

be discovered and captured. Among others we can emphasize systems like 

healthcare information systems that process huge amount of very sensitive data, 
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must be compliant with different regulations and codes, have to communicate se-

curely with another public healthcare systems, and must meet local professional 

practice and customs while preserving full functionality required by customer. 

These are huge responsibilities and realize we are still talking about processes 

describing what and how should be done, not the very realization that is a very dif-

ferent story of software process instantiation – all those requirements require do-

main specialists and customer intervention, and that is a moment when a space 

opens for specific terminology that affects software process as a whole –  

 Partner or customer organization affecting software process (hospital, clinic), 

organization units intervening elicitation (outpatient departments, blood cen-

ter); 

 Contexts with potential impact on functional or non-functional requirements 

(blood plasma donation, cardiac surgery) 

 Abstract intentions defining whole software processes or sub-processes (pa-

tient administration); 

 Concretized goals (requirements model describing patient administration in a 

context of plasma donation, user interface mockup of patient administra-

tion); 

 Competences needed for detailed requirements and common or law con-

straints elicitation (physician, dentist, lawyer); 

 Constraints put on the very development process to comply with regulations 

and standards required by customer (personal data protection, sensitive data 

protection, data security, data transfer integration, critical infrastructure and 

systems code); 

 Problems and issues that might occur in development progress (unavailable 

stakeholder/physician at hospital, two or more conflicted requirements yet 

all coming from the same clinic or even single resource, delayed require-

ments feedback); 

 Alternatives that respond to occurred issues (hire external physician, consult 

requirements with different clinical department of the same or similar type, 

escalate feedback request). 
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Every high-quality healthcare information system, or any other type of infor-

mation system that processes sensitive data and realize complex functionality diffi-

cult to describe, must be, according to the goals of software development, an en-

hancement of the actual and present reality of the customer’s business. Customers 

expect no less than added value system that would support and help them with 

everyday routines, therefore proper collection and definition of software require-

ments is a need of very high importance for all involved parties. Since inadequate 

software requirements (do you remember our discussions about the software crisis 

and rapid growth at the beginning of the text?) may cause severe realization and 

financial problems (inappropriate functionality could be implemented) leading to 

possible loss of business advantage and market position, it is fundamental that 

software house and its responsible management have extensive knowledge that is 

captured properly so it can be reused, presented to customers, and eventually re-

fined and optimized when necessary.  

4.1.3 Web Ontology Language 

Web Ontology Language, or OWL, is a W3C standardized language for a 

knowledge representation and acclaimed and widely used description logics applica-

tion. Detailed description is far beyond the scope of this thesis and readers are rec-

ommended to check the references mentioned in the second chapter or in the text 

below. We shall rather focus on those OWL elements that are essential for the soft-

ware process modeling purposes, i.e. meta-model design (classes/concepts and re-

lationships) and software process profile creation (instantiation and annotations) 

and for this purpose we shall use the fact that: 

 Since OWL has been widely used as a knowledge modeling language in sev-

eral professional domains including software processes, it is considered to be 

a mature and high quality opened modeling language; 

 The building blocks of OWL are based on description logics elements with 

minimum differences in base terminology (DLs concepts are OWL classes and 
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DLs roles are OWLs properties), in other words its formal expressive power is 

similar to DLs. 

Table 4.1: Syntax and semantics of SROIQ constructors 

 Syntax Semantics 

Individuals: 

Individual name 𝑎 𝑎𝐼 

Roles: 

Atomic role 𝑅 𝑅𝐼 

Inverse role 𝑅− {〈𝑥, 𝑦〉|〈𝑦, 𝑥〉 ∈ 𝑅𝐼} 
Universal role 𝑈 Δ𝐼 × Δ𝐼 

Concepts: 

Atomic concept 𝐴 A𝐼 

Intersection 𝐶 ⊓ 𝐷 C𝐼 ∩ D𝐼 

Union 𝐶 ⊔ 𝐷 C𝐼 ∪ D𝐼 

Complement ¬𝐶 Δ𝐼\C𝐼 

Top concept T Δ𝐼 

Bottom concept ⊥ ∅ 

Existential restriction ∃𝑅. 𝐶 {𝑥|𝑠𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑅𝐼 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑥 𝑖𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝐶𝐼} 
Universal restriction ∀𝑅. 𝐶 {𝑥|𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑅𝐼 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑥 𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝐶𝐼} 
At-least restriction ≥ 𝑛 𝑅. 𝐶 {𝑥|𝑎𝑡 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑛 𝑅𝐼 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑥 𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝐶𝐼} 
At-most restriction ≤ 𝑛 𝑅. 𝐶 {𝑥|𝑎𝑡 𝑚𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑛 𝑅𝐼 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑥 𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝐶𝐼} 
Local reflexivity ∃𝑅. 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑓 {𝑥|〈𝑥, 𝑥〉 ∈ 𝑅𝐼} 
Nominal {𝑎} {𝑎𝐼} 
Where 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ 𝑁𝐼 are individual names, 𝐴 ∈ 𝑁𝐶 is a concept name, 𝐶, 𝐷 ∈ 𝐂 are concepts, 

𝑅 ∈ 𝐑 is a role 

Table 4.2: Syntax and semantics of SROIQ axioms 

 Syntax Semantics 

ABox: 

Concept assertion 𝐶(𝑎) 𝑎𝐼 ∈ 𝐶𝐼 

Role assertion 𝑅(𝑎, 𝑏) 〈𝑎𝐼, 𝑏𝐼〉 ∈ 𝑅𝐼 

Individual equality 𝑎 ≈ 𝑏 𝑎𝐼 = 𝑏𝐼 

Individual inequality 𝑎 ≉ 𝑏 𝑎𝐼 ≠ 𝑏𝐼 

TBox: 

Concept inclusion 𝐶 ⊑ 𝐷 𝐶𝐼 ⊆ 𝐷𝐼 

Concept equivalence 𝐶 ≡ 𝐷 𝐶𝐼 = 𝐷𝐼 

RBox: 

Role inclusion 𝑅 ⊑ 𝑆 𝑅𝐼 ⊆ 𝑆𝐼 

Role equivalence 𝑅 ≡ 𝑆 𝑅𝐼 = 𝑆𝐼 

Complex role inclusion 𝑅1 ∘ 𝑅2 ⊑ 𝑆 𝑅1
𝐼 ∘ 𝑅2

𝐼 ⊆ 𝑆𝐼 

Role disjointness 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑗𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡(𝑅, 𝑆) 𝑅𝐼 ∩ 𝑆𝐼 = ∅ 

 

There are also other differences worth mentioning like OWLs formal semantics 

influenced by both DLs and RDF; OWL had been originally designed as an RDF ex-

tension – further extension of the OWL formal semantics with those of DLs conse-

quently makes OWL reasoning undecidable. Is has been stated already – software 

process modeling techniques are not dependent on the modeling language undecid-

able semantics (Cihalova, 2011); therefore this limitation does not stand in our way 
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of process architecture. The OWL Direct Semantics based on DLs supports the so-

called SROIQ syntax and semantics profile that possesses power to express various 

concepts and their properties – tables 4.1 and 4.2 comprise of syntax and seman-

tics of SROIQ constructors and axioms. 

Following OWL constructs are essential for modeling formal software process as-

pects including its meta-model: 

 Class (or DLs Concept) is a set of objects having the same or similar charac-

teristics, these objects are also known as instances or individuals. Class may 

be a child of another class (known as a parent or superclass) – this relation is 

in OWL known as a subclass, a taxonomical relation between two concepts. 

The subclass relationship is an OWL’s equivalent of DLs concept inclusion; 

 Instance or Individual is an object as we have defined it in Chapter 2 – it is a 

unique identifiable entity of the real world, member of a class; 

 Property (or DLs Role) is a binary relationship between two classes that fur-

ther specifies them. OWL distinguishes between two types of properties - ob-

ject properties (characteristic of a class realized as a link to another class) 

and data properties (class characterized with concrete data slot and its val-

ues); 

o Object Property defines binary relation between two classes where 

the first concretizes a domain and the second its range set. OWL 

defines object properties with ObjectProperty literal; 

o Data Property is similar to Object Property, the difference is in a 

range set that is limited to a set of predefined data types. OWL for-

mulates the properties with DatatypeProperty literal; 

 Operators of OWL provide several logical operations like union, intersection, 

complement, class enumeration, cardinality, and disjointness; 

 Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) are used in OWL as a primary identifiers 

of all constructs; 

 Annotation is a general all-purpose type of data property that should serve for 

documentation purposes like definitions, versioning, etc. 
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As a conclusion to OWL section required by our scope, an OWL-DL ontology, 

knowledge base, or knowledge profile is a set comprising of TBox (Terminological 

Box) and Abox (Assertion Box), or, in other words, it is a set of all explicit assertions 

of captured classes and their mutual properties. As we already know, various trans-

lation techniques had been designed for domain models transformations from UML 

models to OWL and vice versa – while we shall reuse some of those concepts in the 

mapping proposal our approach shall get the technique to process meta-layer that 

does not aim for automatized domain models transformation but rather provide set 

of patterns available for process modeling – this knowledge profile individuals reus-

ability however asks for more detailed UML description. 

4.1.4 Process Modeling with Unified Modeling Language 

Unified Modeling Language is a topic essential for this thesis but it is actually so 

extensive that its detailed description exceeds not only objectives of this thesis, but 

it could also overflow already very used text space – after all, UML was originally 

designed as a diagrammatic language for software systems modeling with more 

than ten diagrams types including, apart from others, Object Diagram, Collabora-

tion or Sequence Diagram, Component Diagram, or Deployment Diagram; with its 

original purpose are not all UML diagrams (naturally) usable as a process modeling 

diagrams. Various initiatives, however, proposed notations and scenarios that uti-

lize some UML diagrams as a process-modeling tool. 

Two approaches most relevant to our research are Eriksson-Penker notation ex-

tension for UML and SPEM approach to UML. SPEM standard goes in a way of us-

ing extensive and very detailed UML diagrams (see example in figure 4.3) syntax to 

describe all SPEM concepts and relations while approach designed by Eriksson and 

Penker utilizes specific notation that simply reuse stereotypes to scope a UML dia-

gram element into a business domain (figures 4.4, A.1, and A.2 depict various ex-

amples of the notation). The proposal of this thesis builds the modeling technique 

upon semi-formal visual modeling – as a conclusion to several resources (Eriksson, 

2000), (Liska, 2011) and our own research (Kosinar, 2015) we have designed the 

visual process modeling on following UML diagrams: 
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 Activity Diagram as a diagram for capturing behavioral process aspects; 

 Use-Case Diagram as a convenient base notation for functional process as-

pects and… 

 Class Diagram as a tool for modeling structural process aspects. 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Activity Diagram notation used by SPEM 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Eriksson-Penker Activity Diagram notation 

Following sections summarize the aforementioned diagrams and their essentials 

needed for the process modeling notation and mapping of UML diagrams elements 

onto a process meta-model. 

4.1.4.1 Use-Case Diagram 

The very original purpose of use-case diagrams had been a requirements model-

ing of software systems within various analytical tasks – use-case diagram is a con-

venient modeling tool for representing static relationships between users (actors) 
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and functions (use cases) of a software system (system boundaries). In the process 

modeling scope, use-case diagram utilization actually follows the modeling ap-

proach used in system use-cases – different real world entities are mapped onto 

use-case diagram elements to form a static business model – figure 4.5 presents an 

example of use-case diagram representing sample software process tasks and figure 

4.6 depicts a use-case diagram meta-model that contains diagram’s essential con-

struction elements that would be later used for formal software process framework 

proposal – these elements are: 

 Use Case is a central element of any use-case diagram – it represents, in 

business process scope, a function, process, or a task. While functions or 

tasks are usually considered as atomic process elements, process can be fur-

ther decomposed – use case element supports this type of top-to-bottom de-

composition; 

 Actor is in business process models interpreted as a responsible role, a form 

of process mechanism, that is played by a resource; 

 Association is a binary relationship between actors and use cases or between 

use cases – it represents a process or a task performance in the first case 

and task or process cooperation in the second; 

 Include is the first special type of relationship between two use cases – it 

specifies that one task is contained in another task (or a process in a pro-

cess); in other words it expresses an obligation of certain process part per-

formance; 

 Extend is the second special kind of binary relationship captured between 

two use-cases, unlike Include relationship, this one represents optional task 

or process performance – one task extends another one. Extending (optional-

ly performed) use-case is referred to as an extension or extension point, and 

extended use-case is known as a base use-case; 

 Stereotype is actually a generic extension mechanism available in every UML 

diagram type; it allows to enrich or refine particular diagram elements with 

special notation <<stereotype_value>> where the inner variable can be re-

placed with any desired value, e.g. in our process context an actor can be ex-
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tended with stereotype <<Role>> that would mean this particular actors rep-

resents responsible role and use-case could be extended with <<Task>> that 

suggests the use-case describes a process task; 

 Boundary (or System Boundary) is a rectangular shape that surrounds use-

cases in use-case diagrams; its original purpose is to define limits or bound-

aries of specific systems or subsystems and its utilization in process model-

ing is very similar – we can use it to define organizations, units, and con-

texts. 

 

Figure 4.5: UML Use Case Diagram 

 

Figure 4.6: UML Use Case Diagram Meta-Model 
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4.1.4.2 Activity Diagram 

We had stated in the second chapter that behavioral business process aspects 

could be captured with different semi-formal or formal techniques – activity diagram 

plays a significant role in this thesis as a convenient tool for capturing and model-

ing semi-formal behavioral process models. UML Activity Diagram use activities to 

capture various states of process dynamics and process flows are represented with 

transitions between activity elements. Specific responsibilities are modeled with the 

so-called swimlanes that wrap activities and objects of processes. Just like Use-

Case Diagram, Activity Diagram (see example in figure 4.7) is built upon several 

elements that are set in various relationships – figure 4.8 contains Activity Diagram 

meta-model representing parts essential for our software process modeling purpos-

es: 

 Activity is an executable process part that can represent, based on hierar-

chical decomposition, either a process (or sub-process) or an atomic process 

task. Activity is, to some extent, similar to use-case element of Use-Case Dia-

gram – it an essential central element of the diagram and provides base in-

formation about process functions; 

 Initial and Final Activity are virtual kind of activities (they actually do not 

hold any kind of process or task detail) and serve single purpose only – Initial 

node opens processes and Final node stops them; 

 Object is an element that allows modeling of transformations executed within 

processes – it holds information about objects entering and exiting activities 

under certain circumstances that are captured with flows; 

 Control and Object Flow are oriented edge-like elements that connect two ac-

tivities (control flow) or object and activity (object flow); 

 Guide is an information bound to either Control or Object Flow as a weight 

and holds condition that must be met so the flow can be executed; 

 Decision is a control mechanism that selects just one process path from a set 

of available flows and scenarios based on flows Guides setup and evaluation; 
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 Concurrency (Parallelism) is an element that consists of two individual parts 

that work together to provide parallel – concurrent – execution of process 

tasks; these parts are fork (or split) and join, where the first one splits a pro-

cess flow into multiple process paths and the second synchronizes once split 

flow back into one; 

 

Figure 4.7: UML Activity Diagram 

 

 Swimlane (Responsible Role, Activity Partition) is a grouping element of the 

diagram that provides activities categorization or classification – this is hap-

pening upon observation of some common process parts characteristics, 

usually responsible roles or organization units that are liable for tasks per-

formance or object transformation; 

 Event is an element that provides modeling of asynchronous event-driven ac-

tivities with help of two nodes – Send Signal and Accept Signal – as the name 

suggests, the first initiates an asynchronous flow execution and the second is 

synchronizing the flow back into synchronous path; the synchronization 
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mechanism works similarly to observer design pattern (event-listener special-

ization where the listener is Accept Signal node); 

 Stereotype has the same function in Activity Diagram like in the Use-Case 

Diagram – it is an extension tool that can be used in various elements to im-

prove documentation detail. 

 

 

Figure 4.8: UML Activity Diagram Meta-Model 

It is also important to emphasize that activity diagrams can be further classified 

by certain abstraction levels that define activity diagram categories – we shall briefly 

define them so we can later enter the process framework proposal with strictly spec-

ified notation: 

 Basic Activities category covers the most basic level of process flows that are 

equivalent with sequential flow charts that include sequence and flow control 

but lack explicit forking and joining of concurrent activities. Decisions are, 

on the other hand, supported and does not have to be well structured; 
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 Intermediate Activities category adds (above the Basic Activities level) an abil-

ity to capture and model concurrent control and data flow – this notation is 

similar to the Petri Nets modeling; 

 Complete Activities category includes further enhancement of Intermediate 

category with edge weights and streaming; 

 Structured Activities level supports modeling of detailed process control con-

structs like loops and conditions; this level is build upon the Basic Activities 

level and is compatible with Intermediate and Complete categories; 

 Complete Structured Activities category adds data flow pins to loops and con-

ditionals. It has been designed to be used with the Intermediate level because 

of its concurrency process execution support but there is no dependency be-

tween the categories; 

 Extra Structured Activities layer includes (above required Structured level) 

additional support of modeling exceptions and exceptions handling; 

 

Selection of convenient category (or abstraction level) always depends on a pur-

pose that is behind concrete utilization or project. It is clear from the meta-model in 

figure 4.8 that our utilization of activity diagram in process modeling is not that 

deep and detailed and fits Structured (loops and conditions) and Complete Activities 

levels (that automatically include Basic and Intermediate levels). 

4.1.4.3 Class Diagram 

With use-case diagrams being able to capture the functional process aspects and 

activity diagrams aiming for behavioral process viewpoints we are missing one last 

process perspective and that would be structural aspects; for modeling of these as-

pects we shall use a UML Class Diagram that allows to specify entities, their inner 

structure, and mutual relationships – as the list suggests, Class Diagram (see an 

example diagram in figure 4.10) describes static, time-independent system configu-

ration. Process modeling utilize class diagrams to define detailed organization struc-

tures where the class names should fit the domain vocabulary and be descriptive 

enough to give documentation reader clear insight into it. Process modeling disci-
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plines may approach UML Class Diagram in many ways (e.g. using stereotypes for 

identifying active and passive classes) and since we are going to utilize class dia-

grams in our proposal, following text describe elements essential for process model-

ing (figure 4.9 contains Class Diagram meta-model): 

 Class is a common set descriptor of similar or identical entities that share a 

structure, behavior, relationships, and semantics; UML Class is, in this 

scope, equivalent to a class as it was defined in Chapter 2; 

 Operation and Attribute are descriptive elements of UML Class that define 

class behavior – they are used to specify details of documented classes; oper-

ations are the activities that are provided by class instances (e.g. Analyst 

class may include Observe Process operation) and attributes define common 

class characteristics (using, once again, Analyst as an example, it might be 

characterized by its Specialization getting values from range Business Pro-

cess, Analysis and Design); 

 Generalization is a taxonomic relationship between two classes where child 

class (specialization or special class) inherits structure, behavior, and char-

acteristics of its parent class (general class); a class can be a direct descend-

ant (subclass) of only one class and one class can be a parent of more classes 

(in OWL are, for example, all classes subclasses of the so-called Top Con-

cept); 

 Association describes a relation between two classes; UML Class Diagram al-

so supports notation for n-ary associations, but in our scope, we shall limit 

the semantics to binary associations; 

 Composition and Aggregation are a whole-part relations that provide either 

exclusive ownership of elements (Composition – owned elements cannot be 

parts of another whole – composition) or non-exclusive ownership (Aggrega-

tion – parts can be shared between different owners – aggregates); another 

significant difference between the two is that exclusively owned parts cannot 

exist on their own, i.e. they cease to exist with destruction of owner/whole; 

 Stereotype is, once again, a powerful extension tool that is used to model fur-

ther (usually meta) details of class diagram elements; 
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Figure 4.9: UML Class Diagram Meta-Model 

 

Figure 4.10: UML Class Diagram 

We must realize that the text above is far from being an exhaustive description of 

UML – it is a standardized visual diagrammatic language with formalized syntax, it 

offers several diagrams that are convenient for different purposes, and is very well 

accepted in software development community, therefore detailed text would be a 

redundant and also unneeded effort. 

Readers should, however, have already a conception of using UML as a process 

modeling tool and realize that its big advantage is a combination of intuitiveness 

and common readability with an ability to capture abstract and structured details, 

which make UML a big candidate for visual process modeling. Its lack of formal se-

mantics is a well-known disadvantage (and mostly repeated argument) but as we 

focus on formal semantics in another modeling layer, we shall turn this drawback 

to our side. 
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4.2 Further reading 

It is obvious that neither Chapter 2 nor this one could give really detailed insight 

into all techniques and languages – for example, UML is very complex and contains 

not only much more diagram types than discussed but even diagrams that had 

been included in the thesis are not described to greatest detail. Those readers who 

seek knowledge about UML may check following resources (Rumbaugh, 2004), 

(Sommerville, 2007), (Object Management Group, 2011b). Then we have OWL and 

DLs, which are powerful formal knowledge systems suitable for many applications 

in various professional domains, and, just like in the UML case, avid readers 

searching for more should include following references into their ‘to-read’ lists (An-

toniou, 2004), (Krötzsch, 2012), (W3C, 2014). Last, but certainly not least are rec-

ommendations about software process papers and books – while we focused on Re-

quirements Management and general knowledge resource identification and selec-

tion, these resources offer detailed knowledge and theory about software processes 

and their utilization in companies (Kruchten, 2004) and (Bourque, 2014).
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Part II – Knowledge Support for 

Software Processes – Framework, 

Methodology & Results 

 FORMAL KNOWLEDGE FRAMEWORK FOR SOFTWARE PROCESSES 

 UNIFIED PROCESS METHODOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTS 

 RESULTS, SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
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Chapter 5.  

Software Process Formal Frame-

work 

“Biggs was smiling while Wedge stood in the corner of the room and seemed to be 

thinking about something. Jessie started: ‘OK, so the idea is to define a process meta-

model that would fit our needs…’; Biggs continued, almost fluently with no time of 

silence between Jessie’s statement and his: ‘and then we would align the meta-

model to be hundred percent compatible with all our terminology, define objects, 

tasks, see the reference guide and simplify all the terms to one single unambiguous 

meaning!’ – this actually had gotten Wedge’s attention right before Jessie replied with 

her ‘And we’ll use these terms that were aligned with reference process and formally 

specified as a base for visual modeling that will be presented to our customer.’ When 

Jessie finished her idea, Wedge turned his head to her and Biggs in a way that none 

of them were able to identify who he stares at – Biggs or Jessie – and all of sudden 

he said: ‘You know, this idea of simplification and unambiguity reminds me of some-

thing.’” 

 

We had stated already goals of the thesis and outlined the goals of the frame-

work, but very detailed objectives shall be defined in this chapter – and before we 

clearly put all objectives into one place, there is one literary heritage that (quite 

surprisingly) summarized the basic idea of this thesis (and process meta-modeling 

in that respect) more than 65 years ago: “Every concept that can ever be needed will 
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be expressed by exactly one word, with its meaning rigidly defined and all its subsid-

iary meanings rubbed out and forgotten” (Syme) – (Orwell, 1949) 

Of course no process modeling methodology, either informal or formal, would at-

tempt to get the total control over the world and install the worst form of dictator-

ship like The Party of Big Brother in Orwell’s Tour de Force, but the Syme’s brief 

little definition of Newspeak really summarize the idea of precise process modeling – 

just imagine the process meta-model and process representation space instead of 

Oldspeak and ignore that part concerning destruction of obsolete and unneeded 

concepts. The goal is to make the basic terminology rigid and unambiguous and we 

intend to actually map and match those terms that were problematic to the meta-

model terminology space to improve the process understanding and acceptance.  

Now, with the most basic idea defined we can state all software process modeling 

objectives in four separate domains – Human Understanding that concerns not only 

people in software processes but also people who design and train processes, Pro-

cess Improvement whose goals lie in actual modeling and reengineering of process 

representations, Process Management focuses on planning and control activities 

within process architecture projects, and last, but not least, Performing Process that 

aims at the support of integrating and executing processes into organizations. Con-

crete objectives of each and every domain are present in table 5.1 – see that objec-

tives (and therefore also domains) are not strictly disjoint – Is process formalization 

really part of the first domain only and cannot fit into the second as well? Are pro-

cess metrics strictly a control mechanism and could not be considered as a process 

improvement element?, et cetera – the problem in this case is, once again, a point of 

view. Fortunately we do not have to discuss a categorization of the thesis objectives 

and thus we can jump straight to the process modeling framework proposal that is 

the main goal of this thesis and its first part, described in this chapter, consists of: 

 Process meta-model proposal, henceforth known as Unified Process Meta-

Model (UPMM); 

 Formal process decomposition and knowledge modeling based on UPMM; 

 Visual modeling language notation mapping and binding to UPMM elements 

in order to provision semi-formal modeling with knowledge background; 
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 Integration matrix proposal based on UPMM and software process modeling 

scope.  

Table 5.1: Software process modeling objectives 

Domain Objectives 

Facilitate Human 
Understanding 

- Ability to create readable and understandable process 
representations 

- Improvement of negotiation and communication 
about process 

- Provide process formalization 
- Offer information to allow process participants (indi-

viduals or teams) to take part in the process 
- Design a (process) training reference base 

Support Process 
Improvement 

- Identification of all process components like terms, 

participants, activities and their mutual relations of a 
software process 

- Focus on reusability of existing process elements 
- Estimate the impact of process change 

- Facilitate learning of organization in software process 
context 

- Provide controlled process evolution 

Support Process 
Management 

- Creation of a project-specific software process to 
adapt specific project characteristics (e.g. in product 
or organizational context) 

- Project planning 

- Process management, monitoring, and coordination 
- Development of process metrics 

Guidance in Perform-

ing Process 

- Facilitate human performance with process guides, 

suggestions and reference knowledge profiles 
- Design reusable process models in a storage 

  

 Figure 5.1 depicts all modeling tiers in one stack, and, read from top to bottom, it 

is opened with Process Modeling Methodology that stands for the whole modeling 

approach and is closed with Process Model and Documentation that is, of course, a 

result of the methodology applied within an organization. Aforementioned parts are, 

more or less, virtual and while the first is covered by this text, the second is a pro-

cess documentation representing concrete organization’s business and results in 

specific process models. Modeling methodology is followed by Process Meta-Model 

that would be the first part of the framework defined in this chapter, later to be fol-

lowed by explicit process profile creation and visual modeling notation, which is 

used for the mapping of explicit process profile elements to the visual language. In 

other words, we had covered Process Meta-Model, Modeling Language and its nota-

tions, and partially Process Observation and Modeling Mechanics – these two are 
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actually discussed later in Chapter 6 that describes the overall methodology with 

fundamental details based on best practices and iterative modeling approach. 

 

Figure 5.1: Layers of process analysis framework 

5.1 Process Modeling Framework 

We open the specification of the process modeling framework with the so-called 

Base Layer, which is the first out of three layers and where the rest are, analogical-

ly, Middle and Top layers; according to our modeling criteria, they comprise of pro-

cess meta-model (Base), explicit process model (Middle), and visual modeling nota-

tion (Top). Let the latest sentence set the order of upcoming framework specifica-

tion, hence let’s open this section with the Base Layer and respective process meta-

model proposal. 

5.1.1 Base Layer – Unified Process Meta-Model 

We had discussed many different process meta-models in chapters two and three 

and even mentioned various approaches and techniques that employ them as a 

base terminology resource. We also know, based on these discussions, that most of 

process meta-models were designed for single purpose – mainly to define terminolo-

gy base for limited process aspects like behavioral terminology (activity oriented me-
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ta-models), structural terminology (context oriented and decision oriented meta-

models), etc. While this focus on single aspect orientation keeps meta-models sim-

ple it also results in inability to capture different (complex) aspects of business pro-

cesses without further modifications that would enable required terminology sup-

port.  

Even though the aforementioned scenario of meta-models modification would 

solve the terminology range issue it would lead to another complications caused by 

the changes – original meta-model is changed and its former purpose and compati-

bility might be corrupted. Another question raised by this approach that begs an-

swering is about limits of such modifications: Where should process theorists or 

analysts stop? What meta-model should be used as the initial one? How many ter-

minology elements can be added if we want to preserve original purpose and model 

consistency? 

 To avoid any problems with convenient meta-model selection and its possible 

alterations we had decided to propose and design completely new process meta-

model that would meet following desiderata: 

 Terminology augmentation that would provide all essential base terms and 

yet preserve the meta-model simplicity (less than 30 base concepts) and uni-

ty (whole meta-model can be – visually – presented as one without splitting); 

 Compliance with other meta-models that allows at least one-way transfor-

mation of different meta-model base terms to the new one; 

 Unification and support of all fundamental process aspects in a single pro-

cess meta-model; 

 Unambiguous process terminology base that emphasizes equivalent terms in 

order to prevent misuse of any meta-model concept; 

 

It is quite important to mention that one process meta-model, namely Process 

Domain Meta-Model (figure 2.21), had been initially considered as an appropriate 

meta-model for our explicit process modeling but in the end it was its greater focus 

on context oriented terminology preferred over detailed structural and behavioral 

aspects that would motivate our research to design this new process meta-model 
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that augments and unifies base process terminology. And it is actually its main 

purpose that has given the meta-model its name – Unified Process Meta-Model, or 

UPMM for short. 

Unified Process Meta-Model had been designed to cover six process aspects that 

hold assorted base terms convenient for complex business process observations 

and architecture – every aspect is sealed in different UPMM bases where every base 

aims at specific process view: 

 Process Dynamics is defined in the Core Base and may be considered a heart 

of whole UPMM based process modeling; 

 Process Control is covered with the Competence Base and supports the Core 

Base with responsibility, skill, and constraint modeling; 

 Process Resources is sealed within the Structural Base and intends to provi-

sion base terminology for modeling process related entities and resources; 

 Process Scope covers context oriented and intentional terminology that is de-

fined in the Context Base; 

 Process Exceptions terminology sealed in the Issue-mitigation Base provides 

common foundations for modeling exceptional states of processes; 

 Process Properties defined in the Common-support Base offers means for fur-

ther dynamic extension of UPMM based on concrete needs raised by stake-

holders. 

 

Before we can advance to detailed specification of all Unified Process Meta-Model 

concepts and relationships, let’s define one important term that would be used 

quite often from now on: 

Definition 13. Process Granularity is unambiguously identifiable level that defines 

affiliation of any process element with process meta-model element on certain pro-

cess decomposition layer that goes from the most abstract levels to very specific 

(detailed) ones. 
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As the definition above suggests, we are getting closer to process modeling with 

UPMM base term categorization that operates on several granularity levels – in spite 

of figure 5.2 is not able to unambiguously present different granularity levels it still 

clearly shows a model of UPMM that is about to be defined in following subsections. 

 

Figure 5.2: Unified Process Meta-Model 

5.1.1.1 Unified Process Meta-Model Core Base – Process Dynamics 

Let’s open the meta-model specification with the fundamentals related to the very 

core of every process observation – to the terminology concerned in behavioral task-

based aspects or process representation that include Process Step, Task, Event, 

Process, and Cooperation. 

Process Step is a core of the meta-model and connects all major process elements 

together as an abstract form of work definition that is executed within an organiza-

tion. Main reason to keep the Process Step abstract is due to further specialization 

of Process Step to different types of work definitions that occurs in real process rep-
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resentations (sub-processes, elementary tasks, real life events, etc.). It is recom-

mended to use this meta-model element only in special occasions like extending 

model with properties or relationships (in meta-model alignment phase) that should 

be inherited in other specializations of Process Step. 

 Process Step is compliant with Workflow Management Coalition Process On-

tology (triple Process – Sub-process – Activity), SPEM (Work Definition), 

AMENITIES (triple Task – Cooperative Task – Work Unit), Process Domain 

Meta-Model (Work Unit), Potts (Step), and NATURE (Action); last three should 

be remapped to specific type when aligning with UPMM elements. 

 Process Step properties cover quantifiable aspects like Cost, execution Lan-

guage and Location (both are also defined by Context but might differ none-

theless), date and time traceability identifying Start and End, and effort esti-

mation interpreted, in our case, with man-hours. 

 

Task is the most basic specialization of Process Step and provides terminology 

alignment of simple activities performed within organizations and fits very specific 

lower levels of process granularity. Noticeable fact of our Task definition is that it is 

not naturally atomic but may consist of other activities of the same type (but with-

out ability to behave like process) – it had been designed this way to comply with 

the RUP terminology and process decomposition that combines atomic tasks within 

task definitions; atomic activities are, as a result, identified with special property 

slot. 

 Task is compliant with Workflow Management Coalition Process Ontology 

(Activity), SPEM (Activity), AMENITIES (Action), Process Domain Meta-Model 

(Work Unit), Potts (Step), and NATURE (Action). 

 Task properties aims for further extension of characteristics inherited from 

Process Step with priority setup that helps in cases of considering process 

preferences; other important property – already mentioned above – serves to 

identify atomic, further indivisible, tasks. 
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Event is a special version of Process Step that is not performed by someone or 

something but rather occurs as a result of the real world or any systems actions. 

Events are, as essential elements of many process installments, part of our meta-

model control mechanisms, in this case realized with Event’s ability to activate Pro-

cess Step or be signaled by Process Step. 

 Event is compliant with AMENITIES only (Event) but may be matched with 

and mapped to other meta-models with certain interpretation of Potts’ and 

Process Domain Meta-Model’s Issue element. 

 Event’s main properties (among those from Process Step) are time-based to 

provide information about when the event occurred. 

 

Now we have all base terms for defining process dynamics but one that would be 

standing for actual Process. It is yet another specialization of Process Step, but, un-

like Task, is able to describe high level processes (on lower process granularity) and 

hierarchically decompose process as a whole that consists of other Process Steps, 

i.e. other Processes, Events, and Tasks. Its main terminological reason is to map all 

processes and respective sub-processes including possible capture of collaboration 

relationships between independent processes like their mutual support (not to be 

mistaken which cooperation of two processes defined by different element). 

 Process is compliant with Workflow Management Coalition Process Ontology 

(Process Specification and Sub-process), SPEM (Phase), AMENITIES (Task, 

sic!); Potts, NATURE, and Process Domain Meta-Model prefer focus on ele-

mentary tasks instead. 

 Process further extends Process Step’s properties and add other quantifiable 

variables like acceptance, reusability, and performance ratings that help in 

process assessment phase; Process can additionally carry information about 

its own execution options and categorized as mandatory (planned), optional, 

or set the process as planned multiple times. 

 

We have already opened the idea of having two Process Steps cooperation (as a 

binary relation) defined separately – this is realized by Cooperation element that is 
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able to fit between two Process Steps and identifies the type of cooperation that may 

be either sequential (process step is followed by or preceded by another process 

step) or concurrent to each other (one process step is performed in parallel execu-

tion with another one); another remarkable type of cooperation is the ability of one 

Process Step to interrupt execution of different one. Important part of the Coopera-

tion is its ability to guide transitions that realize the cooperation of two steps. 

 Cooperation is compliant with relationships of SPEM, AMENITIES, and Pro-

cess Domain Meta-Model. 

 Some of the Cooperation’s properties were outlined above with most im-

portant part – the Guard – that comprise of condition or constraint that must 

be met before transition happens. The rest is limited to identification of Pro-

cess Steps that are connected with the Cooperation enriched with the type of 

cooperation (sequential, concurrent, interrupting). 

5.1.1.2 Unified Process Meta-Model Competence Base – Process Control 

Cooperation concluded the crux of process dynamics related terminology and 

opens a new area of terms interested in contextual details of software processes.  

Skills and Responsibilities are often emphasized as very important part of process 

modeling with their contextual connection to tasks – they literally put certain condi-

tions on resources that perform the tasks. Our Unified Process Meta-Model, howev-

er, distinguish between Competence (required skill) and process roles (responsibil-

ity) that perform tasks – in other words, Tasks are set to be performed by Roles but 

that does not necessarily mean that competence is granted by specific Role. Reason 

of this distinction is mainly in simplification of some specific skills definition with 

further limitations – we can pull regulatory, law, and security competences out of 

all examples as the most obvious; it is easier to keep detailed competences and re-

late them with roles rather than creating greater amount of roles with competence-

specific attributes, which might lead, in the end, to certain confusion. 

 Competence modeling is compliant with AMENITIES meta-model (Capability), 

rest of referenced meta-models utilize roles as major term for mapping re-

sponsibilities instead. 
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 In the Competence context are some interesting relations including connec-

tion to Constraint, Law & Regulation (competence ‘checks’ constraint in or-

der to control or limit executed task), process roles that specify competences, 

and resources that provide competences – in other words Competence is fully 

defined and granted by triple Resource – Role – Constraint/Law. 

 

Role is, compared to Competence, more straightforward form of capturing differ-

ent (usually human) resources (role-playing) positions in an organization. We have 

already outlined the motivation of keeping Competence separated from Role – while 

Competence defines a skill sets of resources, role specifies responsibility in general; 

in other words, resource plays a role so it (he/she) can perform a task and resource 

may provide a competence that is further specified by the role (imagine a Business 

Analyst role that further specifies optional Competence of regulation analysis in 

area of personal data protection that is regulated by law, hence not every business 

analyst has to have the competence but when he/she does it is modeled as Role – 

Competence relation). Role is also a great tool to define other relationships includ-

ing those connected with objects used in processes and may be also used as a base 

for composing groups or teams of various roles. 

 Role is compliant with Workflow Management Coalition Process Ontology 

(Role), SPEM (Process Role), AMENITIES (Role), and Process Domain Meta-

Model (Role). 

 There are yet another essential relationships that further specify process 

model – roles can be used to model convenient details in pair with processed 

objects like general responsibility of role for entities or resources and infor-

mation on what roles modify which entities. Roles are also used to select al-

ternatives that might be required in particular process occurrences (a project 

manager selecting alterative to interviews in case of, for example, uncoopera-

tive stakeholders might be a typical example representative). 

 

Group is directly influenced by, and also dependent on process role that defines 

group as a set of various roles (positions) that are played by resources in organiza-
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tions. Even though some meta-models approach groups as sets of resources our 

approach goes a different way – mostly due to certain deflection from process con-

ceptual level to process execution – take a group of concrete resources (identified by 

name) and group of roles classifiers as an example and inspiration to model groups 

as role-playing elements instead of capturing resource-centric information that 

might change periodically. Group is a specialization of the Role – not only it shares 

the same attributes but may be also treated like Role; in other words it can behave 

like any role. The main relationship of Group with Role is realized with whole-part 

relation where group is, naturally, the whole. 

 Group is not compatible with any considered meta-model, at lest not directly 

– certain unnatural compatibility can be arranged with AMENITIES meta-

model (Group), yet, only with workaround mapping of Actors to roles. 

 

So far we have discussed only one type of process execution control mechanism; 

that would be a responsibility mapped to our meta-model as Role. Constraint (or 

Law) is, in correct combination with competences, another process control mecha-

nism supported by our meta-model. Its application is not that usual and spread as 

with the aforementioned form of process roles, many organizations, however, deal 

with activities that are affected by specific skills, regulations or laws applicable in a 

region or a country of organization or customer origin. Explicitly defined constraints 

and regulations improve readability and informational value of process models and 

help with process audits. Usual law applications in processes are, for example, per-

sonal data protection law (that regulates treatment of sensitive data), critical infra-

structure (that defines and affects systems of very high importance), and quality 

standards (that limit or control behavior of activities) while generic constraints put 

on skillsets may refine skills on certain levels like, for example, seniority. Noticeable 

fact is that Constraint may control (or limit) any captured Task but any form of con-

trol must be performed by a resource (imagine process control performed without 

actual control) – this relation was discussed already and is realized by Competence. 

 Constraint/Law is, without further transformations, compliant only with 

AMENITIES meta-model (Law); other meta-models can be considered compat-
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ible as well if we used one-way mapping of elements like Strategy or Condi-

tion. These elements are present in Potts, NATURE, and Process Domain me-

ta-models but as none of them were originally designed to support this kind 

of control it is unlikely that such need would occur. 

 Constraint/Law is externally identified by two important relationships – first 

would be the connection to the Competence that checks applicable laws in a 

context of the second relationship that identifies very control or limitation of 

the Task. 

5.1.1.3 Unified Process Meta-Model Structural Base – Process Resources 

So far we have discussed those elements of the meta-model that are specialized 

in dynamic process elements terminology (Process Step, Process, Event, Task, Co-

operation) and process control aspects terminology (Competence, Role, Group, Law). 

At this moment we could close the case of the meta-model terminology definition 

but it would miss one, and very important, perspective on ‘what affects’ and ‘is af-

fected by’ the process. This area of process terminology is, of course, a part of our 

meta-model and is described in this section. 

Object is, by definition, an entity of the real world that is unique, identifiable and 

is characterized by its behavior. Our meta-model reuses this ‘generic object’ concept 

to define another base terminology of software processes. Base Object concept is 

utilized in the meta-model in almost the same approach as Process Step in process 

dynamics context – it serves as a base for process related Entities and Resources 

and defines common behavior and relations that are inherited by all specializations. 

 Object is not directly compliant with any of the referenced meta-model – it 

was designed to generalize common attributes of different terms like Actor, 

Artifact of AMENITIES and improve modeling of structural process aspects. 

 Object provides important attributes that are critical in any process repre-

sentation for all its terminological descendants – first remarkable characteri-

zation is clarification of object’s context that defines specific domain or de-

partment where object belongs to (i.e. lies within domain/context authority), 

second important attribute is related to the process that uses objects to sat-
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isfy customer’s needs, last, but not least, is declaration of certain role’s re-

sponsibility for Object. 

Entity is the first specialization of the Object in Unified Process Meta-Model and 

plays major role in process modeling activities – its purpose is to capture and map 

terminology related to objects entering and leaving tasks, define relation between 

resources that processes these entities and what roles modify them, and, finally, 

specify what entities result in certain goals (of the process). 

Entity can be further specialized to Information and Artifact where the first 

named is generic information that can be used for solely informative purposes (like 

planning, schedules) and thus has mostly supportive role whereas Artifact has 

more dominant role in the process as an object that is usually connected with con-

crete achievements of tasks or whole processes. There is yet another modeling fi-

nesse designed within triple Entity – Information – Artifact that allows modeling Arti-

facts as composites consisting of Information or other Artifacts which is handy in 

cases of complex models like, for example, documentation. 

 Entity, Information, and Artifact are compatible with AMENITIES (Artifact, 

Information Object), NATURE (Product Part), and Process Domain Meta-

Model (Product Part). Note that product as used in NATURE and Process 

Domain Meta-Model might also be considered as Goals under certain model-

ing circumstances, but this conflict should be mitigated in the phase of me-

ta-model alignment. 

 Another remarkable Entity’s characteristic is the ability to model mutual in-

teraction of two entities that helps with identification of structural dependen-

cies. 

 

Other meta-model definitions mention Resources many times, and, quite unsur-

prisingly, it’s the Resource that is critical for process representation – Resource is a 

kind of object (the second important specialization) that provides modeling of vari-

ous resources in organizations that are either human (employees, externalists) or 

inanimate (tools, software tools, test devices). In more general Resource context is 

necessary to model role-playing relation of a resource to its roles, specific compe-
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tences that are provided by the resource, and qualification to process certain enti-

ties. 

 Resources comply with Workflow Management Coalition Process Ontology 

(Resources) and AMENITIES (Actor). 

 Human resources have, compared to their inanimate siblings, one extra rela-

tionship that offers ability to model mutual organization of two human re-

sources. This ability provides dependency check support just like in the case 

of Entities. 

5.1.1.4 Unified Process Meta-Model Context Base – Process Scope 

When we talk (in phase of terminology alignment or process capture) about pro-

cess steps (and processes or tasks in general) and objects used within, we actually 

talk about means executed or used in certain context that describe current situa-

tion – a scope – organization is in.  

Context is, in the Unified Process Meta-Model perspective, equivalent with whole 

organization or department – that is because of terminology unification that simpli-

fies whole terms match-and-map procedure and mitigate risk of any confusion – 

whether it is a scope, department, domain, or sub-organization all share the same 

common attributes and can behave exactly like Context to support and concretize 

processes and objects used within organization. Context, in other words, provides 

potent tool for specifying different situations in process models that further help 

with categorization of processes and objects. 

 Context is compliant with NATURE (Context  Plan Based, Executive Based, 

Choice Based) and Process Domain Meta-Model (Context, Situation), and 

while the second is compatible in straightforward way, support of the first 

went the way of simplification that combined context’s specializations into 

one Context; this simplification, however, cause no harm to compatibility as 

these special contexts might be converted to the Context of Unified Process 

Meta-Model with the support of specific properties, or Context of the UPMM 

can be refined and customized when necessary. 
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 Context play major role in process capture, architecture, and execution as it 

influences whole processes (via Process Step) that are executed within cer-

tain scope, also objects appear in various scopes or domains, and, finally, 

context may be also used to model satisfaction of intention or goals. 

 

Intention, as mentioned above, provides terminology base for capturing intention-

al aspects of process representations with matching high-level process intentions 

that are satisfied within various contexts. Intention might be easily confused with 

goals that define required achievement on process’ low-level intentions – to avoid a 

lack of clarity in matching goals and intentions in process capture, the Unified Pro-

cess Meta-Model approaches goals as a specialization of the Intention; i.e. Goal is a 

concretization of Intention that brings more detail into achievements modeling and 

yet sustain mutual compatibility that leaves convenient room for modeling context-

intentional process aspects. 

 Intention is compliant with NATURE (Intention) and Process Domain Meta-

Model (Intention). 

 Goal is compliant with SPEM (Work Product), NATURE (Product Part), and 

Process Domain Meta-Model (Work Product). 

 Intention and concretized goals provide various modeling abilities in two 

aforementioned meta-model aspects of Process Dynamics that is influenced 

by source and target intentions of process steps (every process step can be 

set up with initial and closing intentions that affect process behavior), and 

Process Resources that are further refined by goals and intentions. 

5.1.1.5 Unified Process Meta-Model Issue-mitigation Base – Process Exceptions 

Previous section could potentially close our process meta-model as sound and 

complete for most process representations – all aspects we specified so far are suffi-

cient enough to match and map majority of any organization’s terminology in dy-

namic and static perspectives, including contextual details. There is, nevertheless, 

one aspect that can be supported only if the meta-model is refined to specific con-

cepts level; in other words, workaround would have to be introduced to certain me-
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ta-model classes (like Process Step or Entity) – this aspect covers the terminology of 

exceptional states that might occur in process execution and defines specific triple 

as a part of the meta-model – Issue, Alternative, and Argument. 

Issue, as the first part of the ‘process exceptions modeling triple’, allows captur-

ing and modeling of problems that may be triggered by executed process steps in 

case of unexpected and exceptional states of the executed process instance. It is a 

crucial fact to mention that Issue (or Problem) acts like a specialization of Event of 

Process Dynamics of the meta-model – that is because of shared characteristics 

they have in common in relation with the Process Step element; this equivalency 

actually brings Issue to Process Dynamics level, hence it can be really considered as 

a behavioral aspect that enables process analyst to model problematic states in-

stead of overloading other meta-model elements. 

 Issue is compliant with Potts (Issue) and Process Domain Meta-Model (Issue). 

 While Issue, as a concretization of Event, is connected to Process Step just 

like Event, it also defines relationship with process steps that can raise prob-

lems and with entities where issue reviews an entity as the outcome of oc-

curred problem – and when the issue becomes inevitable an alternative usu-

ally takes place. 

 

Alternative is bound to Process Dynamics just like the Issue – in this case the 

connection is analogically realized between Alternative and Task. Process step rais-

es an issue and alternative is then executed as a new task that responds to the 

raised problem. Once again, just like with Issue, it is convenient to match and map 

alternatives as separated terms instead of rephrasing the Task to support such a 

functionality. 

 Compatibility of the Alternative is managed with Potts (Alternative) and Pro-

cess Domain Meta-Model (Alternative). 

 Apart of Alternative being related to the Issue as a responsive element, it is 

also connected with Process Step that either decides available alternatives or 

alternative might contribute to the execution of process steps; and while pro-
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cess step is able to decide on alternative, Role selects alternative in order to 

complete its (alternative) full introduction into process instance. 

Argument, as the last part of the Process Exceptions sub-meta-model, provides 

independent terminology base for modeling argumentation entities that serve a sin-

gle purpose – to either support or object an alternative. Its utilization is pretty easy 

because of the fact the Argument is really very simple and standalone element that 

is not affected by any other meta-model part. 

 Argument is compliant, just like Alternative, with Potts (Argument) and Pro-

cess Domain Meta-Model (Argument). 

 

Unified Process Meta-Model shall be concluded with following subsection that fo-

cuses on process support and general common properties terminology base. 

5.1.1.6 Unified Process Meta-Model Common-support Base – Process Properties 

All discussed meta-model elements are not, of course, complete in a sense of de-

scription abilities; Unified Process Meta-Model, as specified above, can be however 

extended and refined to support various properties in Process Dynamics and Pro-

cess Resources sub-parts – two specific meta-model elements can be used to 

achieve that and these are, namely, Process Parameter and Object Parameter. 

Both of these parameters are incorporated into the meta-model in a way adopted 

from analytical pattern known as dynamic properties – such attribute allows flexible 

refinement of two abstract elements – Process Step and Object. Parameters can be 

dynamically typed (for example Process Step can be extended with new text-based 

rationale property) or even limited (imagine a property of quality assurance indica-

tor with positive integers values between zero and hundred). 

There are, of course, other general meta-model properties that had not been 

mentioned because they are shared among all meta-model elements – these are 

necessary for reserving annotation and data property slots critical for process inter-

pretation like element identification (Name), detailed description (Rationale), and 

many others. These slots are used to pre-define necessary properties in process 

modeling phases. Further Unified Process Meta-Model customizations can be per-
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formed, when necessary, in meta-model alignment phase either in base meta-model 

or in process knowledge profile that directly imports base meta-model – both have, 

naturally, their pros and cons (the first one affects the terminology base in all de-

pendent projects based on UPMM profile and the second inflicts changes only with-

in single profile that uses UPMM, therefore makes the project terminologically in-

consistent with others).  

And while aforementioned phases are described in detail in following section, the 

rest of the meta-model specification including detailed relationships between con-

cepts, equivalent concepts, and specific elements categorization are documented in 

Appendix B. 

5.1.2 Middle Layer – Explicit Process Knowledge Modeling 

At this point we have the process-meta model that can be widely used for classi-

fication and categorization of process terminology known in software process area 

in various knowledge resources we discussed (RUP, SWEBOK) or organizations that 

host the processes – the layer that is about to be discussed in this section concerns 

the shift from process meta-model (i.e. UPMM concepts/classes) to process model, 

or, to be more exact, explicit software process knowledge profile (i.e. UPMM asser-

tions/individuals). 

Table 5.2: Process abstraction levels 

Level Level Description Affiliation to Process Meta-Model  

1 Enterprise Software Process Levels Context, Intention 

2 
Core Process Level (within enterprise process, repre-

sented by executed or planned process instances) 
Process, Process Alternative, Goal 

3 
Sub-Process Level (processes executed within Core 
Process, hierarchically decomposed to other sub-
processes) 

Collaborative Processes decomposed 
from higher-level processes 

4 Tasks Level (tasks executed within sub-processes) 
Task, Issue, Task Alternative, Event, 
Object, Role/Group, Competence, 
Constraint limiting Tasks 

4A Atomic Tasks Level (further impartible atomic activities) Atomic Tasks decomposed from Tasks 

5 
Internal Rules and Constraints Level (extra constraints 

defined on internal – non-cooperative level) 

Process or Object Parameter, Con-

straint/Law limiting Atomic Tasks 

 

While the setup of process meta-model may seem to be quite complex, its com-

plete alignment with organization terminology makes the explicit profile creation 

activities easier – it is based on identifying and capturing respective terms in organ-
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ization followed by their compilation into formal knowledge profile. Terms must fit 

the process meta-model concepts and since process meta-model, the UPMM, con-

tains several relationships that enable multi-layer modeling, the terms are limited 

to be classified in five granularity layers (with one extra sub-layer in tier four) – ta-

ble 5.2 presents all granularity levels that can be identified within UPMM. 

 As the third column of the granularity table suggests, the main objective of the 

Middle Layer is an instantiation of the process meta-model with creation of individ-

uals that concretize specific sets of process meta-model represented with classes. 

Let’s say, for example, that our vocabulary identified limited set of terms including 

System Analyst, Develop Vision, Vision, and Requirements Attributes – these terms 

are ought to be classified and categorized with the assertion procedure in order to 

create process respective ABox base (as an instantiation of the respective TBox, i.e. 

the UPMM): 

𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑒(𝑆𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚𝐴𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑡) 

𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘(𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛) 

𝐷𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡(𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛) 

𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠) 

 

 This process is, however, not sufficient to finish full process profile – no 

knowledge documentation would be complete without complex identification and 

documentation of relationships that exist between process meta-model classes and 

therefore also between its instances – the set of relations is present in the process 

profile RBox base and for the aforementioned ABox it would look something like 

this: 

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑠(𝑆𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚𝐴𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑡, 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛) 

𝐻𝑎𝑠𝑂𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡(𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛) 

𝐻𝑎𝑠𝑂𝑢𝑝𝑢𝑡(𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛) 

𝐻𝑎𝑠𝑂𝑢𝑝𝑢𝑡(𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠) 

𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑𝐵𝑦(𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑆𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚𝐴𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑡) 

𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒𝐹𝑜𝑟(𝑆𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚𝐴𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑡, 𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛) 

𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑𝐵𝑦(𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠, 𝑆𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚𝐴𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑡) 
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𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒𝐹𝑜𝑟(𝑆𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚𝐴𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑡, 𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠) 

 

The result of both modeling procedures, i.e. the ABox and RBox instantiation as 

part of the framework’s Middle Layer, is a formal knowledge model above the UPMM 

that can be: 

 Fully documented with human readable description with use of annotation 

properties; 

 Inferred with compatible reasoners and so its logical structure can be 

checked for internal inconsistencies and tacit relationships can be revealed; 

especially the last named is a very useful feature since a reasoner can auto-

matically uncover undocumented details of process model that were missed 

but captured explicitly in process meta-model; 

 Interpreted as a logical structure that can be reasoned, queried and as an 

oriented graph that can be rendered and navigated with all required details 

(class, annotations, taxonomy, relationships) with a support of specialized 

tools (Glimm, 2014), (Solimando, 2014); 

 

Figure 5.3: Extract of explicit process profile – fully navigable graph structure 

Modelers should realize, as an addition to the list above and all information dis-

cussed so far, that single ABox elements with no membership in RBox whatsoever 

would be interpreted as a graph with isolated vertices and missing edges. These el-
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ements should obviously fall into a modelers attention as either unnecessary, or, 

more probably, as undocumented. 

 Full profile would be, of course, much more complex and cannot be presented in 

this text – figure 5.3 depicts just an extract of process knowledge profile, an extract 

that presents the small example presented above in this section. The Middle Layer 

is, on the other hand, the simplest part of the framework – at least from the formal 

point of view. Its greatest risks actually lie in analysts and modelers experience and 

expertise – with so many terms that must be identified, captured, and categorized, 

it is crucial that absolute minimum of categorization activities fail with terms either 

ending in wrong classes or being omitted completely – this topic is further dis-

cussed in Chapter 6 that concerns a methodology above the framework described in 

this chapter. 

5.1.3 Top Layer – Visual Process Modeling Notation 

As the section name suggests, the following text aims for visual process modeling 

that further utilizes the Middle Layer as described above. Since the explicit process 

profile, i.e. an instantiation of UPMM, describes a software process formally, the 

framework requires a notation that would use UML as a visual modeling base and 

allow compatible (one-way) connection1 from explicit process profiles to semi-formal 

diagrammatic elements. The method we use in the framework, KOTR-S.CZ (named 

after author and co-authors; Košinár-Trlifaj-Štolfa-Czopik), is an UPMM based 

binding of formal process profiles and visual notations; it contains binding and 

mapping rules for opened library of visual structures convenient for process model-

ing; in other words, KOTR-S.CZ provides space for further expansion of the formal 

process framework with other visual modeling languages (BPMN, EPC) – 

UML4UPMM is the first mapping subset of KOTR-S.CZ. 

 The whole binding method of the Top Layer is abstract and approach UPMM and 

its instantiation as layers that are continuously enriched and extended within pro-

                                           

1 The framework does not consider any form of two-way compatibility since explicit pro-

cess profile is supposed to be the process-modeling base and should serve as a process 

models quality control resource (therefore it is ought to be altered in optimization phase 

manually by experienced process analyst). 
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cess modeling tasks – figure 5.4 presents such layer-oriented look at the framework 

– the smallest and most stable is the UPMM base set; this set can be customized 

and eventually extended in an organization that is observed (and optionally affected 

by a reference software process) – this makes a base for the second layer, the Ex-

plicit Profiles that compile instances of the original UPMM and its customizations 

while the last layer, the Semi-Formal Visual Process Models Layer, connects the 

explicit elements with diagrammatic notation according to the KOTR-S.CZ binding 

rules. The last layer can also add extra model parts that are not based upon explicit 

process profile (consequently going from explicit profiles to visual models is a one-

way mapping as both layers have different expressive power in a sense of both syn-

tax and semantics). 

 

Figure 5.4: Framework layers relationships 

Every explicit profile element is a tuple that is defined as a process assertion that 

is a member of process knowledge profile. Formally defined as a 7-tuple: 

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

= (𝑈𝑅𝐼, 𝑈𝑃𝑀𝑀 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒, 𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒, 𝑃𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐 𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙, 𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠, 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠) 

where: 

 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ⊑ 𝐴𝐵𝑜𝑥, i.e. an individual of assertion box; 

 URI is a unique identifier within specific knowledge profile; 

 𝑈𝑃𝑀𝑀 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒 ⊑ 𝑇𝐵𝑜𝑥, i.e. class/type according to UPMM types; 

 Name is official name in a knowledge profile, is not localizable and should 

meet modeling conventions; 
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 Public Label is a set of localizable human readable identifiers of specific 

knowledge profile element, public label is a subset of annotation properties; 

 Definition is a set of localizable human readable definitions of specific 

knowledge profile element, definition is a subset of annotation properties; 

 𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠 ⊑ 𝑅𝐵𝑜𝑥, i.e. roles the individual/assertion is actively in; 

 Data Properties are element specific attributive slots that hold various pro-

ject-oriented values (Process can be described, for example, by Cost and Ef-

fort Estimation); 

 

Sticking to System Analyst example, its (partial) tuple definition would look like: 

𝑆𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝐴𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑡

= (𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑙𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑋: 𝑆𝑦𝑠𝐴𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑡, 𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑒, 𝑆𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚𝐴𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑡, {En:System Analyst},

{{𝐸𝑛: 𝐼𝑡 𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑛 … }, {𝐸𝑛: 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑅𝑈𝑃}}, {𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑠(𝑆𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚𝐴𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑡, 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛)}, ∅) 

 

This process model notation is bound to visual modeling elements with a map-

ping that comprise of four main rules – Conceptual & Role Mapping, Primary Identi-

fication Mapping, Definition Mapping, and Auxiliary Mapping: 

 Conceptual & Role Mapping provides mapping of selected diagrams meta-

model elements to Unified Process Meta-Model concepts and roles; e.g. Ac-

tivity Diagram’s Activity is mapped onto UPMM Process, Task, and Alterna-

tive while Object Flow is mapped onto Perform (Role performs Task). Con-

crete UPMM type is in UML identified with stereotype; 

 Primary Identification Mapping links URI, Name, and Public Label with the 

diagrammatic element, although the first two mappings should be invisible in 

default and shown on demand (for example as a note) and only the last one 

is ought to be presented to users according to localization setup (English, 

Dutch, Czech). Public Label is in UML mapped onto elements identifiers; 

 Definition Mapping allows definition-specific annotation properties mapping 

onto elements in a similar way as URI and Name are mapped – in default 

they should not be presented to users, but shall be available on demand as a 

note or background documentation; 
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 Auxiliary Mapping provides mapping of concept specific data properties onto 

visual language parameters such as UML Class Diagram attributes; 

 

The whole process of the Top Layer realization with KOTR-S.CZ binding is based 

on capturing all assertions of a project specific ABox and RBox and providing a 

knowledge-based modeling pool, i.e. Sandbox Modeling Pool that allows sandbox 

(process patterns based) process modeling. Figures 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7 depict example 

process models created with UML4UPM notation subset of KOTR-S.CZ – following 

section discusses mapping rules and overall integration of all three framework lay-

ers with the so-called Sandbox Visual Process Modeling. 

 

Figure 5.5: Use Case UPM mapping 
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Figure 5.6: Class Diagram UPM mapping 

 

 

Figure 5.7: Activity Diagram UPM mapping 
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5.2 Sandbox Visual Process Modeling 

Sandbox visual process modeling and process models integration, also known as 

pattern based process modeling, described in upcoming subsections concludes 

knowledge-based software process framework with mapping rules of UML4UPM and 

proposal of integration matrix that provides classification of different model levels 

with UPMM classes within different perspectives. 

5.2.1 Mapping Knowledge Elements to Process Models 

The mapping rules of UML4UPM onto UPMM is the part of the Top Layer that ac-

tually allows added-value process modeling with knowledge support without typical 

obstacles of formal approaches – figure 5.8 depicts the two sides (process meta- and 

process model) of the framework covering all three layers: 

 Meta Level (upper part of the image) covers Base Layer with UPMM; 

 Model Level (lower part of the image) covers Middle and Top Layers with for-

mal and semi-formal instances. 

 

Figure 5.8: Mapping of UPMM, UML4UPMM, and explicit process profile 
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Our modeling framework, as indicated in Chapter 4, utilizes Activity Diagram, 

Use-Case Diagram, and Class Diagram and UML4UPM pre-defines set of mapping 

rules that can be divided into two sets: 

 General rules that apply to URI, Name, and Definition (invisible background 

information), UPMM Type identification (stereotype), and Public Label (dia-

gram element name); 

 Diagram-oriented rules that apply to specific visual elements and their parts 

which cover specific elements mapping onto UPMM Types (UML meta-classes 

mapped onto UPMM classes) or Object Property (UML meta-class mapped on-

to UPMM roles), and Data Properties (UML meta-class attribute mapped onto 

UPMM data properties); 

 

Specific mapping over supported UML diagrams is in tables 5.3 (Functional Per-

spective – Use Case Diagram mapping), 5.4 (Behavioral Perspective – Activity Dia-

gram mapping), and 5.5 (Structural/Informational Perspective – Class Diagram). 

The mapping and binding procedure is then used as a resource for the sandbox 

modeling that takes all elements of explicit process knowledge profile and provides 

all visual elements with background knowledge, classification, and relation con-

straints available for visual modeling as depicted in figure 5.8. 

Table 5.3: UML Use Case Diagram Elements to SP Meta-Model 

Element Icon UPMM Mapping 

Use Case 

 

Classes 
- Task; 
- Process; 

- Alternative; 

Association 

 

Object Properties 
- Collaboration of two processes; 
- Control; Constraint controlling a Task; 

- Performance; Role performing a Task; 
- Contribution; Alternative contributing to a Process 

or a Task; 
- Decision; Task or Process deciding an Alternative; 

- Consists of; Group consisting of Roles; 

Actor 

 

Classes 
- Resource; 

- Role; 
- Group; 
- Constraint; 
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Include 

 

Object Properties 
- Unguided cooperation between two Tasks or Pro-

cesses, sequence is considered as follows – source 
Task/Process is a source use case and target (fol-

lowing) Task is a target (included) use case; 

Extend 

 

Object Properties 
- Guided (conditional) cooperation between two Tasks 

or Processes – extension point (extended use-case), 

i.e. the target of the extension arrow is actually a 
source Task of the respective guided Cooperation, 
while extending use case, i.e. the source of the ex-
tension arrow is a target Task of the respective 

guided Cooperation; 

Generalization 

 

- Not applicable – no UPMM relation supports gener-
alization in this version; 

Note 

 

Classes 

- Goal of a Process; 
- Competence; 
- Entity; 
- Argument; 

- Substeps; 
Annotation Properties 

- Additional Class’ or Object Properties’ annotation 
properties and definitions; 

Anchor 

 

Object Properties 
- Check; Competence checking a Constraint; 
- Specification; Role specifying a Competence; 

- Provisioning; Resource providing a Competence; 
- Concretization; Intention concretizing a Goal (note 

anchored to System Box element); 
- Mandatory Input (Transformation); Entity entering 

a Task; 
- Optional Input (Transformation); Entity entering a 

Task; 
- Output (Transformation); Entity exiting a Task;  

- Supporting and Objecting; Argument supporting or 
objecting an Alternative; 

- Has substeps; Task having Atomic Subtasks (list of 
subtask); 

Annotation Properties connections 

- Connecting Notes to respective Use-Case Diagram 
elements; 

Stereotype <<Stereotype>> 

Classes and Object Properties 

- Specification of process meta-model type or rela-
tionship in respective Use-Case Diagram element; 

System 

Box around use cases 

and notes (excluding 
Actors) 

Classes 

- Context and/or Intention (could be combined to-
gether with usage of two respective stereotypes); 

 

Table 5.4: UML Activity Diagram elements to SP Meta-Model 

Element Icon UPMM Mapping 

Initial Activity 

 

Classes 
- Opening empty Activity, Alternative, Event, or 

Issue; i.e. the first element(s) behind this point has 
no preceding elements and this point has no mean-
ing whatsoever other than representing the initial 
point; 
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Final Activity 

 

Classes 
- Ending empty Activity, Alternative, Event, or Issue; 

i.e. the last element(s) before this point has no suc-
ceeding elements and this point has no meaning 

whatsoever other than representing the last point; 

Activity 

 

Classes 
- Process (hierarchical element); 
- Task and Atomic Task; 

- Alternative; 

Object 

 

Classes 
- Role or Group performing a Task, selecting an 

Alternative, specifying a Competence, or being re-
sponsible for Objects (Entity, Resource, etc.); 

- Competence checking a Constraint; 
- Constraint (Law) controlling Task; 

- Object used in a Process; 
- Entity entering or exiting Tasks, resulting in Goals, 

and being in a Context; 
- Resource playing a Role, providing a Competence, 

or processing an Entity; 

Swimlane 

 

Classes 
- Context (Scope, Organization) executing Process 

Steps, satisfying Intention or scoping entities; 

Control Flow (Guided) 
 

Object Properties 

- Cooperation; Cooperation between two Process 

Steps connecting source and target elements, rep-
resenting sequence; 

- Activation; Event activating a Task; 
- Signaling; Task sending signal to an Event; 

- Decision; Process Step deciding an Alternative; 
- Contribution; Alternative contributing to a Process 

Step; 
- Response; Alternative responding to an Issue; 

- Raising; Process Step raising an Issue; 

Object Flow (Guided) 
 

Object Properties 

- Mandatory input; Entity entering a Task - manda-

tory transformation; 
- Optional input; Entity entering a Task – optional 

transformation; 
- Output; Entity exiting a Task; 

- Performance; Role or Group performing a Task; 
- Selection; Role selecting an Alternative; 
- Specification; Role specifying a Competence 
- Responsibility; Role being responsible for an Ob-

ject; 
- Check; Competence checking a Constraint; 
- Control; Constraint controlling a Task; 
- Provision; Resource providing a Competence; 

- Usage; Object being used in a Process; 
- Result; Entity resulting in a Goal; 
- Role-Playing; Resource playing a Role; 

Decision 

 

Object Properties 

- Cooperation between Process Steps, Issues, or 
Alternatives having the same single cooperation 
source and more cooperation targets and all of 

them are guided (either-or branch); 

Decision Merge 

 

Object Properties 

- Merge of guided decision – must be followed some-
place after a sequence initiated by guided decision, 

must have an equal amount of cooperation sources 
to the respective Decision’s amount of target coop-
eration branches (either-or synchronization); 
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Fork (Parallelism) 

 

Object Properties 

- Concurrent cooperation of two or more Process 
Steps, Alternatives, or Issues having the same sin-
gle cooperation source and more than one coopera-

tion target but all of them unguarded, i.e. being 
always executed (parallel execution of activities); 

Join (Parallelism) 

 

Object Properties 

- Merge of concurrent cooperation of two or more 

Process Steps, Alternatives, or Issues initiated by 
Fork (Parallelism), must have an equal amount of 
cooperation sources to the respective Fork’s 
amount of target cooperation branches (concurren-

cy synchronization); 

Send Signal Action 

 

Classes 

- Event; 

- Issue; 
- Both Event or Issue must have its counterpart in 

accepting action element; 

Accept Event Action 

 

Classes 

- Event 
- Issue 
- Both Event or Issue must have its counterpart in 

sending action element; 

Accept Time Event 

 

- Not applicable in the first version of UPMM (real-
time based events are not considered subset of 

events or issues); 

Stereotype <<Stereotype>> 

Classes and Object Properties 
- Specification of process meta-model type or rela-

tionship in respective Activity Diagram element; 

Note 

 

Classes 
- Intention; 

- Goal; 
- Argument; 
Annotation Properties 

- Additional Class’ or Object Properties’ annotation 

properties and definitions; 

Anchor 
 

Object Properties 

- Concretization; Intention concretizing a Goal; 

- Support and Object; Argument supporting or ob-
jecting an Alternative; 

- Concretization; Intention concretizing a Goal; 
- Realization; Process realizing a Goal; 
Annotation Properties connections 

- Connecting Notes to respective Activity Diagram 
elements; 

 

Table 5.5: UML Class Diagram Elements to SP Meta-Model 

Element Icon UPMM Mapping 

Class  

 

Classes 

- Context; 
- Object and all its specializations; 
- Alternative; 
- Argument; 

- Issue; 
- Intention; 
- Goal; 
- Competence; 

- Role; 
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- Group; 
- Constraint; 

Class Attribute  

Data Properties 
- Data properties of UPMM classes/concepts (e.g. 

Goal Description); 

Class Operation  - Not applicable in the current version of UPMM 

Stereotype  

Classes and Object Properties 
- Specification of process meta-model type or rela-

tionship in respective Class Diagram element; 

Generalization 

 

Subclasses 

- Generalization of Entity and all its specializations; 
- Generalization of Resource and all its specializa-

tions; 

Association 

 

Object Properties 
- Scoping; Entity being in a Context; 
- Satisfaction; Context satisfying an Intention; 
- Supporting and Objecting; Argument supporting 

or objecting a Alternative; 
- Selection; Role selecting an Alternative; 
- Responding; Alternative responding to an Alterna-

tive; 

- Reviewing; Issue reviewing an Entity; 
- Concretization; Intention concretizing a Goal; 
- Check; Competence checking a Constraint; 
- Responsibility; Role being responsible for an Ob-

ject (and all its specializations); 
- Modifying; Role modifying an Entity; 
- Processing; Resource processing an Entity; 
- Mutual Organization; Human Resource being 

organized with another Human Resource; 
- Role-play; Resource playing a Role; 
- Resulting; Entity resulting in a Goal; 

- Interaction; Entity interacting with another Entity; 
- Providing; Resource providing a Competence; 
- Specification; Role specifying a Competence; 

Aggregation 

 

Object Properties 

- Consists of (Role/Group); Group consisting of 
Roles; 

- Consists of (Artifact/Entity); Artifact consisting of 
Entity; 

Composition 

 

- Not applicable in this version of UPMM (exclusive 
ownership had not been considered due to its limi-
tations); 

Note 

 

Annotation Properties 
- Additional Class’ or Object Properties’ annotation 

properties and definitions; 

Anchor 
 

Annotation Properties connections 

- Connecting Notes to respective Class Diagram 
elements; 

 

Process modelers and practitioners utilize available sandbox elements to capture 

and create visual models based upon predefined explicit knowledge profiles (that 

could also have been aligned with a reference process or a standard). Final models 

may cover, of course, greater piece of real organization processes (remember, formal 

modeling is optimal only when it covers stable part of a process and avoid fluctuant 
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processes), but that does not jeopardize the modeling effort – knowledge defined in 

the background works as a sort of formal interface. It is not hard to distinguish 

formally predefined elements from newly created with missing knowledge profile as 

well as it is not hard to gather elements that somehow violated rules defined in their 

hosting profile. But more on that topic is discussed later since the framework can 

be now completed (from the modeling point of view) with the final step – models in-

tegration. 

5.2.2 Enterprise Integration 

We have emphasized in the second chapter that (business) process terminology 

classification is related to process models integration; we had also given the Zach-

man Framework integration matrix as an acclaimed and accepted integration tech-

nique, even though it is not a methodology and gives only concise scope of models 

integration. Our framework cannot reuse Zachman integration matrix in its full 

scale since it is not based upon any kind of process meta-model (therefore introduc-

ing such extra classification would be a workaround) and it scopes process models 

from too abstract perspectives (executive/managerial descriptions) to too technical 

related (process automation); so the integration matrix of the formal knowledge pro-

cess framework reuses only certain concepts of the Zachman Framework matrix 

and builds the rest upon the UPMM terminology classification. 

Table 5.6: UPMM Based Models Integration 

Enterprise 
Integration 

Who 
Roles and 
Compe-
tences 

What 
Functions  

and  
Objects 

How 
Process 
Flows 

When 
Time and 

Events 

Where 
Context 

Why 
Intentions 
and Goals 

Main Role 

Meta-Model 
(Terminological) 
Base Builder 

UPMM 
aligned 

with roles 
and com-
petence 
related 

terms 

UPMM 
aligned 

with 
structural 
and func-

tional 

terms 

UPMM aligned with 
process steps and issue 
resolution terminology 

UPMM aligned with 
contextual and inten-

tional terminology 

Process 
Theorist 

Scope 

(Contextual) 
Planner 

List of 
organiza-

tions, 
depart-

ments and 
people 

List of 

things 
involved in 

process 

List of 

business 
processes 

List of 

time event 
and 

schedules 

Business 

process 
location 

List of 

intentions 
and goals 

Process 
Practition-

er 

Explicit  
(Conceptual) 

Structural 
model 

Semantic 
model 

Formal-
ized Tasks 

Formal-
ized 

Formally 
defined 

Goals 
aligned 

Process 
Analyst 
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Owner with roles, 
and com-
petences 

with busi-
ness rela-
tionships 

and Pro-
cesses 

events and 
issues 

contexts 
and sub-
contexts 

with in-
tentions in 

profile 

Visual  

(Semi-formal) 
Designer 

Functional and struc-
tural process models 

Behavioral business 
process models 

Functional and struc-
tural process models 

Process 
Modeler 

Monitoring 

(Feedback) 
Performer 

Presenta-

tion archi-
tecture 

Physical 

data mod-
el 

Workflow 

design 

Execution 

control 
structure 

Workflow 

deploy-
ment 

Rules 

design 

Process 
Reviewer 

UPMM Context 
Compe-

tence Base 

Core and 
Structural 

Bases  

Core and Issue-

mitigation Bases 
Context Base 

 

Enterprise 

Context 

 Operational 
Intentional 

Knowledge  

 

Our integration matrix proposal, as presented in table 5.6, establishes process 

perspectives (matrix rows) upon responsible roles and their specified competences; 

it also keeps different levels of process models separate: 

 Terminological perspective is based on Meta-Model parts and holds formal 

meta-base of whole project; 

 Contextual (sets a Scope of projects) perspective aims for informal descrip-

tions of process models that are created with process observation in organi-

zations – it is used for terminological alignment with meta-model and as a 

source for the next perspective; 

 Conceptual perspective defines Explicit formal knowledge profiles of organiza-

tional and reference processes; 

 Semi-formal perspective creates space for Visual models that had been creat-

ed with explicit knowledge profiles, KOTR-S.CZ binding method, and extend-

ed or optimized upon stakeholders requirements; 

 Feedback perspective does not integrate any process models but rather re-

serves space for special documentation like feedback, review results, change 

requests, issue tracking, and general traceability. 

 

With all perspectives is the integration matrix able to describe and accept models 

of several process abstractions (matrix columns) as described in Chapter 2 and de-

fined in our modeling criteria. This abstraction profile provides further models dis-

tribution according to specific models specializations: 
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 Roles and Competences abstraction answers general question Who and inte-

grates Competence Base of UPMM;  

 Functions and Objects abstraction answers question What and combines el-

ements of Core and Structural Bases of UPMM;  

 Process Flows abstraction answers question How and includes dynamic be-

havioral partitions of observed processes. It includes Core and Issue-

mitigation Bases of UPMM; 

 Time and Events abstraction answers question When and can be understood 

as a sister of Process Flow abstraction in behavioral models family – that is 

why it includes the same bases of UPMM as Process Flows abstraction, i.e. 

Core and Issue-mitigation Bases; 

 Context abstraction answers question Where and provides space for model 

elements that keep information about scoping, contexts, and virtual or phys-

ical space. It integrates Context Base of UPMM; 

 Intentions and Goals abstraction answers question Why, and, once again, it 

behaves like a sister of Context abstraction, so it includes Context Base of 

UPMM. 

 

It is obvious that visual process models created in three process perspectives 

(functional, behavioral, structural) simply cannot be unambiguously integrated and 

divided into six integration abstractions – that is why are abstractions connected 

together in Visual integration perspective. The rest remains separated in order to 

keep the ability to distinguish various elements of meta-model, informal elements, 

formal knowledge elements, and feedback on elements. Such an approach provides 

good traceability in process modeling. 

5.3 Model Quality 

So far so good, we have all main three layers of the formal knowledge process 

framework defined and described and we are able to eventually integrate and cate-

gorize all process models – this combination leaves one last thing we still miss and 
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that would be a validation or quality assurance, an approach that could tell us how 

to check the quality of our work and resulting process models. 

We distinguish the model quality control on two main levels – the first is a well-

known verification and validation procedure and the second gives process modelers 

more information about knowledge behind process models and how extensively it 

had been used. 

5.3.1 UPMM and Process Profile Verification and Validation 

The first method we use within the framework contains two separate procedures 

that go hand in hand – Verification and Validation. The first of the duo – verification 

procedure – concerns formal consistency and formal rules obedience applied in the 

framework; in other words, verification process make sure that created models are 

made in compliance with given language grammars, formal conventions, therefore 

the models are stable and according to common modeling rules. Following frame-

work parts can be verified: 

 UPMM and its customizations (further specializations) consistency check – 

this verification is done with respective OWL reasoners that allow logical con-

sistency check above the knowledge profile. Typical example could be, for ex-

ample, unintentional mixing of disjoint concepts (e.g. setting Entity as equiv-

alent to Resource); 

 Explicit profile consistency check – this verification is similar to the first one, 

it aims for the inspection of explicit profile consistency, only in this case the 

main concern is not classes and their properties but individuals (assertions). 

Single execution of respective reasoner (e.g. HermiT for OWL) allows process 

modelers to see inconsistencies and problems on both levels – UPMM and 

Process Profile – including possible justifications that can indicate the root 

causes of occurred issues; 

 Explicit and Visual modeling rules obedience – this verification step make 

sure that formal and visual models are compliant with the concrete language 

standards maintained by responsible organizations (e.g. OMG standards of 

UML, W3C standards of OWL).  
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It is obvious that any models that had not passed the verification check can be 

presented to a customer – if such situation occurs (either with formal inconsistency 

or corrupted conventions) respective poorly modeled parts must be restored and 

corrected. Only then can be the model quality check passed to its next step – Vali-

dation procedure. If the Verification focused on formal and language aspects of the 

models the Validation focuses on a consistency from customer viewpoints (verified 

model might not be valid); in other words, Validation aims for customers feedback 

and must answer a simple question: ‘Are created models really representing organi-

zation behavior and structures and do they meet all the needs and requirements?’ 

Integration check, i.e. Validation, with customers is performed on following levels: 

 UPMM and Organization terminology consistency leads to an audit of termi-

nology alignment between UPMM and specific organization terminology – 

stakeholders must answer whether proposed base terminology classes meet 

all requirements and will be able to ensure process representation in upcom-

ing modeling activities (e.g. an activity is an atomic task, not a process 

equivalent; incident is an issue, etc.); 

 Explicit profile review concerns contents of formal knowledge profiles, it is an 

analyst’s responsibility to check that explicit process profile covers stable 

and integral part of the organization – process assertions and roles are com-

pared with reference processes and the real organization. Process profile au-

dit confirms possible conclusion of formal modeling phase; 

 Sandbox pool elements audit reviews elements mapped from the explicit pro-

file to visual modeling elements – this review confirms that explicit process 

profile meets stakeholders expectations of how deeply should have been the 

organization described formally (sandbox pool presents all elements available 

for visual modeling interpreted in respective diagrammatic elements); 

 Visual models review gives feedback on required modeling scale and detail, 

answers whether models cover and represent expected organization parts 

and that models represent real processes correctly;  
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Results of quality assurance that consists of verification and validation proce-

dures are analyzed and used to determine whether the models are suitable for en-

terprise integration and deployment – naturally only verified and valid models can 

be handed over to customer. The very modeling rules and any methodology part are 

not a part of the quality control since the framework was designed to be independ-

ent on a methodology and provides only tools and techniques needed for software 

process modeling with knowledge support – methodology and its own rules are in-

troduced in Chapter 6. 

5.3.2  UPMM Knowledge Index 

Previous section described how could be process models created with the formal 

process knowledge framework verified and validated with activities concerning sev-

eral aspects; there is one aspect, however, that had not been mentioned, and it is a 

knowledge utilization index. UPMM holds many internal rules and constraints that 

limit its classes to be used in wrong context or relationship (e.g. Competence per-

forming a task is obvious violation of predefined relationship between Role-Task-

Competence). Simply said, there are three main violations (with different severity) 

that can occur: 

 Captured visual element has lost its knowledge origin (poorly edited visual 

element) or had been created completely without knowledge background (new 

visual element); 

 Captured explicit process assertion (individual) had been used or modified in 

a way that caused relationship destruction (overloading individual to behave 

as a different class or two classes at once; e.g. using Task in a relationship 

available only to Process would cause its destructive overloading – should it 

appear as a task, as a process, or both); 

 Captured explicit process assertion (individual) had been used or modified so 

it appears in different context than it was originally proposed (e.g. Require-

ments Analysis process had been designed to be executed within Process 

Host Organization in explicit profile but appears in different context in visual 

models); 
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The states, or violations, described in the list above had been the basics for the 

knowledge index evaluation – UPMM Knowledge Index is an evaluation tool of the 

UPMM-oriented formal knowledge framework. It is an optimistic evaluation tech-

nique (it concerns only direct violations and not missing relations, in other words, 

what has not been captured in visual models is not indexed) that firstly gives pro-

cess analysts and modelers transparent information on knowledge volume hiding in 

a process models background, and secondly allows to set up specific limits on using 

explicitly undefined or violated elements. We recognize three main categories of 

Knowledge Index, each with different degree of violations severity: 

 Nullified model has no knowledge background whatsoever, therefore it is 

equivalent with classic semi-formal and informal models (either visual or tex-

tual); 

 Medium knowledge index is granted to process models that has some formal-

ly undefined model elements, or formally defined elements that had been 

used in different context, or with corrupted relationships (compared to those 

defined in explicit profile); 

 High knowledge index is granted only to completely knowledge-specified pro-

cess models where are all model elements linked to their respective explicit 

profile records. 

 

The knowledge index based on the three levels is still too abstract in a sense of 

how are various indexes identified – while Nullified and High Knowledge indexed 

models are easily defined, the Medium level is not defined unambiguously and can 

hardly help process modelers to set transparent limit on using violated or undefined 

process elements. UPMM Knowledge Index uses the so-called states and alerts de-

scribed by different codes to provide precise rules of index and limits determination: 

 Code Green – process model element is sound and correctly linked with its 

knowledge resource. Its execution or utilization is safe according to the nego-

tiated profile;  

o This state is used to identify High Knowledge Index models; 
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 Code Yellow – model element is correctly linked with defined background 

knowledge record but was used outside of predefined context (or domain, or 

parent process) which might be considered as a potential risk of performing 

given action (or using object) out of originally planned scope; 

 Code Orange – element captured in process model is, just like in Code Yellow 

state, correctly chained to its knowledge origin but is set up to be related to 

different process element that is not defined as recommended (preset) rela-

tionship in aligned meta-model (relationship); 

 Code Red – the element that got into red alert was either modeled manually 

without knowledge resource or was altered in the way that destroyed linking 

of the element and knowledge origin (for example change of identification or 

type) – in other words, the element has lost its formal background or is com-

pletely missing it. 

o All Code Reds cause the process model index fall to Nullified 

Knowledge Index value; 

 

 

Figure 5.9: Original model created with vocabulary without meta-model 
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Figure 5.10: Activity diagram with corrupted elements 

Apparently it is the last named – the Code Red – that is most critical for any pro-

cess model. On the other hand it is a matter of a project and environment setup to 

decide how should be the Medium indexed models and red, orange, or yellow ele-

ments approached (see figures 5.9 and 5.10 depicting example activity diagrams, 

one created without the framework, another remodeled with the framework but in-

cluding violated model elements) – these elements could be, of course, either com-

pletely forbidden, or allowed to some extent. This tolerance of risky elements is de-

fined as a value negotiated with an organization and higher values lead to higher 

tolerance of Medium Knowledge Index models – this value specifies a limit, a 

boundary, that, when it is crossed over, should raise a warning and should imme-

diately restrict process modelers in using other than green, i.e. fully defined and 

correctly used, elements. This tolerance function is based on the Red Alert defini-

tion that is formalized as: 

 Red Alert is a value that is defined as a division of all corrupted elements 

quantity and a quantity of all process model elements multiplied by Alert 

Threshold that further sets the function tolerance based on amount of yellow 

and orange elements;  
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𝑅𝑒𝑑 𝐴𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑡(𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙) =

|𝑅𝑒𝑑 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠(𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙)| +
𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑢𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠(𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙)

𝐴𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑡 𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑|𝐴𝑙𝑙 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠(𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙)|
 

where 

𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑢𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠(𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙)

=
1

𝐴𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑡 𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑
(|𝑌𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠(𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙)|

+ |𝑂𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠(𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙)|) 

 Alert Threshold adjusts the red alert value based on amount of orange and 

yellow state elements – this is because of the fact that while red alert ele-

ments are risky they are also straightforward and are easily identified but 

yellow and orange elements are explicitly defined but misused to some extent 

– greater amounts of yellow and orange elements lead to rising risk of impre-

cise and invalid process models (validity can be corrupted as process ele-

ments are used differently than it was accepted in explicit profile); 

𝐴𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑡 𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑(𝑂𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝐴𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑡) =  {

1              𝑖𝑓 𝑂𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝐴𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑡 = 0 
0.8   𝑖𝑓 0 < 𝑂𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝐴𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑡 < 0.5 
0.5           𝑖𝑓 𝑂𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝐴𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑡 ≥ 0.5

 

 Orange Alert is a supporting function that is used for Alert Threshold deter-

mination – it is defined as a division of total amount of all yellow and orange 

elements and quantity of all process model elements; 

𝑂𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝐴𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑡(𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙)

=
|𝑌𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠(𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙)| + |𝑂𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠(𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙)|

|𝐴𝑙𝑙 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠(𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙)|
 

 

While there is neither precise nor exact way to say what is that ‘one good’ toler-

ance rate setup based on the Red Alert formula, there is still a tolerance rate rec-

ommendation derived from experiments and case studies with UPMM process mod-

eling with knowledge background:  

 Red Alert values below 0.1 (𝑅𝑒𝑑𝐴𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑡 ≤ 0.1) are acceptable without greater risk 

(model can be considered as Defined); 
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 Red Alert values between 0.1 and 0.3 (0.1 < 𝑅𝑒𝑑𝐴𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑡 ≤ 0.3) should draw the 

team’s attention with rising amount of undefined or violated process ele-

ments. Specialists should investigate what is causing this phenomenon but 

solution does not have to urgent (model is getting Out of Scope); 

 Red Alert values between 0.3 and 0.55 (0.3 < 𝑅𝑒𝑑𝐴𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑡 < 0.55) may either 

mean that the less critical situation described above had been ignored for too 

long or a very big amount of violated elements appeared in a very short time 

period. Both situations require swift reactions that would prevent further 

problems (model is beginning to be in Critical situation); 

 Red Alert values above 0.55 (𝑅𝑒𝑑𝐴𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑡 ≥ 0.55) are practically completely violat-

ed process models that can jeopardize project or intentions to build 

knowledge-based process representations – if this situation is unintentional 

then executives should take immediate actions (model can be Corrupted); 

 

Table 5.7 shows various results of the index applied within different model sizes 

ranging from thousand total elements captured and modeled up to almost two 

thousand elements – these values show how are results influenced with occurrence 

of violated elements in projects of average size and typical modeling assumption – at 

the beginning are mostly used known and stable elements so they can be later on 

refined and enriched with undefined (red elements) or altered according to new 

rules of the reality (poorly validated explicit profile or sandbox pool or changing 

fluctuant process environment). It is a noticeable fact that introduction of the 

Knowledge Index during experiments rapidly decreased amount of violated process 

parts (against the base and middle layers – leaving models at Out of Scope at worst) 

and has raised the observance of the framework within modeling activities – but 

more on that is described in the following chapter that discusses the methodology 

designed to bring the framework to practical applications. 

Table 5.7: Example results of Knowledge Index determination 

Green Yellow Orange Red Total Or. Alert Threshold Red Alert Result 

1000 0 0 0 1000 0 1 0 Defined 

1000 0 0 100 1100 0 1 0,09 Defined 

1000 50 50 100 1200 0,08 0,8 0,23 Out of Scope 
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1000 50 50 200 1300 0,08 0,8 0,31 Critical 

1000 0 0 300 1300 0 1 0,23 Out of Scope 

1000 50 50 300 1400 0,07 0,8 0,38 Critical 

1000 100 100 300 1500 0,13 0,8 0,46 Critical 

1000 0 0 400 1400 0 1 0,29 Out of Scope 

1000 150 150 400 1700 0,18 0,8 0,57 Corrupted 

1000 150 150 0 1300 0,23 0,8 0,36 Critical 

1000 200 200 500 1900 0,21 0,8 0,66 Corrupted 

1000 200 200 0 1400 0,29 0,8 0,45 Critical 

1000 250 250 0 1500 0,33 0,8 0,52 Critical 

1000 300 300 0 1600 0,38 0,8 0,59 Corrupted 

1000 300 300 100 1700 0,35 0,8 0,63 Corrupted 
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Chapter 6.  

Unified Process Modeling Meth-

odology 

“The situation implied that Biggs seemed to be convinced of the utilization of explic-

it process profiles and pattern based modeling; yet he asked: ‘Is that all now? Do we 

need something else?’ Jessie smiled, as if she knew that Biggs was about to ask, and 

said with strong voice: ‘Almost complete, Biggs, almost there, yet we miss one thing – 

a complete modeling methodology that would combine all those fragments we just 

proposed. We need to get a discipline into it, or we might lose the grip and I don’t 

want to imagine the aftermaths of going ad-hoc once again in such complex ap-

proach.’ It seemed she had gotten Biggs’ attention: ‘Discipline you say… Modeling 

discipline’. 

Wedge, frown more than usual, gasped: ‘Couldn’t we just model the organization 

with UML only? I know, meta-model, mechanics, vocabularies, patterns… but had we 

really needed so much acting around? This approach of yours almost look like some 

sort of manifesto!’ Biggs and Jessie turned to each other and both said, at the pre-

cisely same time: ‘Modeling manifesto!’” 

 

Previous chapter concluded the first part of the thesis objectives – the formal 

software process framework based on knowledge modeling that provides solution for 

capturing formal organization parts with knowledge elements based on foundational 

layer of Unified Process Meta-Model and builds further utilization of meta-model 

oriented process modeling in visual modeling layer with diagrammatic languages 
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mapped onto explicit knowledge profiles. This set, this whole approach, can be un-

derstood as a tool that can be used for software process architecture but since it is 

a framework, it is not said directly how it should be used and concrete projects may 

vary. This situation is not acceptable as the framework is quite complex and ap-

proaching it in an ad-hoc way would completely deny the effort put into its creation. 

Chapter that is about to follow gives a full insight into how can be the framework 

approached and actually used within process modeling projects – this approach has 

been named as the Unified Process Modeling Methodology (or UPM) and had been 

designed upon different experiments and case studies that had used UPMM based 

framework. 

 

Figure 6.1: Software Process Knowledge Framework Reference House 

UPM methodology can be seen as an interface between the framework and pro-

cess analysts and organizations involved in knowledge-based process architecture 

(see the framework layers organized according to the methodology in figure 6.1); if 

the framework gives necessary tools for capturing process with knowledge elements 

and yet visual elements, it is the UPM methodology that provides full scope of how 

should be framework used in the given context and further concretizes some parts: 
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 Insertion of unified terminology into process scope as a vocabulary; 

 Approaching common vocabularies with knowledge modeling techniques; 

 Approaching organization as a knowledge resource demanding process mod-

eling with both formal knowledge and semi-formal visual models; 

 Setting of intentions and goals with specific artifacts; 

 Proposing phase- and iteration-oriented process development based on the 

manifesto and best practices of the framework; 

 

This chapter contains the second part of the thesis objectives and concludes the 

framework proposal with integral methodology that includes: 

 Manifesto of knowledge support for software processes; 

 Conventions and best practices of knowledge-based process modeling; 

 Modeling methodology known as Unified Process Modeling Methodology 

based on UPMM and semi-formal sandbox modeling, henceforth abbreviated 

as UPM; 

 Experiments and case studies based on experience with the methodology. 

 

Let’s open the chapter’s main part with the aforementioned process-modeling 

manifesto that summarizes all fundamental rules and experience gained from the 

experiments and case studies. And let the constituents of the manifesto be a base 

for upcoming methodology proposal: 

 

==Knowledge process modeling manifesto== 

 

Unified Meta-Model Alignment and Consistency – keep the base process meta-

model consistent and separated from any specific process definition, align the uni-

fied meta-model with existing specialized meta-models to ensure maximum termi-

nology compatibility and avoid incompatible terms at any cost. 

Base Terminology Consistency – use codified resources and standards only, make 

use of existing terminology and match it with Unified Meta-Model and make it con-

sistent rather than full process reconfiguration. Make use of formal explicit 
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knowledge profiles to keep stable and rigid process elements safe and ready for fur-

ther applications. 

Independent Modeling Mechanisms – base the modeling mechanisms upon Uni-

fied Process Meta-Model and iterative identification of process and organizational 

elements, only then search for convenient visual modeling language, and strategies 

that will suit organization requirements and map meta-model elements and explicit 

process knowledge to diagrammatic patterns. 

Models Integration and Traceability – aligned meta-model, explicit knowledge pro-

file, and process models are mutually related and all their parts must be traceable – 

always keep unique identification with process elements, keep knowledge back-

ground links up-to-date, and use enterprise models integration to prevent models 

fragmentation or loss. 

Continual Process Improvement – processes should be improved in time to follow 

latest state of organization, catch on the latest trends and standards in the com-

munity – make use of the traceability to improve base terminology (that would 

propagate to knowledge profile and visual models), knowledge profile (that might 

propagate into base terminology but most likely will affect visual models only), or 

visual models (that may cause changes in lower layers with manual optimization or 

reverse engineering). 

 

Figure 6.2: Modeling discipline manifesto approach  
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6.1 Basic Modeling Discipline – Practices and Conventions 

The modeling manifesto, as a list of recommendations, is a good start for process 

modeling with knowledge background provided with the framework – figure 6.2 de-

picts the whole approach systematically chained upon rules of the manifesto. On 

the other hand it is, unfortunately, still too abstract and it cannot be simply used 

on its own without defining further concretized instructions – these are categorized 

into two main groups – Basic and Advanced Modeling Practices – the first, described 

in this section, includes Best Practices and Conventions of the methodology. 

6.1.1 Best Practices 

Best practices of process modeling have its roots in the best practices of software 

process modeling. It is not a surprise, though – the modeling methodology uses 

phase- and iteration-based software processes as a great source of inspiration from 

the very beginning. Following set of best practices had been designed upon model-

ing manifesto to provide simple and yet specific recommendations that must be 

obeyed within modeling projects that would use formal knowledge software process 

framework. Simply said – if at least one practice was not followed, the methodology 

could be compromised – it would not automatically mean that the framework is 

used incorrectly but poor obedience of best practices may lead to such a situation 

with higher risk (for example, not using reference process is not a problem but poor 

profiling with existing terminology is). Best practices are defined as a list of five im-

peratives: 

 Utilize process meta-model and align base terminology; create common vo-

cabulary and align base terminology with process meta-model – customize ei-

ther meta-model or alter organization terminology but keep the base termi-

nology always consistent; 

 Make good use of reference process and profile existing process solutions 

with chosen reference process; keep reference process model aligned with 

base terminology and make sure that it is implemented as a set of standard 

part of organization process models – importing its profile or combining it 
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with the explicit profile of organization is a good minimum of profiling, the 

rest is in process modeling phase and its validation; 

 Keep the modeling mechanisms independent; keep every layer of the frame-

work separated (process meta-model, knowledge profiles, sandbox pool, visu-

al models, integration matrices) and make sure that modeling activities re-

garding these bases allow traceability; 

 Use visual modeling with knowledge background and use models integration; 

use visual tools and diagrammatic languages to present required subset of 

explicit process profile and its undefined extension, introduce limits of using 

undefined or corrupted visual elements with appropriate knowledge index to 

avoid invalid models, integrate results with convenient classification matrix 

that would allow improved traceability and fragmented models exploration; 

 Focus on continual process improvement and check models and changes 

traceability; keep the visual models up-to-date, make sure all of them are de-

scribing the reality and consult differences with explicit profile as soon as 

possible, if a new base terminology occurs, update the meta-model, and con-

trol and manage changes. 

6.1.2 Conventions 

If the best practices listed above are the must-have rules of process modeling 

with the framework proposed in this text, the conventions defined below are less 

binding and can be understood as a small set of recommendations that should be 

followed but not doing so is not considered as critical violation of the methodology. 

 Use the latest standards of used languages and technologies (unless there 

are critical errors in currently used version it is not necessary to update); 

 Use the latest stable version of modeling tools (if the current versions are 

functional and used in many workstations it is not recommended to update 

too often); 

 Set and follow naming conventions of various element types used in process 

modeling so the approach is generally consistent – for example, name OWL 

classes with capital letters and separate words with underscore character, 
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OWL properties with lower-case letters, OWL individuals with lower-case let-

ters, visual elements names and rationale with natural language and all 

words opened with capital letters (except articles, conjunctions, prepositions, 

etc.); 

 Keep specific methodology responsibilities separated, i.e. set different re-

sources to play responsible roles (if possible) to avoid any sort of bias. 

6.2 Advanced Modeling Discipline – Methodology 

With the first category, the Basic Modeling discipline, described, we can progress 

further to the second one – following section concerns an advanced modeling meth-

odology that is based upon the formal knowledge modeling framework and basic 

modeling discipline. It is a phase- and iteration-oriented methodology that use simi-

lar process breakdown, just like Rational Unified Process, due to its ability to sepa-

rate critical tasks into smaller pieces that can be easily controlled and managed. 

The result has been named as the Unified Process Modeling Methodology (or UPM; 

the name is not related to RUP but rather to Unified Process Meta-Model that made 

an essential base of the methodology). 

Unified Process Modeling Methodology comprise of two main dimensions – pro-

cesses and iterations, processes can be further divided to core workflows and sup-

porting workflows. Since we focus mainly on UPMM and its application in software 

process modeling, we shall aim at core processes in this section while the rest of the 

specification is described in Appendix C. Main processes of the UPM are theoretical 

Meta-Model Alignment, followed by basic observation and modeling activities of 

Common Vocabulary Match & Map that can be supported with reference process 

related activities of Reference Process Profiling, which is followed by Explicit Process 

Modeling that provides modeling elements for detailed Visual Process Modeling that 

is concluded with Process Integration and Improvement.  
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Figure 6.3: Unified Process Modeling Methodology 

The Unified Process Modeling Methodology breakdown contains different infor-

mation exposed in two-dimensional scheme presented in figure 6.3: 

 Modeling Cycle is the full horizontal axis (depicted as light blue arrow) cross-

ing the scheme from left to right and represents a complete project or lifecy-

cle of UPM applied in organizations; 

 Modeling Phases lie in the same axis as Modeling Cycle and refine it to small-

er time periods – phases – that offer different views on UPM including core 

processes/workflow scope (light blue arrow; Theory, Conceptualization, Pro-

cess Capture, Integration), project common scope (upper label of blue arrow; 

Inception, Elaboration, Construction, Transition), and control scope (lower la-

bel of light red arrow; Negotiation, Opening & Analysis, Modeling & Refine-

ment, Deployment); 

 Iterations performed in respective phases are identified by numbers in hori-

zontal axis (light red arrow) and are read in vertical axis as sets of activities 

executed within them; 

 Core Processes (or Workflow) and Intensity of individual activities is a crosso-

ver between horizontal and vertical axis – intensity is a graphical notation in 

respective core workflow activity line and stands for recommended effort that 

should be spent in comparison to other activities (e.g. the iteration No. 2 puts 
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greater effort to Vocabulary Match and Map activity compared to Meta-Model 

Alignment that has rather decreasing nature while Process Integration indi-

cates very small amount of effort). 

 

Recommended iteration setup and respective activities intensity of UPM phases 

actually depends on various conditions related to organization size, expected 

amount of process models, process modeling history, and presence of process meta-

model – UPM provides six preset modeling cycles that differ in internal iterations 

setup and main purpose and had been based upon experiments and case studies 

with UPMM: 

 Full UPM cycle is the original UPM with iteration setup 1-2-2-1, it is recom-

mended for most projects since it allows good workload balance of all in-

volved professionals and provides continuous results that can be presented 

to customers; 

 Visual Models Oriented UPM is the UPM cycle that omits the third iteration 

(phase-iteration decomposition 1-1-2-1), therefore it is convenient for pro-

jects with greater emphasis put into visual models;  

 Repeated UPM cycle is a reusable version of Full UPM that utilizes the same 

project setup, iterations planning, meta-model alignment, and reference pro-

cess with phase-iteration decomposition 0-2-2-1 (it can be, analogically, used 

in a similar way with Visual Models Oriented UPM); 

 Small UPM cycle omits the third and fourth iteration and should be used for 

small projects with expected amount of visual models (not total elements) re-

quired for integration somewhere between 25 and 60 (phase-iteration decom-

position 1-1-1-1); 

 Compact UPM is the smallest and yet conventional UPM cycle that skips the 

third and sixth iteration – it should be used in very small projects with 40 

and less visual models and no explicit requirement of models integration 

(hence the lack of sixth iteration); 

 Fundamental Foundation of UPM or ffUPM is actually not a UPM cycle that 

should be used but rather an extract, just the second iteration, that includes 
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all fundamental activities in balanced proportions, all except integration that 

is decreased to prototype intensity so it allows at least integration check and 

test in organization; phase-iteration decomposition is 0-1-0-0 and ffUPM 

should not be used for another purposes than demonstrations and small 

prototype creations. 

6.2.1 Methodology Scope – Core Workflows Iteration Breakdown 

No matter what is the concrete iteration setup applied on a project, each iteration 

must be compliant with Basic Modeling Discipline rules, and, at the same time, fol-

low processes and tasks defined within Advanced Modeling Discipline method 

breakdown that contains six main core workflows (processes) and two support 

workflows (as seen in figure 6.3 and C.1) that, in full synchronized combination, 

allow sound software process modeling with knowledge support and Unified Process 

Meta-Model: 

 Meta-Model Alignment; 

 Common Vocabulary Match & Map; 

 Reference Process Profiling; 

 Explicit Process Modeling; 

 Visual Process Modeling; 

 Process Integration & Improvement; 

 Tools, Environment & Project Management (support process); 

 Configuration & Change Management; 

6.2.1.1 Meta-Model Alignment 

The very first process of UPM is very theoretical and meta-model oriented – its 

separation from another meta-model related processes is based on experience with 

process modelers and even analysts struggling with process meta-models terminol-

ogy that is usually considered to be pure academic and hence are process meta-

model-centric tasks often ignored. The UPM approaches this important part of pro-

cess modeling as an individual member executed within Process Theorist responsi-

bilities and competences – this setup enables the methodology to keep theoretical 
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tasks processing framework base layers as independent modeling mechanism with 

one main intention – to determine project scope and find a compatible setup of 

UPMM.  

Tasks that must be executed to reach goals of this UPM core process naturally 

require process observation in host organization (i.e. in an organization that holds 

the process that shall be captured) or also in partner organization (i.e. in an organi-

zation that partially holds the process that shall be captured and cooperates with 

process host organization; e.g. Software House is the process host, while a Clinic 

can be the partner), but Meta-Model Alignment core process does not exclude utili-

zation of existing (already customized or maybe terminologically aligned) meta-

model (e.g. from another projects).  

The core process is concluded with verification and validation of customized and 

aligned process meta-model compliant with project scope (that defines what shall be 

covered in the project and what/who are knowledge resources and stakeholders 

involved in the project) in a formal base that will allow knowledge modeling of re-

spective explicit process profiles. 

6.2.1.2 Common Vocabulary Match-&-Map 

Common Vocabulary Match & Map is a follow-up core process of the Meta-Model 

Alignment that takes identified stakeholders, base concepts of aligned process me-

ta-model and aims for creation of common vocabulary used in the Process Host Or-

ganization – in spite of using meta-model terms categorization, it is not strictly the-

oretical task and it is performed mostly within responsibilities and competences of 

Process Analyst. The intention of Process Analyst in scope of this core process is to 

observe the organization, use various techniques (e.g. interviewing, apprenticing, 

workshops) to capture most basic process documentation in human readable in-

formal way (vocabulary, storyboards) and match the captured terms with process 

meta-model base and map them onto respective slots of the imported meta-model 

(Match & Map is a procedure that consists of two parts – matching proposes term to 

be a possible assertion of a concrete meta-model concept, mapping realizes its 

membership as a valid action).  
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First main objective of this core process is to prepare base software process doc-

umentation that would be compatible with process meta-model, define all signifi-

cant terminology and identify basic relations. Second objective is to implement for-

mal vocabulary – a conversion of informal terms to ABox assertions, but in this 

phase still without formally defined relations. Completion of formal explicit profile is 

a goal of another core workflow due to reference process profiling. 

6.2.1.3 Reference Process Profiling 

Reference Process Profiling core process is the only optional part of the Unified 

Process Modeling Methodology since no reference process may take place in the 

company involved in process capture. On the contrary, when it is (or should be) 

present in the company, it ought to provide best practices and standard procedures 

that will have to be a part of software process in the company; therefore it must be 

taken into account in the application of formal knowledge framework so the termi-

nology of the reference process will not coincide with selected process meta-model 

and the terminology mapped between common vocabulary and process meta-model. 

In other words, Reference Process Profiling core process’ main intention is to inte-

grate reusable concepts and relations of selected reference process into informal 

process documentation, identify all constraints defined by the reference process, 

and implement all required parts into explicit process profile. 

Reference Process Profiling naturally starts with executive selection of the very 

reference process that shall be used and aligned with base terminology and organi-

zation processes; this step would be skipped only if there is already a reference pro-

cess in place and it has its formal counterpart compliant with base layer language 

and profile. Formal profile of reference process must be aligned with process meta-

model (if it has not been created as a specialization of selected meta-model) and 

terminologically synchronized with common vocabulary to avoid duplicities and in-

consistencies – this is performed as a mutual import of all involved process profiles 

with validation of their terms. Very important part of this core process is an identifi-

cation of constraints and limitations that shall be applied in the organization – this 
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is realized as a selection of assertions and roles of reference process profile that 

would be applied and followed in the next core process – Explicit Process Modeling. 

6.2.1.4 Explicit Process Modeling 

Explicit Process Modeling might be the most straightforward core process since it 

simply takes all results of the first three core processes as inputs and develops ex-

plicit process profile based upon observation of process host and partner organiza-

tions, gathered process elements, stakeholder requirements, reference process pro-

file, and constraints and restrictions. Separation of this core process from common 

vocabulary creation process (that has formalized assertions as one of the results) 

allows insertion of Reference Process Profiling between these two processes, conse-

quently reference process can be aligned with base vocabulary, constraints can be 

identified and captured – all these prior to full explicit modeling (of this core pro-

cess) that includes roles and relationship capturing, full definitions compilation, 

export of human readable documentation, and preparatory tasks for the so-called 

sandbox pool; the two last named actions (human readable documentation export 

and sandbox pool creation) also allow optimal validation of results with stakehold-

ers even though this core process is very formally oriented. 

6.2.1.5 Visual Process Modeling 

Visual Process Modeling is a core process (as its name suggests) involved in crea-

tion and compilation of visual models that would represent organization behavior 

with diagrammatic structures created with selected language and tools. Contents of 

this process are based upon conventional visual modeling methods with diagram-

matic languages in order to preserve natural intuitiveness of visual modeling per-

formed by process modelers (who might lack theoretical background of process me-

ta-model and explicit modeling).  

The process is opened with typical observation of processes in respective organi-

zation and gathering resources that would be captured in visual models with one 

difference – base concepts and relations are initially taken from explicit process pro-

file elements mapped onto diagrammatic language elements; process modelers 
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should use elements available in the sandbox pool to visualize organization pro-

cesses. Another major difference from conventional methods is an inability to use 

freehand modeling that gives modelers a freedom to model any process element, but 

only with specific process meta-model type; in other words, every modeled element 

(either concept or relation captured outside of explicit profiles) must be classified 

with appropriate process meta-model type. Apart from these differences and com-

plex change control connected to other framework parts, it is a process that should 

be executed naturally and avoid forcing of any unnecessary formalisms that could 

confuse practitioners with theoretical or formal base. 

6.2.1.6 Process Integration and Improvement 

Integration and Improvement core process is a deployment-oriented part of the 

Unified Process Modeling Methodology that intends to integrate all realized models 

into respective slots of proposed (and validated) enterprise integration matrix falling 

under jurisdiction of various responsibilities. This part of modeling discipline also 

allows conclusion of process elements discovery outside of explicit profiles, their full 

review and backward integration into visual models, common vocabulary, and ex-

plicit process profiles update (if the discovered elements are considered to be stable 

and not likely to change soon). 

Another part of this core process is an overall process improvement – since this 

process’ tasks include deployment, review, and integration, it opens space for fur-

ther negotiations and process models refinements that can be required – as you can 

see in the cycle/phases/iterations breakdown – this core process is synchronized 

with explicit modeling and visual modeling core processes in order to allow further 

optimization without triggering risky change requests. The project, of course, does 

not end with simple deployment but rather with full review and validation that give 

required quality assurance feedback, or, even better, the project might continue 

with further observation and updates that would provide up-to-date models within 

all integration levels. 
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6.2.2 Full Unified Process Modeling Methodology – Further Reading 

We had mentioned, at the beginning of the section describing the UPM, that 

there are also special core workflows – two core processes that give convenient sup-

port to the rest of main core workflows: 

 Tools, Environment and Project Management process focuses on modeling 

languages, used standards, tools selection, environment set up, overall plan-

ning, and iteration planning; 

 Change Control and Management is mostly event-driven process that aims for 

control and management of occurred change requests, planning changes, al-

tering project and iteration plans; 

 

This chapter does not cover complete Unified Process Modeling Methodology 

specification (just like Chapter 5 does not include full UPMM specification) since it 

would consume too much space; readers interested in the full version of UPM based 

upon UPMM and the process modeling framework case studies and experiments are 

recommended to check Appendix C that includes complete task breakdowns, de-

tailed tasks and artifacts documentation. The methodology itself had been designed 

and implemented with software process knowledge framework so it is terminologi-

cally compliant with UPMM. 

6.3 Case Studies and Evaluation 

“Biggs and Wedge had been making their best to stay focused on their presenta-

tions that were planned on that afternoon – Biggs’ goal was to introduce new process 

control and mechanisms captured and installed in their company with the new meth-

ods to the customer – new hospital management board, while Wedge had prepared 

his presentation on the requirements management approaches that would be actually 

used between the teams and stakeholders. Jessie said to herself: ‘One more nervous 

than another…’ and chuckled; it was sometimes in the middle of Biggs’ presentation – 

we was talking about unified process meta-model and terminology alignment phase 

to show mutual terminology consistency and then it came as a strike of a lightning – 
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Jessie realized that they don’t have to necessarily stay within boundaries of software 

processes only!” 

 

It had been mentioned already in chapters two and three, that original inspiring 

idea of knowledge support for software processes were mostly organizations and 

processes (and their applications) oriented to healthcare systems development – 

many different problems are raised by terminology used in software house and its 

partner organizations.  

Software houses usually put greatest emphasis on communication between de-

velopment team and customers or stakeholders in phases including requirements 

management – as Chapter 4 indicates, our framework application focuses on re-

quirements management; the UPMM and associated formal knowledge framework 

have been designed and tested in various software development companies along 

with UPM methodology to support modeling of inter-organizational processes ori-

ented on communication-centric tasks. 

6.3.1 Requirements Management of Healthcare Information Systems 

Application of the first framework versions started in software process of 

healthcare systems development – original idea had been to formalize process parts 

involved in requirements management aligned with best practices and recommen-

dations of convenient reference process. Original versions included OWL and story-

boards or flowcharts to define behavioral models with knowledge background – this 

approach had not stayed long due to many problems:  

 Missing terminology base – modelers were free to model almost anything 

without specifying types; 

 Lack of meta-model – missing meta-model led to forgiving modeling rules 

that must have been hardcoded into process modeler; 

 Reusability built with relational database combined with XML knowledge 

profiles instead of one XML based knowledge profile storage; 

 Focus on single (behavioral) process perspective – in other words, native 

support of only behavioral process aspects would not allow to extend the ap-
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proach with the remaining two without workarounds (once again caused by 

missing meta-model approach); 

 

In the end, this concept had been thrown away and redesigned from scratch to 

avoid and prevent issues described above and the whole framework has been ap-

proached in healthcare systems development domain once again, but with different 

design techniques and tools: 

 Full set of process modeling requirements – full set of stakeholders needs (on 

both theoretical and practical levels) has been captured prior to the frame-

work proposal instead of ad-hoc approaching knowledge support and forcing 

it into existing solutions that had been in place; 

o Requirements elicitation has covered not only the process host or-

ganization but included partner organization and secondary stake-

holders as well (software house, hospitals, executives, clinical work-

ers); 

 Process Meta-Model studies – preliminary phases of process modeling re-

quirements has shown that a formal knowledge framework could not be built 

optimally without process meta-model in the framework’s background (prob-

lems were mostly with terminology classification and modeling of knowledge 

elements with visual languages); 

o This part excluded stakeholders due to its big theoretical orienta-

tion and low-level modeling, but it had to consider process modeling 

requirements, common vocabulary, and terminological unification 

since the terminology has shown to be inconsistent in different or-

ganizational contexts; 

 Process Meta-Model unification – design of transition from base layer to mid-

dle layer has proven that process meta-model should cover all required pro-

cess aspects that shall be present in knowledge profiles, that it must be ter-

minologically compliant with reference process knowledge resource, and it 

must be simply customizable; 
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o Different requirements, mostly related to terminology setup, forced 

the framework to combine various parts of existing meta-models in 

order to meet all needs put on complex process modeling and unifi-

cation (requirements included context-sensitive, task-oriented, 

structural, and yet customizable base meta-model); 

 UPMM proposal – first attempts to reuse existing meta-models and combine 

them led to confusion, also the assumption was that such approach would 

not be sustainable; therefore the approach went its own way with new meta-

model proposal that would fit the transition between base and middle layer of 

the knowledge framework; 

 Terminology unification and middle layer modeling – Unified Process Meta-

Model has provided complex terminological space and tools with ability to de-

fine equivalent terms, extend meta-model, and model processes as an instan-

tiations of UPMM – explicit knowledge process profiles; 

o UPMM implementation has allowed process modelers to unify com-

plex terminology and yet keep on track with original terms due to 

localization abilities of base and middle layers; 

 Top layer and process validation – process modelers and practitioners had 

problems with ‘too academic’ and theoretical partitions of the framework, 

namely with process meta-model and middle layer. This combination – for-

mal meta-layer and formal (knowledge) process model layer is neither easy to 

capture and model nor simple to validate with stakeholders. Eventual addi-

tion of top layer, as a semi-formal extension, allowed to reuse various parts 

of formal knowledge profile with visual diagrammatic languages compliant 

with process modeling needs and criteria; 

o Process practitioners could focus on actual process modeling, but 

with reusable knowledge elements behind – this combination pro-

vides powerful unified terminology base (with UPMM that is further 

used in semi-formal models extension) and formalized process mod-

el (that, as an instantiation of UPMM, holds definitions, existing 

roles and properties usable in diagrammatic mapping). Great value 
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for practitioners and modelers is the ability to negotiate and vali-

date process models in readable semi-formal diagrammatic ways 

and yet having predefined rigid structure and definitions in models’ 

background; 

 Creative space for process modeling – conventional approaches to process 

modeling are either based upon semi-formal or formal techniques. If there 

are combinations, it is usually mapping of certain semi-formal models to 

their formal counterparts (due to automatization and simulation) or formal 

models to semi-formal, but typically automatized just to provide visual 

schematics of formal model in a simpler form. Approach required by stake-

holders and proposed in the framework utilize KOTR-S.CZ binding method; 

o Classical transformation of formal models to semi-formal visual 

schematics has been considered as too limiting as it requires ex-

haustive formal process modeling and results are simply visual rep-

resentations of formal model. Process practitioners working in vari-

ous organization contexts can be (conveniently) limited with base 

terminology of process meta-model but they cannot rely on formal 

process modeling only; 

 Models integration and sustainability – various results of process modeling 

performed within different layers were originally considered as bulky since all 

models had been mixed together, lacking any rules how to categorize them 

into convenient namespaces – this would lead to harder change control and 

may put models improvement at risk; 

o Selection of separate UPMM bases and their integration in enter-

prise matrix that combines bases with respective process viewpoints 

has given process modelers and practitioners predefined set of 

namespaces where to put different results of process modeling pro-

jects. Additionally, this categorization provides improved control 

over models and helps with keeping models up-to-date (on all layers 

– changes propagate from lower layers to upper automatically, 
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backwards changes and updates propagations, however, require 

manual remodeling and optimizations). 

 

Figure 6.4: Framework approaching in experimental case studies  

Figure 6.4 presents compact overview of the framework parts applied in afore-

mentioned case study and how they had been used in order to solve various diffi-

culties observed in software process modeling; what the figure does not show, 

though, is the fact that it has been the very application and implementation of the 

formal knowledge framework that led to proposal of the Unified Process Modeling 

Methodology – a solution that further dived into software process modeling issues 

caused by formal and semi-formal techniques combination and provided answers 

mostly related to responsibilities and effort distribution. In the end, it had been the 

UPM that has brought the framework to less experienced teams since it strictly 

separates responsibilities and competences (theoretical – analytical – practical – 

executive) and modeling tasks into compact parts – core processes and their tasks. 

Eventually UPM has proven to be the missing link between the framework, model-

ers, and stakeholders. 
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6.3.2 Other Applications 

Even though the framework was not designed as a single purpose product, it had 

been originally proposed to serve as a modeling approach primarily in communica-

tion-oriented requirements management-centric parts of software processes in soft-

ware development organizations. Its application and modeling results have proven 

its power in supporting process modelers and approaching complex software pro-

cesses lying across more organizations. The UPMM and the framework has been, 

nonetheless, eventually utilized in yet another applications and domains – the first 

has been an area of Clinical Workflow Systems and the second has been a modeling 

of Auditable Requirements and Project Management Processes in digital video 

broadcasting domain. 

The first extra utilization of the framework has been partially tailored into clinical 

workflow system that reused the process meta-model as a system base for clinical 

processes and KOTR-S.CZ mapping of process elements to diagrammatic elements 

of visual workflow modeling tool. This combination allowed the clinical system to 

approach processes with following features: 

 Unified Process Meta-Model has been implemented into the process automa-

tization system as a base for terminology and available relationships; 

 UPMM structures were (partially) mapped onto respective clinical information 

system functionalities that had been required for automatization (e.g. Task 

mapped onto clinical modules, Artifact mapped onto module inputs and out-

puts, Roles mapped onto System Roles having access to respective modules, 

etc.); 

 Information about process models has been based upon the framework mid-

dle layer but stored in relation database that is queried accordingly to obtain 

process elements – modules – capable of process automatization; 

 Sandbox Pool has been generated from modules meta-data (aligned with 

UPMM) and related objects, making these elements available for workflow 

modeling to clinical process analysts and executives but the mapping is only 

partial so it covers only behavioral aspects of clinical processes (with flow 

chart diagram mapping derived of activity diagram mapping). 
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This approach can be recommended in the future to different workflow systems 

as it standardizes not only a terminology behind but also prepares elements con-

venient for workflow modeling (while other modules remain fully functional but un-

available for process modeling since not flagged as workflow-enabled) – clinical pro-

cesses is an area with great potential to utilize formal knowledge framework as cer-

tain clinical processes are stable and rigid (blood centers, for example) and the 

knowledge behind is live and up-to-date for many years, sometimes even decades.  

The second originally unintended utilization of the formal knowledge framework 

landed to area of Requirements and Project Management in Digital Video Broad-

casting companies where owners put a big emphasis on having fully auditable pro-

cesses of requirements and project management – main problems addressed by this 

implementation were: 

 Fragile and fragmented terminology used between specialists due to big 

amount of partner companies involved in software processes (more than 15 

partner companies in European region only); 

o UPMM provided stable terminology base that was introduced in 

each partner company and aligned with their actual vocabularies in 

respective process meta-model bases; 

 Terminology unification in international market using different languages to 

communicate details of software processes. Processes were observed and de-

signed in Czech Republic, Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, Austria, and 

Poland; 

o The idea of using UPMM terminology base layer and formalized pro-

cess models middle layer to unify terminology in the international 

market came out of localization abilities supported by software pro-

cess modeling and allowed process modelers to reuse unified ele-

ments mapped onto UPMM with localized definitions; 

 Inconsistent terminology inside of companies caused by wrong manipulation 

with the vocabularies and process elements put in various contexts; 
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o Context-oriented base of UPMM allowed combining behavioral and 

structural parts of organization terminology with context-sensitive 

information that allowed process modelers to unambiguously iden-

tify process parts within various contexts hidden in companies. 

 

Case studies and experimental implementations have not provided only experi-

ence with the UPMM and UPM and its further refinements and extensions (e.g. re-

sponsibilities distribution and alignment of tasks), but, most importantly, we were 

able to evaluate the framework and the methodology and compare it with the objec-

tives – following section focuses on a discussion over the results and practical 

framework utilization. 

6.3.3 Framework and Methodology Evaluation 

As the last words of the previous section claimed, various applications of the pro-

cess framework with knowledge support in software process-oriented organizations 

had provided necessary feedback that led to the very creation of the methodology – 

the UPM – as an interface between the framework and process modelers and practi-

tioners that usually struggle using formal techniques because they are usually con-

sidered as either too academic (theoretical) or rigid (hard to adapt). And since there 

were many problems and issues identified, we shall discuss the main problems we 

had addressed with the UPM before we would analyze the results and compare 

them with our process modeling criteria and objectives defined in Chapters 2, 3, 

and 5. Main issues addressed by the methodology and the framework refinements 

were: 

 Different process aspects required by stakeholders but without process meta-

model or with single aspect oriented process meta-model; 

o Original design had been based upon ad-hoc approach known from, 

for example, process models translated from and into Petri Nets. 

Following version had been based upon SPEM and Process Domain 

Meta-Model; 
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o Single aspect oriented process meta-models had eventually shown 

to be insufficient to cover all process aspects required by software 

houses – as a conclusion, the UPMM had been proposed instead of 

combining various meta-models together or extending them with 

required elements; 

 Process meta-model considered to be too academic and theoretical by pro-

cess analysts and modelers; 

o Inability of practically-oriented process specialists to accept strictly 

theoretical parts of the framework led to creation of the first parts of 

the methodology that distributed responsibilities and competences 

in a way that kept practitioners (mostly modelers and executives) 

away from the UPMM with the new responsibility – Process Theorist 

– and the first, UPMM-centric, core process of the UPM; 

o Observation has shown that process practitioners are willing to ac-

cept and adapt formal techniques (middle layer used in process rep-

resentation) as long as their interactions and responsibilities are 

independent on ‘unnecessary and academic’ meta-models; 

 Knowledge and formal modeling considered to be hard or rigid by process 

modelers and practitioners; 

o UPMM, that is considered to be too theoretical, is the same part of 

the framework that actually supports practically-oriented special-

ists in formal process modeling – that is because of rigid (and doc-

umented) terminology base provided by the base layer of UPMM 

(customized and tailored by Process Theorist, prepared for further 

modeling) that is used in middle layer modeling (rather than ad-hoc 

knowledge capture); 

o Further prevention of inability to adapt the formalisms is main-

tained by separation of Process Analyst, Process Modeler, and Pro-

cess Practitioner roles in the methodology; 

o Very important for process specialists is also to see added value of 

the middle layer modeling which is achieved by utilization of sand-
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box pool process modeling that introduces reusable process pat-

terns;  

 Modeling disciplines would be followed poorly or even disobeyed completely 

(e.g. UPMM classification of types is not followed correctly in visual modeling, 

and/or Process Model defined in knowledge profile is not used correctly, 

and/or visual models are created freely, without any relation to sandbox 

pool); 

o Advanced sections of Chapter 2 mentioned that very important as-

pect causing problems in process modeling is the human aspect 

that simply cannot be removed since this discipline is performed by 

humans cooperating with another people; 

o The framework gives an answer to prevent the so-called freehand 

process modeling (the one that breaks basic rules given by base and 

middle layers, i.e. types classification and formal process models in 

knowledge profiles) with introduction of the Knowledge Index and 

tolerance rates that define how many process elements can be mod-

eled outside of the knowledge profiles; 

 Inconsistent or incompatible terminology occurs even after completed termi-

nology alignment; 

o This issue, that sounds almost like a paradox, is caused, once 

again, mostly by human aspects – some terms and relations can be 

forgotten, lost, or simply ignored in terminology alignment tasks; 

o The framework itself is unable to address this problem, but the 

methodology, on the contrary, is able to address the problem since 

it is designed upon modeling manifesto that defines best practices 

that are used in advanced modeling discipline – the UPM. The UPM 

is an iterative process that supports quality assurance and change 

control and management that allow to refine and update already 

captured and modeled results; 

o Yet another prevention of the problem is to involve a reference pro-

cess into process modeling project, a reference process that defines 
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general constraints and base terminology that would ensure im-

proved terminology unification (i.e. replacing of old terminology with 

the new one). The problem with this approach is, however, that it 

may not be possible at all – that is why is Reference Process Profil-

ing separated as an independent core process; 

 Models based upon and integrated into different modeling layers 

(Base/UPMM, Middle/Formal Process Model, Top/Visual Semi-Formal) are 

outdated or inconsistent in a sense of terminology consistency or the real-

world integrity; 

o The UPM recommends to perform continual process improvement 

that would keep the visual models up-to-date with the reality while 

the visual models should give a feedback for the middle and base 

layers – if there are new process elements or relations in visual 

models and they are proved to be stable in the environment it 

should affect the respective process knowledge profile (that would 

integrate the new element) or there might be even a completely new 

base term designed in the visual models and if it cannot be 

matched and mapped onto any UPMM type, then it should be either 

omitted or integrated into the custom version of UPMM (after good 

consideration); 

 

The last chapter, that follows after this section, further discusses the advantages 

and disadvantages of the framework and the methodology, figures C.2, C.3, C.4, 

and C.5 in Appendix C depict implementation parts of the framework realized in 

Eclipse Modeling Framework while figure 6.5 shows example of human readable 

knowledge RUP profile export used in the experiments. 
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Figure 6.5: Example of human readable export of RUP profile used in experiments 

Nevertheless, before we shall close this chapter and open the last one, we shall 

confront the results with the specific objectives listed at the beginning of Chapter 5 

– table 6.1 concludes the results with the objectives of various process modeling 

domains. 

Table 6.1: Framework and methodology evaluation 

Domain Objectives Evaluation 

Facilitate Human 
Understanding 

 Ability to create readable and un-

derstandable process representa-
tions 

 Middle layer based upon UPMM provides 
exports of formal process models to fully 
navigable human readable documentation 

 Approach is compatible with semi-formal 

visual modeling methods 
 Visual elements are mapped onto UPMM 

classification types and middle layer for-
mal elements 

 Improvement of negotiation and 
communication about process 

 Framework offers three-layers of process 
analysis negotiation – meta-model, explicit 
profile, and customized models (with the 

support of synonyms and antonyms) 
 Base layer with UPMM provides most 

simple and basic terminology used in the 
observed organization 

 Middle layer with Process Knowledge 
Profiles gives modelers powerful tool for 
modeling reference processes and most 
stable parts of organizational processes 

 Top layer with visual models mapped and 
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bound onto Knowledge Profile elements al-
lows to use various diagrammatic lan-
guages for representing processes 

 Provide process formalization 

 Framework is built upon formal base that 

provides formal process modeling with 
knowledge background in base and middle 
layers 

 Offer information to allow process 
participants (individuals or teams) 
to take part in the process 

 Context models and the UPMM provide 
means for resource modeling 

 Design a (process) training refer-

ence base 

 Explicit process profile is reusable for 
training purposes 

 Explicit knowledge profiles can be export-
ed to fully navigable human readable doc-

umentation (HTML representation or and 
oriented graph model) 

Support Process 
Improvement 

 Identification of all process compo-

nents like terms, participants, ac-
tivities and their mutual relations 
of a software process 

 UPMM provides complex process termi-

nology including mutual relationships 
 UPM provides planned (mandatory) activi-

ties that cover terminology alignment in 
organizations 

 Focus on reusability of existing 

process elements 

 UPMM and explicit process profile were 
designed to be fully reusable 

 Knowledge profiles of the middle layer 

contain process elements reusable in vis-
ual models 

 Estimate the impact of process 
change 

 UPMM mapping to process profile ele-

ments and visual elements is supported 
by Knowledge Index that allows to deter-
mine further undefined changes of pro-
cess models 

 Facilitate learning of organization in 
software process context 

 Explicit process profile offer context-based 
modeling that allows elements to be set 
into certain context and distinguished 

from others 

 Provide controlled process evolution 

 Controlled evolution is enabled with visual 
process models linked to explicit process 
profile and UPMM 

 Changes made in lower layers propagate 
automatically (consistent UPMM change 
propagates changes to Knowledge Profiles 
and Visual Models, change in knowledge 

profile causes changes in respective visual 
models) 

 Changes made in from top to bottom must 
be considered by specialists before their 

integration to knowledge profiles or even 
UPMM (change made in diagrammatic 
model is more likely to be invalid) 

Support Process 

Management 

 Creation of a project-specific soft-
ware process to adapt specific pro-
ject characteristics (e.g. in product 

or organizational context) 

 Both UPMM and explicit process profile 
can be altered based on concrete needs of 
any organization 

 Project planning 

 Some UPMM elements are characterized 
by appropriate property slots (price, per-

formance, time aspects) – this, combined 
with complete models, provide strong 
planning base 

 Size of respective knowledge profiles (or-

ganizational or reference) shows approxi-
mate size of stable process parts that 
must be integrated and therefore planned 
modeled 
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 Process management, monitoring, 
and coordination 

 Extra attributes defined on UPMM or 
explicit profile levels can be reused for 
complex process control 

 UPMM is customizable in a sense of pro-

cess properties 

 Development of process metrics 

 UPMM is extensible and can be refined 
with various process metrics slots (price, 
effort, etc.) 

Guidance in Per-
forming Process 

 Facilitate human performance with 
process guides, suggestions and 

reference knowledge profiles 

 Visual models can be used for guidance 
purposes and linking of the elements onto 
explicit profile provides reference to 

knowledge resource and documentation 

 Design reusable process models in 

a storage 

 Explicit process profile is designed to be 
reusable and shareable  

 Final process models are integrated to 
organization with the so-called integration 
matrix 

  

 

“Biggs and Wedge were sitting behind the meeting room table and while Wedge 

was murmuring some indistinct comments, Biggs was trying to evaluate the meeting 

they just had with the customer’s representative on development processes. His eval-

uation was tacit, he said no word at that time, even though he smiled – naturally, he 

knew that all visual process models of different perspectives they had created and 

integrated convinced the representative of their internal control mechanisms. Jessie, 

however, couldn’t stand this silence and asked: ‘Biggs! What do you think? Are you 

satisfied?’ It still took some time before Biggs answered, but for Jessie it was almost 

like an eternity: ‘To be honest, I am, I’m very satisfied. Not only we have our visual 

process models, but we have also aligned all the terminology we use in different pro-

jects with the meta-model and reference process. We can also use the formal middle 

layer and reengineer everything from basics to integrated models with ease.’ 

And even Wedge said, when he switched from the self-talk whispering to loud 

communication: ‘I must admit that it was, in the end, pretty easy to approach our de-

velopment with this methodology, although I had seen also less complex and time 

consuming things before. Reusable patterns mutually connected with base and top 

levels have been valuable for us’. Jessie had felt happiness despite the fact she was 

still looking back upon whole project and summarizing – she knew that nothing is sun 

and flowers only…” 
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Chapter 7.  

Summary and Conclusion 

Achieved Results 

This thesis presented software process formal framework based on combination 

of knowledge capture and process modeling with semi-formal visual languages. The 

goals of the thesis had been proposed in complex domain that covers business and 

software processes, software process meta-model, knowledge modeling, and visual 

modeling of organizational software processes including integration of the created 

models. The thesis had been designed to describe the solution in the context of re-

quirements management in healthcare information systems domain step by step in 

the following way: actual state of the research (concerning state of the art solutions 

and researches), followed by the thesis vision based on existing relevant research 

works. Formal software process framework fundamentals had been described in 

theoretical part. Next parts of the thesis would propose the very core of the thesis – 

goals of the thesis had been to propose and present a solution for knowledge sup-

port of software processes and the proposal consists of two main parts – formal 

software process framework with knowledge support and methodology that enables 

valid utilization of the framework within actual software development companies. 

First part, the framework proposal, discusses generic software process meta-

model that had been designed and built upon knowledge gathered from existing 

business process meta-models and their applications – with the greatest focus given 

to activity oriented meta-model SPEM, conceptual process meta-model AMENITIES, 

Potts decision oriented meta-model, product oriented meta-model, and NATURE 

context oriented meta-model. The complete meta-model is based on actual require-
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ments of process modeling in software development organizations. Correct meta-

model knowledge formalization allowed proper mapping of visual modeling language 

elements onto process meta-model with following Unified Modeling Language dia-

grams – Activity diagram, Use-case diagram, and Class diagram; UML and the three 

diagram types had been chosen above other existing well-accepted languages due to 

its acceptance in software development domain and its characteristics that allow 

easy and intuitive creation of visual process models.  

Next level of the framework is focused on alignment of knowledge elements and 

process patterns that allow rich reusability of process elements with background 

knowledge; Set of rules and software process elements described in formal 

knowledge profiles offer pattern-based process modeling on different process cap-

ture layers: 

 Process perspective – framework based on single meta-model strictly defining 

what concepts are mapped onto concrete perspectives offers simplified dis-

tinction and identification of terms in different process perspective levels (be-

havioral, structural/informational, functional); 

 Process modeling – formal process elements can be used for process models 

assembly based on process patterns (sandbox pool); 

 Process models alignment – meta-model aligned with UML meta-concepts and 

actual software process knowledge representation offer improved under-

standing and connection of models created in different perspectives. 

 

While the first part of the thesis’ main focus was intended to propose rich and 

transparent framework with knowledge support for software processes, second part 

follows with the methodology description and definition. Even though many strate-

gies exist in knowledge building and process modeling domain, we discussed few 

best-known and well-accepted methods and proposed a completely new method of 

software process domain knowledge identification, capture, analysis, documenta-

tion, and alignment with organization; the methodology is build on paradigms that 

guarantee safe and transparent process modeling: 
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 Best practices – preserving single set of rules that help to keep the modeling 

discipline solid and consistent was a number one priority from the very be-

ginning – visual process modeling, ability to capture knowledge independent-

ly on process capture, ease of use that would bring the knowledge support to 

less experienced domain specialists, change management, process elements 

build on one universal meta-model base; 

 Models quality – UML profile aligned with process meta-model in a combina-

tion with knowledge index allow to point out errors or defects on the process 

model layer as the profile and meta-model together unambiguously define 

what model parts and elements are (in)compatible when put together or 

linked to each other; 

 Models integration – full models categorization (in a context of process per-

spectives, expression power, or hierarchical level) with formal knowledge 

background allows integration of different model types into organization with 

higher precision; this helps in situations of ‘models explosions’ when amount 

of modeled processes causes actual loss of productive models utilization; 

 Models diversification – as emphasized before, neither knowledge profile nor 

process model set may be actually complete or exhaustive in a sense of actu-

al organizational process; strict connection of knowledge profiles to process 

modeling would cause problems, for example, when a need of further process 

expansion occurs; proposed methodology is benevolent (with a help of 

knowledge index tolerance rates) in a way of process models reengineering 

with (formally) undefined or corrupted elements that may be completed in a 

different (reengineering/refining) phase. 

 

Our research and the current state of the art crystallized to this thesis, mostly in 

chapters 3, 5 and 6 as the formal software process framework and the methodology 

with specific results that are: 

 Unified Process Meta-Model suitable for complex software houses and partner 

organizations terminology alignment; 
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 Knowledge profiles utilization based on instantiation of Unified Process Meta-

Model suitable for reference processes and stable and rigid organizational 

processes; 

 KOTR-S.CZ notation binding of UML diagrams elements to Unified Process 

Meta-Model that allows sandbox process modeling with knowledge elements 

linked to the semi-formal process models and enterprise models integration; 

 Unified Process Modeling Methodology as a methodology that covers activities 

concerning process modeling with results mentioned above. 

 

Aforementioned results had been tested in real organizations to support activities 

in phase of requirements management of healthcare information systems develop-

ment; experiments has proven that the framework is valid and the methodology al-

lowed the organization to build and integrate the process models easily with own 

knowledge and experience and pre-defined reference process profile based on Ra-

tional Unified Process. Quite unexpectedly one additional idea came out of the re-

sults – the meta-model, knowledge alignment, and (slightly updated) methodology 

could be reused in different business process areas. A project to utilize the 

knowledge support for clinical processes (aligned with clinical workflow in 

healthcare information system) based on this thesis results had been prepared and 

planned (as in December 2014). In August 2014, the generic approach proposed for 

the clinical processes had found another utilization that led to software process 

knowledge support in auditable software processes in Digital Video Broadcast do-

main. 

While the first implementation had proven the initial concept, the second had in-

dicated its reusability potential in different business domains, and the third had 

shown that the combination of visual process (pattern based) modeling based on 

formal knowledge representation can help a company to tighten the grip on the 

business – to help with common glossary unification, term categorization, process 

elements capture, functional constraints and law constrains definition, and models 

validation. 
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As a conclusion we can state that experiments have proven the validity of the ap-

proach based on single process meta-model aligned with process modeling language 

and organizational (unified) knowledge and experience, whereas the methodology 

utilizing proposed framework allows optimal and balanced usage of knowledge sup-

port for software processes in organizations; thus we can say that given objectives 

have been met. 

Now, to avoid any doubts, let’s admit one simple fact – no combination of two or 

more techniques, approaches, or languages could offer only the best of it (imagine a 

result of combining the best of a car and a truck while avoiding their disad-

vantages); of course it would be naïve to think of the standalone formal software 

process knowledge framework as a silver bullet (yet another one!) that would solve 

all existing problems in software process modeling domain. 

No Silver Bullet – Advantages and Disadvantages 

History of any modeling technique has shown that there is no one universal solu-

tion that would cover all needs and requirements and every approach is usually a 

compromise balancing between expressivity, price, usability, transparency, ease of 

use, tools availability, etc.; case of software process modeling is not an exception 

(well, why should it – it was the very software engineering domain that introduced 

chaos as a basic development technique).  

As any other method, the one proposed in this thesis has its disadvantages. Let’s 

summarize them prior to listing the benefits: 

 Complex meta-model versus its completeness – proposed meta-model is 

complete (from organizational point of view and other meta-models) but on 

the contrary it can be too complicated (and complex) for some organizations 

because they might not need to map terms and rules in such complex struc-

ture; 

 Knowledge capture detail – proposed knowledge profile of (reference) software 

process is far from being complete (capturing whole process exceeds scope of 

one thesis due to size and diversity of software processes). Current proposal 

does not solve how to mitigate problems with what should be exactly modeled 
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and relies (more or less) on experience of knowledge specialist (and applica-

tion of UPM); 

 Unclear modeling granularity – while the ‘semantic gaps’ disadvantage is re-

lated to ‘what’ should be captured, this issue concerns actual detail of model-

ing. Even though the methodology says what are the granularity levels, the 

problem with actual tier of modeling still remains and leaves certain part of 

responsibility on human experience; 

 Limited expression power of UML models – escalation from formal system to 

semi-formal will always lead to information loss no matter what – and this 

approach is not different – even though we propose to connect knowledge el-

ements to process patterns, UML models separated from these details (e.g. by 

exporting) would lose all linked knowledge support; 

 Models bulkiness – is somehow similar to ‘granularity’ but in a meaning of 

visual models – neither framework nor methodology could prevent human 

aspects and/or inability to build readable and compact models; 

 

Whereas we already pointed out in the thesis text that most of the disadvantages 

can be avoided with correct application of the methodology, most of them remain 

dependent on the last one – human err – that makes it quite hard to avoid problems 

completely; experiments had shown an experienced team has a lower rate of model-

ing errors and problems caused by disobeying the given methodology nonetheless.  

Despite the fact the proposed solution is not The Silver Bullet of software process 

modeling and has its share of disadvantages, it is suitable for certain domains and 

development areas where it offers the following benefits: 

 Process modeling technique based on known and well-accepted languages 

and methods – Unified Modeling Language, Web Ontology Language, matrix 

models integration, and the Rational Unified Process; 

 Escalation of more detailed formal knowledge modeling to sandbox based 

visual process modeling preserve readability and ease of use on process 

modeling layer while keeping high expression power in the knowledge layer; 
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 Knowledge and process models based on one shared business process meta-

model provides easier common vocabulary capture and validation in the first 

phase of the process modeling; 

 Sandbox based visual process modeling that is provided by mapping visual 

diagrammatic elements onto knowledge elements based on meta-model 

alignment allows to reuse process elements defined in explicit knowledge pro-

file and extend it with freehand visual modeling; 

 Simplified software process reengineering with altered elements emphasized 

(on both sides – knowledge layer and organizational process layer); 

 Verification of process models that is done on two separate levels – first is the 

consistency check of the knowledge base (in sense of meta-model and model 

terms consistency) and the second is the knowledge index that allows check-

ing the knowledge support rate in created visual models. 

 

All major disadvantages and benefits listed above show the true characteristic of 

the approach that is mostly convenient for prescriptive processes in development (or 

general business) domain that share common vocabulary and basic rules and terms 

do not change as often as executed processes that may be a matter of more frequent 

changes. And even though the results may be considered as usable (in practice) and 

thus stable, it still should be maintained to keep it up-to-date with last technologies 

and could be further expanded to support new additional features. 

Future Research 

There were attempts to expand the framework already in phase of the thesis as-

sembly at our alma mater. Actual research that has been happening is mostly fo-

cused on process mining (Liu, 2008) that leads to validation of process models 

based on actual execution of processes in companies; assembly of the resource for 

the process mining is commonly based on data stored in logs exported from infor-

mation or workflow systems and is (in its pure elemental version) independent on 

knowledge systems. Last research, however, has shown promising results (Košinár 

2014a) in mapping knowledge and mined/derived process models and it is a matter 
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of additional effort to complete the synergy between knowledge support for software 

processes and process mining. 

Other research directly related to the one described has been focused on aligning 

(colored) Petri Nets with data for color sets derived from UPMM and explicit 

knowledge profiles; this work intends to give additional formal support (like map-

ping knowledge elements on color sets) that would cover full dynamic process mod-

eling support along with simulation, cost analysis, colors sets optimization etc. 

(Czopik, 2014). 

While the aforementioned works had been already initiated, there are some ideas 

how could be this approach improved but had not been discussed or planned yet. 

First is pretty straightforward and easy – it aims at completion of the full knowledge 

profile of the Rational Unified Process to support even more pre-defined activities 

and further refinements of the Unified Process Modeling Methodology. Second idea 

of improving the framework is related to automation or process execution and work-

flow systems – defining platform independent transformation of knowledge elements 

aligned with process patterns would allow direct support of workflow interfaces that 

run on standardized platform and model independent languages and providing ex-

ceptions revelation in actual process execution. Last but not least would be an idea 

of defining more visual process modeling languages profiles to support bigger set of 

graphical notations like EPC, BPMN, etc. as an additional part of KOTR-S.CZ nota-

tion binding. 
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Appendix A.  

Software Process Modeling 

The thesis objectives are moving around interdisciplinary areas that focus on 

process meta-models, software processes, process modeling, knowledge modeling, 

and process integration – it would have been impossible to include all details into 

the main text without corrupting the structure. This appendix includes all tables 

and figures that would use too much space in the main text and yet are important 

for clear understanding of the topics. 

Process Models Integration with Zachman Framework 

The thesis mentions Zachman framework as a renowned models integration 

framework (not a methodology). Whole Zachman had been, however, identified as 

not fully compatible with the integration needs of our process framework that re-

quires different perspectives and involved roles – more on that is in the second and 

fifth chapter. Table A.1 contains whole Zachman Framework matrix as it is used in 

enterprise modeling and as it was used as a source for our framework integration 

matrix proposal. 
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Table A.1: Process models integration: Rows – Perspectives, Columns – Abstractions 

The Zachman 
Framework 

What 
Things 

How 
Process 

Where 
Location 

Who 
People 

When 
Time 

Why 
Motivation 

Involved 
Roles 

Scope 

(Contextual) 
Planner 

List of 

things 
involved in 

process 

List of 

business 

processes 

List of 
Locations 

where 

business 

operates 

List of 
organiza-

tions, 
depart-

ments and 
people 

List of time 

event and 

schedules 

List of 

business 
goals and 

strategies 

Strategists 
as Theorists 

Business  

(Conceptual) 
Owner 

Semantic 
model with 

business 
relation-

ships 

Behavioral 
business 

process 
model 

Business 
process 

location and 
logistics 

Structural 
model with 

roles and 
responsibili-

ties 

Scheduled 
processes in 

model 
context 

Complete 
business 

plan with 
goals 

aligned 

Executive 

Leaders as 
Owners 

System  
(Logical) 
Designer 

Logical data 
model 

Workflow 

system 
analysis & 

architecture 

Distributed 
workflow 

architecture 

Human 
interface 
proposal 

Processing 
structure 

Business 
rule model 

Architects 
ad Design-

ers 

Technology 

(Physical) 
Builder 

Physical 
data model 

Workflow 
design 

Workflow 
deployment 

Presenta-

tion archi-
tecture 

Execution 

control 
structure 

Rules 
design 

Engineers 
as Builders 

Component (As-

semblies) 
Implementers 

System 
Persistence 

Configura-
tion 

Workflow platform configuration 

Technicians 

as Imple-
menters 

Operations 

(Out of Context) 
Performers 

Data defini-

tion in 
workflow 

Executed 
workflow 

Workflow 

structure 
(installed in 

locations) 

Role and 
responsibil-

ity based 
execution 

security 

Timing and 

events 
definition 

Rules 

specifica-
tion, excep-

tions 

Workers as 
Participants 

The Enterprise 
Context 

Inventory 
Sets and 
Business 

Data 

Process 
Transfor-

mations 

Physical 
Placement 

Organiza-
tion Groups 

Timing 
Periods 

Schedule 

Motivation 
Reasons 
Strategy 

and Goals 

 

 

Process Modeling with UML 

Figures containing UML notation and example diagrams included in main text of 

the thesis are not complete because all UML-related figures would have used too 

much size – images below include several examples of process models made with 

UML diagrams; readers can see more Eriksson-Penker notation examples in activity 

diagram A.1, class diagram, and object diagram A.2; another example diagram pre-

sents all essential modeling elements including concurrency (split and join forks) 

A.3. 

Last figure slightly crosses borders of UML semi-formal modeling and enters for-

mal modeling with Petri Nets – image A.4 depicts a Petri Net diagram that had been 

automatically transformed from UML Activity Diagram with software process model-

ing tool (Czopik, 2014a), (Kosinar, 2015). 
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Figure A.1: Eriksson-Penker process example 

       

Figure A.2: Eriksson-Penker structure modeled with Class Diagram (left) and Object 

Diagram (right) 

       

Figure A.3: UML Activity diagram 
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Figure A.4: UML Activity Diagram  Petri Net transformation 
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Process Meta-Models 

Following subsection contains remaining process meta-model diagrammatic vis-

ualizations that had ben mentioned in the second chapter; images depict State-

transition product oriented meta-model A.5, Potts decision oriented meta-model 

A.6, MAP meta-model A.7, AMENITIES meta-model A.8, and NATURE context-

oriented meta-model A.9. 

 

Figure A.5: State-transition product oriented meta-model 

 

Figure A.6: Potts decision oriented meta-model 

 

Figure A.7: MAP meta-model 
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Figure A.8: AMENITIES meta-model 

 

Figure A.9: NATURE context-oriented meta-model 
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Appendix B.  

Unified Process Meta-Model 1.0 

Main text of this thesis focused mainly on whole formal process framework and 

had not actually left much space for detailed specification of the Unified Process 

Meta-Model which fundamentals were discussed in Chapter 5, but only those es-

sential concepts that are critical for the framework’s Base and Middle layers. This 

appendix covers the missing pieces of the UPMM puzzle and incudes following 

parts: 

 UPMM concepts table with list of other meta-models compliances, overall el-

ements categorization, and equivalent terms list; 

 Graphical extracts of all UPMM bases created with UML class diagrams; 

 Detailed documentation of all UPMM relationships that are used for process 

architecture including formal notation. 

It is important to realize that UPMM is only a meta-model that consists of con-

cepts (classes), their mutual relationships and taxonomy – any realization form, ei-

ther graphical or mathematical, is just a representation that is used for learning or 

process observation (textual and graphical documentation) or process modeling and 

architecture (formal models) – in other words, UPMM had been designed to be inde-

pendent on any representation and the fact that the current version is defined in 

English, with UML support and OWL is a pure coincidence caused by the current 

state of the art in process modeling field – next iteration might use completely dif-

ferent tools and techniques. Following text, tables and figures together with UPMM 

specification in Chapter 5 form sealed specification of Unified Process Meta-Model 

1.0. 
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Table B.1: Unified Process Meta-Model elements 

Element Level Compliance Equivalent 

Process 

Operational 

Workflow Management Coalition Process Ontology: Process Specification 
and Sub-process  

SPEM: Phase 
AMENITIES: Task 

RUP: Reference Workflow, Activity 

Phase 

Process Step 

Workflow Management Coalition Process Ontology: triple Process – Sub-

process – Activity  
SPEM: Work Definition  

AMENITIES: triple Task – Cooperative Task – Work Unit  
Process Domain Meta-Model: Work Unit  

Potts: Step 
NATURE: Action 

Work Unit, 

Work Defini-
tion 

Event 
AMENITIES: Event 
RUP: Recognized event-driven actions 

 

Task 

Workflow Management Coalition Process Ontology: Activity  
SPEM: Activity 

AMENITIES: Action 
Process Domain Meta-Model: Work Unit 

Potts: Step 
NATURE: Action 

RUP: Method Task, Task Descriptor, Atomic Step 

Action, Activi-

ty, Function 

Cooperation 
Relationships of SPEM, AMENITIES, Process Domain Meta-Model, and 

recognized relations within RUP reference guide 
 

Argument 
Potts: Argument 
Process Domain Meta-Model: Argument 

 

Alternative 
Potts: Alternative 
Process Domain Meta-Model: Alternative 

RUP: Recognized alternatives to various tasks 

 

Issue 
Potts: Issue 

Process Domain Meta-Model: Issue 
Problem 

Object None  

Resource (Human 

and Inanimate) 

Workflow Management Coalition Process Ontology: Resources 

AMENITIES: Actor 
RUP: Recommended software tools (Inanimate resources) 

 

Role 

Knowledge 

Workflow Management Coalition Process Ontology: Role 
SPEM: Process Role 

AMENITIES: Role 
Process Domain Meta-Model: Role 

RUP: Role 

Process Role, 

Mechanism 

Competence 
AMENITIES: Capability 

RUP: Skill sets 
Responsibility 

Constraint 
AMENITIES: Law 

RUP: Constraints 

Control, 

Constraint 

Group 
Partially with AMENITIES: Group 

RUP: Role Sets 
Team 

Entity (Artifact, 

Information) 

AMENITIES: Artifact 
Information: Object 
NATURE: Product Part 

Process Domain Meta-Model: Product Part 
RUP: Work Product, Inputs, Outputs 

Material, 

Document 

Context 

Intentional 

NATURE: Context  Plan Based, Executive Based, Choice Based 

Process Domain Meta-Model: Context, Situation 
RUP: Domain 

Organization 

Intention 
NATURE: Intention 
Process Domain Meta-Model: Intention 

 

Goal 

SPEM: Work Product 
NATURE: Product Part 

Process Domain Meta-Model: Work Product 
RUP: General Work Product 

Work Prod-
uct, Product 

Part 

Process Parameter 

Supporting 

None 

Process 
Argument, 

Activity 
Parameter 

Object Parameter None 
Object Char-
acteristic 
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Table B.1 contains all concepts of UPMM categorized to four abstract levels that 

are usually recognized by organizations:  

 Operational level that concerns not only behavioral aspects but also adds 

particular risk modeling elements (issue, alternative, argument), and, bit 

surprisingly, object and resource; 

 Knowledge level that covers static concepts observed in organizations like re-

sponsible roles (and groups), skills (competence), constraints, and recognized 

entities; 

 Intentional level that aims at those process elements that are usually identi-

fied as strategic or managerial like context (scope), intentions, and goals; 

 Supporting level that contains special concepts that allow process step and 

objects (and all of their descendants) to extend their main attributes sets 

based on concrete needs. 

 

It is very important to emphasize that even though this categorization does not 

play a significant role in Unified Process Modeling it is not autotelic – while the rest 

of the specification (already opened in Chapter 5) focuses on different categorization 

that improves terminology matching, this 4-level categorization is better recognized 

by process practitioners and stakeholders due to its practical orientation (consult 

this 4-level set with purely academic 6-level UPMM bases). Since the table ought to 

be used as a gateway to UPMM based process modeling, 4-level categories should 

guide stakeholders to the next level – terminology recognition. 

Another part of the table B.1 concerns UPMM’s compliance with other meta-

models that had been used as a reference or source models in UPMM analysis and 

design phase – this information should be used by process theorists or analysts in 

cases of tailoring organization process base that had been implemented with differ-

ent process meta-model and completely new meta-model implementation from 

scratch is not possible due to knowledge, experience, or financial reasons. 

Last column of the table compiles concepts’ equivalents in the scope of UPMM – 

this list is supposed to support process analysts and practitioners in unambiguous 
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terminology recognition that is necessary in order to prepare really stable process 

modeling environment. 

Next step in approaching the UPMM as a process modeling foundation would be, 

after the terminology alignment and solving compatibility issues, identification of 

existing relationships in organization. 

 

Figure B.1: Graphical output of full UPMM 

Unified Process Meta-Model Relationships 

UPMM provides comprehensive base of relationships that can be used in explicit 

process modeling or visual sandbox process modeling phases – some of them are 

graphically highlighted in UPMM class model in figure 5.2. Readers are suggested to 

compare this model with another one that is depicted in figure B.1 – it represents a 

complete graphical export of UPMM explicit profile as an oriented graph structure – 

it is obvious that providing full graphical representation would make no sense. Fol-
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lowing subsections contain separate definitions of all UPMM relationships, always 

enriched with graphical extraction of respective UPMM base and formal definition. 

Core Base Relationships 

This section defines relationships between various Core Base elements of UPMM 

with other elements (see figure B.2); hence the following relationships described are 

generally characterized as projection relation from Core Base to other bases (includ-

ing Core Base). 

UPMM Core Base – Process Dynamics is defined as a set of concepts: 

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 ⊔ 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 ⊔ 𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 ⊔ 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 ⊔ 𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ⊑ 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒  

 

Figure B.2: Core Base Extract of UPMM 

Activation is a basic relationship between events and process steps – it allows ac-

tivation of a process step with event that occurs within process execution. By event 

we mean mostly real world events (e.g. incoming mail, finalized documentation, etc.) 

but system events are supported by the definition as well (e.g. process simulation 

finished, incoming e-mail, server failure, etc.). It is crucial to realize that events in 

the UPMM context should behave exactly like those in ARIS (EPC events) or Petri 

Nets process equivalents (Petri Net transition) – they should not consume any re-

sources and their limit of time consumption is near zero. 

Relation: 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠: 𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 → 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 

Inverse: 𝐼𝑠𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐵𝑦: 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 → 𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 

Equivalents: 𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑠: 𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 → 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 
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Collaboration between two processes is a shallow form of information on two co-

operative processes – shallow because it is not supposed to hold detailed infor-

mation about sequential, conditional, or concurrent flows of process parts but ra-

ther give external observers general information on whether two processes collabo-

rates, and, if such situation occurs, provide detailed information on cooperation 

with different relationships (see Is Coordinated With). This relation is symmetric. 

Relation: 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠: 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 → 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 

 

 Decision is a relationship between process step and alternative that must be de-

cided as a response to raised issue. Decision made by process step is not enough to 

support full selection of Alternative to the executed process nonetheless – it is also 

dependent on a selection of alternative made by responsible role. 

Relation: 𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑠: 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 → 𝐴𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 

 

Demand of process on certain goal realization is a relationship that enables mod-

eling of goals role in processes. Since Goal (and Intention) lies in Context Base set 

this relation gives a context support to process and offers additional concretization 

of goal as a mid-link in chain of Entity (specific goal transformed in task), Intention 

(most abstract goal-like term), and Process (most general view on activities that in-

tends to realize a goal). 

Relation: 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑠: 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 → 𝐺𝑜𝑎𝑙 

Inverse: 𝐼𝑠𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑𝐵𝑦: 𝐺𝑜𝑎𝑙 → 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 

Equivalent: 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑠: 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 → 𝐺𝑜𝑎𝑙 

 

Source and Target intentions of process steps help in abstract modeling of open-

ing and closing intentions – in other words, process practitioners can use means of 

source intentions to set up abstract goals that motivate process step to happen in 

given context and target intentions to model required abstract goals that should be 

accomplished in the end of process step execution. Noticeable fact is that both 

source and target intentions might be actually defined as identical when conven-
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iently documented – take Functional Requirements Setup performed in Hospital 

context as an example. 

Relation: 𝐻𝑎𝑠𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒: 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 → 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

𝐻𝑎𝑠𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡: 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 → 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

 

Sub-steps are atomic tasks that were captured as most specific activities into 

which are non-atomic tasks further refined – membership of atomic tasks in parent 

task is defined with non-exclusive whole-part relation and enables really detailed 

process modeling up to the use-case like steps granularity. This approach is con-

venient mostly for capturing reference processes since such in-depth process cap-

ture would be time consuming and difficult. 

Relation: 𝐻𝑎𝑠𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝: 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 → 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 

 

 Mutual Coordination of two process steps is the most critical relationship of whole 

UPMM since it provides common tools for capturing and modeling behavioral as-

pects of coordinated steps – these aspects between two process steps can be se-

quential (one step is followed or preceded by another) or concurrent (two steps are 

parallel). There are also special occurrences of coordination related to utilization of 

event-driven aspects like the ability of event or task interrupting another process 

step. Coordination can be modeled with two separate and independent approaches 

– while one is more natural and intuitive in a sense of process observation and de-

fines the cooperation as a direct relation between two process steps, another uses a 

middle element as a link between process steps and require two cooperation role 

instances to create complete behavioral model – source and target process steps 

mapped onto specific coordination. The second approach was meant to be used as 

‘visual models friendly’ specification of coordination and acts like arcs used in visu-

al languages between two model elements. 

Relation: 𝐼𝑠𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑊𝑖𝑡ℎ: 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 → 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 

𝐼𝑠𝐹𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑑𝐵𝑦: 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 → 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 

𝐼𝑠𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑑𝑒𝑑𝐵𝑦: 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 → 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 

𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑢𝑝𝑡𝑠: 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 → 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 ∖ 𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡  
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𝐼𝑠𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑙𝑊𝑖𝑡ℎ: 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 ∖ 𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 → 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 ∖ 𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 

 

Parent Process is a relationship that allows whole-part modeling between high-

level processes and process steps that are owned by them. Just like other whole-

part relations designed in UPMM, even this one does not implement exclusive own-

ership due to practical reasons of process steps reusability in different processes. 

Notice a fact that part of a process could also be an atomic task – see has sub-step 

relation for more details and differences. 

Relation: 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠: 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 → 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 

 

Raise of an issue is a special kind of behavioral relationship that allows process 

steps to cause an event-driven problem – while this approach could be bypassed 

with the couple event-process step it is more convenient to distinguish between 

classic event modeling and actual issue capture. Requirements modeling bears 

many examples of issue modeling – take conflicted requirements as one – keeping 

such problem as an event (maybe enriched with special data property slot identify-

ing issue-like event) may lead to certain misunderstandings of the issue concept 

and also requires extra check on event’s data properties whether we even talk about 

issue or not. Neither UPMM nor UPM force process analysts to model event-driven 

issues with this separate concept and relationship but they are strongly recom-

mended to do so. 

Relation: 𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑠: 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 → 𝐼𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒 

Inverse: 𝐼𝑠𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑑𝐵𝑦: 𝐼𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒 → 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 

 

Sending signal from process steps to events is a behavioral relationship that, to-

gether with activation relationship, completes event-driven part of the UPMM Core 

Base. Analysts use this relation to capture and model event occurrences that were 

triggered by process steps – typical software process example would be event-driven 

Change Control and Management that could be activated with change occurrence 

event and the process would internally generate new event and send it as a signal 

to other tasks to interrupt their execution. 
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Relation: 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙: 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 → 𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 

Equivalent: 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠: 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 → 𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 

 

Transformation is yet another very critical relationship that exists in UPMM and 

holds information about what entity is changed within certain tasks of process 

model – we can clearly see that this approach is adopted from functional perspec-

tive of business process architecture and drives full focus on three specific modeling 

means that provide modeling of mandatory and optional inputs (i.e. entities enter-

ing tasks), and modeling outputs (i.e. entities exiting tasks) – this distinction, above 

all, provides full scale tooling for modeling entities transformed within tasks as re-

quired by functional modeling criteria. 

Relation: 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑠: 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 → 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 

𝐻𝑎𝑠𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡: 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 → 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 

𝐻𝑎𝑠𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡: 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 → 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 

𝐻𝑎𝑠𝑂𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡: 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 → 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 

𝐻𝑎𝑠𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡: 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 → 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 

Inverse: 𝐼𝑠𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑𝐼𝑛: 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 → 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 

 

Usage of object in a process is a common informational tool for (most frequently) 

external process observers rather than internal practitioners or process actors; it 

gives process analysts useful relation for capturing general information about utili-

zation of certain object within executed process in very abstract and high level form. 

A good example of such approach could be an object of hospital examination form 

used in the Requirements process that would be actually transformed many times 

in different sub-processes and tasks of the process, yet customer may not be inter-

ested in detailed functional documentation and could prefer only overall context 

view that clearly states the form is used in the requirements process. 

Relation: 𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑠: 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 → 𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 

Inverse: 𝐼𝑠𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑑𝐼𝑛: 𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 → 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 
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Competence Base Relationships 

 Following definitions contain relationships between Competence Base elements 

(see figure B.3) and other bases’ elements of UPMM. 

UPMM Competence Base – Process Control is defined as a set of concepts: 

𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑒 ⊔ 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 ⊔ 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 ⊔ 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡 ⊑ 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒  

 

Figure B.3: Competence Base Extract of UPMM 

Competence Check is a relationship defined between Competence and Constraint 

– it provides skill control on concrete constraint that further controls or limits pro-

cess task (e.g. Lawyer skill checks Private Data Protection constraint in Require-

ments Analysis task). It is possible to overcome the constraint and work with com-

petence only in some occurrences (e.g. C# Programming skill checks Seniority Level 

constraint in System Architecture task could be replaced with C# Senior Program-

ming skill specified by Programmer role). 

Relation: 𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘𝑠: 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 → 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡 

Inverse: 𝐼𝑠𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑑𝐵𝑦: 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡 → 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 

 

Consists Of relationship allows modeling of different roles as parts of bigger 

structures like Groups or Teams (which are, in this context, equivalent). It is a sim-

ple relation of whole-part kind where owner does not keep parts as exclusive; there-

fore elements may become parts of more different owners. 

Relation: 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑂𝑓: 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 → 𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑒 

Inverse: (𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑒)𝐼𝑠𝐼𝑛: 𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑒 → 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 
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Control relation is a mechanism designed for modeling constraints and limita-

tions applied on tasks; it is the last piece of the Competence triple of UPMM that 

consists of Competence, Constraint, and Role and their respective relationships – as 

a conclusion, Control relationship, provide mighty weapon for limiting specific tasks 

that have to be kept under control (mostly regulation based tasks). 

Relation: 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠: 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡 → 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 

Inverse: 𝐼𝑠𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑𝐵𝑦: 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 → 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡 

Equivalent: 𝐿𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑠: 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡 → 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 or 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑠: 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡 → 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 

 

Modification is a relationship that concretizes mutual relation between responsi-

ble role and an entity that is modified by a resource that plays the role in the cur-

rent process context. This relationship meets modeling criteria of RUP and must not 

be confused with the responsibility of a role for certain objects in process realiza-

tion. 

Relation: 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑠: 𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑒 → 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 

Inverse: 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑𝐵𝑦: 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 → 𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑒 

 

Performance of task is a relationship between responsible roles and concrete 

tasks that are performed by resources that currently play specific roles in process 

execution. Just like the mutual process step cooperation stands in front of behav-

ioral modeling, performance relationship plays significant role in responsibility 

modeling together with competence and constraint capture and allows process 

practitioners and observers to stay informed on the current status of process relat-

ed liabilities. 

Relation: 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑠: 𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑒 → 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 

Inverse: 𝐼𝑠𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑑𝐵𝑦: 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 → 𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑒 

 

Competence provisioning is yet another piece of responsibility-competence model-

ing – it fits into the triple of concepts resource-role-competence along with role-
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playing and competence specification relationships. This relation allows modeling of 

resources providing specific competences captured within an organization. 

Relation: 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑠: 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 → 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 

Inverse: 𝐼𝑠𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑑𝐵𝑦: 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 → 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 

 

Role Responsibility for certain objects is a relationship that provides liability 

modeling between roles and all specializations of objects – in standard UPMM re-

sources and entities. This relation is compliant with RUP reference guide that utiliz-

es responsibility for work products realized within tasks and processes – approach 

customized within UPMM generalize the relation up to abstract object because of 

two reasons – entity results in process goals (work products; therefore RUP respon-

sibility is covered) and typical process architectures also require additional respon-

sibility modeling between roles and resources (connection of the relation to object 

rather than entity or goal allows to capture responsibility for resources). 

Relation: 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒𝐹𝑜𝑟: 𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑒 → 𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 

Inverse: 𝐻𝑎𝑠𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑒: 𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 → 𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑒 

 

Selection of alternatives is in UPMM realized as a relationship between responsi-

ble role and alternative and this set as a whole provides second control mechanism 

over the Issue-mitigation Base that would be, without this relation, left with only 

one – a process step’s decision on alternative. It is not critical to use both of these 

control mechanisms whilst the first one, process step decision, is strong enough to 

secure the selection but there are cases where such technique might fail and that’s 

the moment the role’s selection commence as a safety guard to secure the selection 

(imagine an alternative that would require double of the original budget – while the 

Change Request process might decide to use this alternative, Director role may se-

lect different proposal). 

Relation: 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑠: 𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑒 → 𝐴𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 

Inverse: 𝐼𝑠𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐵𝑦: 𝐴𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 → 𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑒 
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Specification of a competence by responsible role is a relationship that realizes 

roles and skillsets connections – process analysts should use this relation to define 

required or recommended skills of various roles participating the process. Examples 

might range from the most obvious ones like Lawyer role specifies European Busi-

ness Law skillset to less apparent like Business Analyst role should specify 

knowledge of Critical Infrastructure Law. 

Relation: 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑠: 𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑒 → 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 

Inverse: 𝐼𝑠𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑𝐵𝑦: 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 → 𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑒 

Structural Base Relationships 

Following text cover all fundamental relationships of the Structural Base of 

UPMM (see figure B.4). 

UPMM Structural Base – Process Resources is defined as a set of concepts: 

𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 ⊔ 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 ⊔ 𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ⊔ 𝐴𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡 ⊔ 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 ⊔ 𝐼𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒

⊔ 𝐻𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑛 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 ⊑ 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒  

 

Figure B.4: Structural Base Extract of UPMM 

Interaction is, just like in the case of process collaboration, shallow form of in-

formation about two entities interacting in order to achieve certain goal. This form 

of symmetric relationship between two entities is not as critical as, let’s say, trans-

formation relations between tasks and entities, nonetheless it is still a good source 

of knowledge for process observers. 

Relation: 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑠𝑊𝑖𝑡ℎ: 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 → 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 
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 Organization of two human resources collects and holds information about mu-

tual cooperation of different actors involved within process execution. There is quite 

a similarity with other relationships including entities interaction and process col-

laboration. Process observers and analysts are advised to use this relationship (just 

like human resource modeling) only in very stable process environment with mini-

mal fluctuation that would cause regular changes in explicit process models. 

Relation: 𝐼𝑠𝑂𝑟𝑔𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑𝑊𝑖𝑡ℎ: 𝐻𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 → 𝐻𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 

 

 Role-playing is a relationship between general resource and responsible role – it 

gives process analysts a tool to specify roles of available resources. This relation is 

essential in modeling process details dependent on high responsible roles that must 

be played by competent resources – in such situation, the triad resource-

competence-role comes to play along with respective relationships including this 

one. 

Relation: 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑠: 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 → 𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑒 

Inverse: 𝐼𝑠𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑑𝐵𝑦: 𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑒 → 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 

 

Processing of entities is a modeling approach that offers an intuitive technique for 

capturing simple facts about certain entities being processed by various resources 

in captured process model. Once again, just like in the case of human resources 

organization, the processing relationship should be mainly used in stable process 

structures that guarantee minimum of changes in time. 

Relation: 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠: 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 → 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 

Inverse: 𝐼𝑠𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑𝐵𝑦: 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 → 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 

 

Partial Consisting is a relationship that provides structural modeling of artifacts 

and entities – process analysts can approach entities entering and exiting process 

tasks as structured objects of whole-part kind – this relation is based on composite 

design pattern but it does not own parts exclusively like the mentioned design pat-

tern. A typical example of artifact consisting of another entities would be a use-case 

model artifact (i.e. its descriptor on software process level) that consists of different 
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parts such as actors, use cases, and relationships – all parts can be modeled as 

separate and independent and connected to the whole with the relationship of par-

tial consisting when the need to capture this reality occurs. 

Relation: 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑦𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑂𝑓: 𝐴𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡 → 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 

 

Resulting entity relationship is a way how to specify what entity is a result of cer-

tain process goals – it has its justification in more abstract context oriented model-

ing of goals and intentions that might require, in certain point of process architec-

ture, a concretization of what is the exact outcome of the intention and its goals in 

relation with process itself (e.g. requirements process has an intention to capture 

requirements with one goal that aim for capturing of functional requirements – a 

result of this goal could be a use-case model). 

Relation: 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑠𝐼𝑛: 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 → 𝐺𝑜𝑎𝑙 

Inverse: 𝐻𝑎𝑠𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡: 𝐺𝑜𝑎𝑙 → 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 

Context Base Relationships 

Just like the previous sections, this one also defines several relationships but in 

this section are relations in the scope of Context Base (see figure B.5) projected onto 

other UPMM element sets. 

UPMM Context Base – Process Scope is defined as a set of concepts: 

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 ⊔ 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ⊔ 𝐺𝑜𝑎𝑙 ⊑ 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒  
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Figure B.5: Context Base Extract of UPMM 

 Concretization of a goal with specific intention provides common tool for keeping 

convenient information between an intention (more generic term) and its specializa-

tion that is nothing else than process goal – while the aforementioned relation is a 

taxonomic concretization it is also suitable to keep detailed information on goal’s 

concretization as a separate non-hierarchical relation (as an example we might 

choose an intention of Iteration Planning that concretizes goal of Requirements Set-

up that is further realized as Requirements Models). 

Relation: 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑠: 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 → 𝐺𝑜𝑎𝑙 

Inverse: 𝐼𝑠𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑𝐵𝑦: 𝐺𝑜𝑎𝑙 → 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

 

 Execution of process step in given context is a relationship that gives process an-

alysts potent modeling means that allows differentiation of various scopes that 

might affect view on executed process. Nice feature of the Context in UPMM is that 

it can stand for Organization or Organization Unit and therefore help analysts with 

capturing different nuances of tasks in context-based environment – this is conven-

ient mostly in environments that are critical for nice and clear process realization 

and yet are complex or complicated (imagine Requirements Modeling tasks executed 
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at stakeholder’s place within healthcare information system projects that would 

actually require certain activities performed in hospitals). 

Relation: 𝐸𝑥𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠: 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 → 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 

Inverse: 𝐼𝑠𝐵𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑈𝑝𝑜𝑛: 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 → 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 

 

 Sub-context membership in a parent context is yet another whole-part relation-

ship used in UPMM, this time with the element of Context (or Organization) in one-

on-one non-exclusive relation that provides modeling of hierarchical contextual 

units – e.g. hospital has sub-context of traumatology. As the example clearly pre-

sents, sub-context modeling can be also used to capture organizational units. 

Relation: 𝐻𝑎𝑠𝑆𝑢𝑏𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡: 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 → 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 

 

 Satisfaction is an essential context oriented relationship primarily designed to 

capture and model direct relations between context (process scope) and process in-

tentions – just like intention concretizes various process goals, process scope, ana-

logically, concretizes intentions that are satisfied within organization.  

Relation: 𝑆𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑠: 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 → 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

Inverse: 𝐼𝑠𝑆𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑𝐵𝑦: 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 → 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 

 

 Scoping of various objects in given context allows process analysts to insert enti-

ties or resources into concrete organization, organizational unit, context or scope to 

identify where interests and intentions lie for specified objects and their specializa-

tions (remember that two predefined specializations – Entity and Resource – are not 

limiting the UPMM and analysts are free to extend Structural Base of UPMM upon 

their own needs). Let’s present, as an example, a Software Architecture Document 

that might have been scoped in Requirements or Analysis domains and process an-

alyst decided to move the document into the Requirements context in order to em-

phasize the importance of this artifact in the Requirements phase. 

Relation: 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑠: 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 → 𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 

Inverse: 𝐼𝑠𝐼𝑛𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑂𝑓: 𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 → 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 or 𝐼𝑠𝐼𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑂𝑓: 𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 → 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 
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Issue-mitigation Base Relationships 

This section concerns issue mitigation relationships defined between Issue-

mitigation base of UPMM and the rest of UPMM elements (see figure B.6). 

UPMM Issue-mitigation Base – Process Exceptions is defined as a set of concepts: 

𝐼𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒 ⊔ 𝐴𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 ⊔ 𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 ⊑ 𝐼𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒𝑀𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒  

 

Figure B.6: Issue-mitigation Base Extract of UPMM 

 Contribution of Alternative to Process Step is a fundamental relationship of Issue-

mitigation base that provides detailed information on which Alternative contributes 

to Process Step. Be aware that Alternative is actually equivalent to Process Step, 

consequently this relation can be understood as a sort of cooperation relation be-

tween two process steps but the separation of Alternative from Process Step and 

this relation allows convenient capture of issue-mitigation cooperation without fur-

ther complications caused by overloading cooperation relationships. 

Relation: 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑇𝑜: 𝐴𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 → 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 

 

 Argumentation is an analytical modeling tool within the Issue-mitigation Base of 

UPMM and provides means for capturing reasons that can be used to support an 
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alternative or object it. This relationship is mainly managerial tool utilized as a pro-

cess control in problematic situations – its power lies in modeling historical argu-

ments that were used before as solutions. 

Relation: 𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑠: 𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 → 𝐴𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 or 𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑠: 𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 → 𝐴𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 

 

 Response of an alternative to particularly raised issue is a relationship that offers 

process analysts another behavioral modeling technique, however in this case it has 

a special semantics compared to, for example, task reacting on an event – just like 

the raise of issue, this relation is recommended to be used in modeling of excep-

tional states prior to utilization of events and tasks. 

Relation: 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠𝑇𝑜: 𝐴𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 → 𝐼𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒 

Inverse: 𝐻𝑎𝑠𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒: 𝐼𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒 → 𝐴𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 

 

Review is a relation between issue and entity – it provides a general connection 

between Issue-mitigation Base and Structural Base in a sense of giving issues the 

ability to request a review of an entity when such a need occurs. Its utilization in 

common practice is not that frequent but issues are typically related to behavioral 

aspects and lack a possible linking with structural aspects that also play significant 

role in various problem solutions (e.g. conflicting requirements should review re-

quirement models). 

Relation: 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑒𝑤𝑠: 𝐼𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒 → 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 

Inverse: 𝐼𝑠𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑒𝑤𝑒𝑑𝐵𝑦: 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 → 𝐼𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒 

Common-support Base Relationships 

Relationships defined in the following section might be the last but certainly not 

least despite the fact it is the smallest sub-base of UPMM and also not used that 

often as others. 

UPMM Common-support Base – Process Properties is defined as a set of con-

cepts: 

𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 ⊔ 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 ⊑ 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑛 𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒  
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Figure B.7: Common-support Base Extract of UPMM 

Parameterization is a customization tool that allows simple and yet powerful ex-

tension of the most abstract elements of Core Base and Structural Base, i.e. Object 

and Process Step – this customization approach is based on flexible dynamic prop-

erties analytical pattern that provides properties as generic concepts that can be 

(re)defined for different purposes (let’s take as an example a missing process metric 

that should define difficulty and range numeric values in 0-100 interval). 

Relation: 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝐻𝑎𝑠𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟: 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 → 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 

𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐻𝑎𝑠𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟: 𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 → 𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 

Simple UPMM properties 

There are also different properties that characterize concepts of UPMM, most of 

them focus on financial or process performance indicators, and others are intended 

to identify process reusability or acceptance or simply reserve property slots for skill 

and competence level definition. While all aforementioned relationships are defined 

as binary relations between UPMM concepts and form stable process meta-model, 

data properties are more likely to be updated and tailored based on stakeholder 

needs; therefore process theorists and analysts are suggested to use following data 

properties rather as an incentive resource than stable process modeling paradigm. 

Reserved property slots with respective domains (UPMM concepts), rationales, value 

ranges, and equivalent properties are in table B.2 – process specialists can either 

extend this existing set of properties or create their own accordingly to customer’s 

organization. 
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Table B.2: Predefined and reserved UPMM property slots 

Property Slot Domain Description Equivalent 

Competence Level Constraint 
Competence level is a numeric property with values ranging 
between 0 and 100 and should be used to specify skill level 

required by given constraint between Competence and Task. 

Skill Level 

Cost 

Artifact 

Process Step 
Resource 

Numeric attribute used for financial costs determination purpos-

es – allows to adjust price of artifacts, process steps, and re-
sources. 

Expense, 
Price 

Descrip-

tion/Definition 
All UPMM concepts 

Textual property slot used for common description of any UPMM 

concept. 
Rationale 

Event-driven as-

pects (Occurred On) 

Event 

Issue 

This event-driven property provides date and time slot holding 

information about when happened event-based concepts of 
UPMM – events and issues. 

 

Expertise Level Human Resource 
This textual property is reserved for customized expertise levels 
characteristic for human resources in organizations – typical 

values are Trainee, Junior, Senior, etc. 

 

Guard 
Process Step 

Cooperation 

Guard is a property slot that bears different form of conditions 

used for process flow guidance – its original form is textual due 
to common ability of different systems to convert text to algebra-

ic structures. Conditions could be purely mathematic [x<37] or 
specified with natural language [use-case model is ready]. 

 

Is Atomic Step Task 
Boolean task property stating whether the task is atomic or not. 
Missing value is equal to False. 

 

Language Entity 
Language property should be used for keeping localization de-

tails with entities. It ranges Language data type. 
 

Location 
Context 

Process Step 

This context oriented textual property’s purpose is to hold in-

formation about process’ locale. 
 

Name/Public Label All UPMM concepts 
Textual property slot used for common identification of any 

UPMM concept. 
Identifier 

Priority 
Entity 

Task 

Prioritization property with recommended numeric values be-

tween 0 (least priority) and 100 (maximum priority). 
 

Process Acceptance Process 
This numeric property ranging from 0 to 100 is a type of evolu-
tional information about the process. When used, it should 

increase in time. 

 

Process Execution 

Information 
Process Step 

RUP compliant Boolean data property holding execution details 

about process elements – multiple, optional, or planned execu-
tion. Missing values are considered as False. 

 

Process Performance Process 

Every process is characterized by different characteristics and 
one of them is its overall performance – this numeric property is 

predefined to be used for performance evaluation with values 
between 0 and 100 with higher values meaning better perfor-

mance. 

 

Process Time As-

pects (Start, End) 
Process Step 

Date and time property slots used for determination of processes 

and tasks start and end times. 
 

Readability Information 
Quality indicator for entity-based concepts ranging numeric 

values from 0 to 100 where higher value equals higher quality. 
 

Regulation Code Constraint 
Textual identification of respective regulation or code mentioned 
within specific forms of constraints (laws and codes). 

Standard 
Code 

Reusability Process 

Yet another process quality indicator, this time reserved for 
reusability determination purposes. Values range from 0 to 100 

where maximum value stands for fully reusable evolved process 
with no complaints in last improvement iterations. 

 

Time Estimation Process Step 
This numeric property reserves a slot for time estimations, 
though it is not predefined what units are used, typical ap-

proach is to use man-days. 

 

Volatility Entity 

Volatility is an inverse quality indicator with values ranging from 

0 to 100 where higher values indicate unstable low-quality 
results. 

 

Years of Experience Human Resource 
This numeric property holds typical information about human 
resource’s experience expressed with years spent in practice. 
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Appendix C.  

Unified Process Modeling Method-

ology – UPM 1.0 

This appendix contains complete UPM documentation that was opened in Chap-

ter 6 of the thesis – figure C.1 depicts one iteration breakdown with all core and 

supporting workflows that are discussed in this section along with relevant con-

texts, intentions and goals, major responsible roles and specific competences, and 

entities. 

 

Figure C.1: Unified Process Modeling Methodology iteration breakdown  
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Contexts, Intentions and Workflows 

This section concerns most mentioned contexts, intentions and their concrete 

goals; this opening to the methodology is then followed by core and supporting 

workflows breakdowns. 

Contexts 

Process Host Organization is the organization that is observed and eventually de-

scribed with process models. 

Partner Organization may be any organization that affects Process Host Organiza-

tion’s processes in a way that partner’s processes intervene captured processes. 

Example could be a hospital in healthcare information systems requirements mod-

eling process. 

Process Modeling Organization is the company responsible for observing, captur-

ing, modeling, and integrating the software process. 

Realization Team is a department of Process Modeling Organization responsible 

for specific process modeling projects. 

Intentions and Goals 

Project Preparation is the intention of Process Modeling Organization within sup-

porting workflows. This intention includes following goals: Create Plan, Investigate 

Environment, and Determine Project Scope. 

Theoretical Part Setup is the intention of the Process Modeling Organization and 

is realized within first three core workflows of the methodology with following specif-

ic goals: Meta-Model Customization and Terminology Alignment. 

Document Full Process is the intention of Process Host Organization and is real-

ized in Explicit and Visual Process Modeling workflows as following goals: Reference 

Process Integration, Explicit Modeling, and Semi-formal Visual Modeling. 

Process Models Integration is the intention of Process Host Organization and is 

realized within Process Integration core workflow and concerns two goals: Models 

Integration and Results Optimization. 
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Meta-Model Alignment 

 Meta-model alignment core workflow concerns initial setup of knowledge-based 

process modeling. It requires consideration of modeling languages used for base 

and middle layers, process meta-model selection, its terminology alignment based 

on current process host organization status, meta-model customization, and its ver-

ification (model consistency) and validation (terminology alignment and customiza-

tion review). Table C.1 shows this process breakdown with tasks executed in specif-

ic sub-processes. Primary context of this process is the Process Modeling Organiza-

tion, and the main intention is Theoretical Part Setup (and concretized as Meta-

Model Customization goal). 

Table C.1: Meta-Model Alignment Breakdown 

ID Activity Optional Event-driven 

Determination of Project and Process Scope 

S-09-01 Modeling Base Layer Selection   

E-05-11 Software Process Observation at Organization   

E-06-11 Supporting Process Observation at Partner Organization  Yes 

R-12-22 Project Scope Determination   

Organization Knowledge Resource Identification 

R-10-02 Process Meta-Model Import   

E-05-11 Software Process Observation at Organization Yes  

E-06-11 Supporting Process Observation at Partner Organization Yes Yes 

R-07-04 Meta-Model Terminology Alignment   

S-18-23 Software Process Knowledge Resource Determination   

Base Terminology Alignment and Definition 

R-10-02 Process Meta-Model Import Yes  

S-08-03 Meta-Model Customization   

S-12-24 Process Meta-Model Review and Validation  Yes 

Process Meta-Model Verification and Validation 

S-12-24 Process Meta-Model Review and Validation   

E-03-12 Results Verification and Validation   

Manage Changing Meta-Model and Knowledge Resource 

E-01-09 Continuous Status Reporting  Yes 

E-02-10 Manage Changes  Yes 

E-04-19 Review Changes and Change Impact   

Common Vocabulary Match and Map 

Vocabulary Match and Map process is a natural follow up to Meta-Model Align-

ment (although some tasks are cooperative) and concerns separate informal or 

semi-formal description of process host organization terminology that results in 

common vocabulary that must match selected process meta-model, and, vice versa, 

meta-model must allow mapping of its classes to captured and validated terminolo-
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gy in the vocabulary – if it does not match then either process meta-model must be 

customized or vocabulary updated – final decision is up to project management and 

executives. This process lies primarily in Process Host Organization context with 

the main intention that is Theoretical Part Setup (concretized as Terminology 

Alignment goal). Common Vocabulary compilation process breakdown is in table 

C.2. 

Table C.2: Common Vocabulary Match and Map Breakdown 

ID Activity Optional Event-driven 

Integration of Existing Knowledge Profiles 

R-10-02 Process Meta-Model Import   

R-04-28 Import Existing Software Process Knowledge Profiles   

R-07-04 Meta-Model Terminology Alignment   

Acquisition of Software Process Domain Concepts 

E-05-11 Software Process Observation at Organization   

E-06-11 Supporting Process Observation at Partner Organization Yes Yes 

R-03-26 Gather Process Concepts and Roles   

S-07-29 Informal Process Vocabulary Creation   

Formalization of the Software Process Domain Concepts 

E-05-11 Software Process Observation at Organization Yes  

E-06-11 Supporting Process Observation at Partner Organization Yes Yes 

R-02-05 Explicit Modeling of Software Process Knowledge Profile   

S-22-14 Vocabulary Implementation (Terminology to Assertion)   

Common Vocabulary Verification and Validation 

E-05-11 Software Process Observation at Organization Yes  

E-06-11 Supporting Process Observation at Partner Organization Yes Yes 

R-01-27 Base Software Process Vocabulary and Terminology Review  Yes 

Manage Changing Concepts and Vocabulary 

E-01-09 Continuous Status Reporting  Yes 

E-02-10 Manage Changes  Yes 

E-04-19 Review Changes and Change Impact   

Reference Process Profiling 

This process is the only one that can be considered as fully optional – it takes 

place if a project requires reference process integration. Most of its sub-processes 

require cooperation with Vocabulary Match & Map activities, since all terms used in 

process host organization must be compatible with the reference process terminolo-

gy and realization team must not allow any form of incompatibility, and, above all, 

they must prevent occurrence of contradictory terms (e.g. Activity as a Sub-Process 

in RUP versus Activity as a Task in UPMM). Reference Process Profiling (see table 

C.3) provide various means that allow smooth terminology alignment in a triangle of 

UPMM – Process Host Organization – Reference Process. Correctly aligned terminol-
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ogy can be used in later stages or project as a combination of two explicit 

knowledge profiles – one covering a reference process and another describing the 

organization. Vast partition of this process is executed within Process Host Organi-

zation and its intentions crossover between Theoretical Part Setup (Terminology 

Alignment might be affected) and Document Full Process (that concerns Reference 

Process Integration). 

Table C.3: Reference Process Profiling Breakdown 

ID Activity Optional Event-driven 

Reference Software Process Selection 

S-01-35 Compare Reference Processes Yes  

S-14-30 Reference Process Consideration and Selection   

S-06-36 Formalization and Explicit Profiling of Reference Process   

Meta-Model and Reference Process Alignment 

R-05-21 Import Reference Process Profile   

S-15-13 Reference Process Profiling with Meta-Model   

S-16-31 Reference Process Terminology Validation   

Analyze and Select Reusable Reference Process Concepts 

S-17-32 
Review Software Process Vocabulary and Reference Pro-
cess Terminology Alignment 

 
 

R-01-33 
Determine General Process Constraints and Law Regula-
tions 

 
 

S-04-34 Define Set of Reusable Concepts   

Integration of Reference Process Elements into Explicit Software Process Profile 

E-05-11 Software Process Observation at Organization Yes  

E-06-11 Supporting Process Observation at Partner Organization Yes Yes 

R-02-05 Explicit Modeling of Software Process Knowledge Profile   

S-15-13 Reference Process Profiling with Meta-Model   

R-01-27 
Base Software Process Vocabulary and Terminology Re-
view 

 
Yes 

R-14-37 Update Common Software Process Vocabulary Yes Yes 

 

Explicit Process Modeling 

Explicit process  modeling process combines results of all processes and results 

in explicit process profile that uses all assertions and roles of both formal vocabu-

lary and reference process profile (if any) – the result is an instantiation of process 

meta-model and describes most stable and rigid part of a process host company. 

This knowledge profile is then used as a resource for sandbox binding that is used 

in another modeling process – visual process modeling. Primary context of the pro-

cess is the Realization Team (as the most resources for profile creation should be at 

place) and its intention is Document Full Process (and concretized as Explicit Model 

Creation). Explicit Process Modeling breakdown is presented in table C.4. 
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Table C.4: Explicit Process Modeling Breakdown 

ID Activity Optional Even-driven 

Gather Elements for Explicit Software Process Profile 

E-05-11 Software Process Observation at Organization   

E-06-11 Supporting Process Observation at Partner Organization Yes Yes 

R-05-21 Import Reference Process Profile   

R-03-26 Gather Process Concepts and Roles   

R-01-33 Determine General Process Constraints and Law Regulations   

Compilation of the Explicit Software Process Profile 

R-02-05 Explicit Modeling of Software Process Knowledge Profile   

S-05-15 Explicit Software Process Profile Human Readable Export   

R-14-37 Update Common Software Process Vocabulary Yes Yes 

Evaluation of Resulting Software Process Profile 

E-05-11 Software Process Observation at Organization Yes  

E-06-11 Supporting Process Observation at Partner Organization Yes Yes 

R-13-16 Sandbox Modeling Elements Review   

E-03-12 Results Verification and Validation   

Manage Changing Explicit Profile 

E-01-09 Continuous Status Reporting  Yes 

E-02-10 Manage Changes  Yes 

E-04-19 Review Changes and Change Impact   

 

Visual Process Modeling 

Obvious follow up to explicit software process profile creation is the profile utili-

zation in semi-formal visual models – this process include all necessary tasks (see 

table C.5) that start with process observation, specific sandbox elements import and 

review, creation of respective process perspectives visual models, and their valida-

tion with stakeholders. Since visual models may contain additional information 

above the explicit profile this process also includes particular tasks that results in 

refined and enriched visual models. How are explicitly undefined model elements 

approached depends on overall project setup and KOTR-S.CZ Knowledge Index with 

convenient tolerance setup (as safe are considered rates between 0 and 0,5) is rec-

ommended as initial quality control method. Primary context of this process is the 

Realization Team having the main intention Document Full Process (with specific 

goal Semi-Formal Visual Modeling). 
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Table C.5: Visual Process Modeling Breakdown 

ID Activity Optional Event-driven 

Process Observation 

R-04-28 Import Existing Software Process Knowledge Profiles   

E-05-11 Software Process Observation at Organization   

E-06-11 Supporting Process Observation at Partner Organization Yes Yes 

R-03-26 Gather Process Concepts and Roles   

Visual Process Models Creation 

R-04-28 Import Existing Software Process Knowledge Profiles   

R-13-16 Sandbox Modeling Elements Review   

R-01-33 Determine General Process Constraints and Law Regulations Yes  

S-19-06 Visual Process Modeling of Behavioral Aspects   

S-20-06 Visual Process Modeling of Functional Aspects   

S-21-06 Visual Process Modeling of Structural and Informational Aspects   

R-08-38 Model Concepts and Relations Above Pre-Defined Explicit Profile Yes  

Visual Process Models Review 

E-05-11 Software Process Observation at Organization   

E-06-11 Supporting Process Observation at Partner Organization Yes Yes 

R-13-16 Sandbox Modeling Elements Review   

R-01-27 Base Software Process Vocabulary and Terminology Review   

R-14-37 Update Common Software Process Vocabulary Yes  

Manage Changing Sandbox and Visual Models 

E-01-09 Continuous Status Reporting  Yes 

E-02-10 Manage Changes  Yes 

E-04-19 Review Changes and Change Impact   

 

Process Integration and Improvement 

The last core process of the methodology concerns eventual integration of process 

models and their possible optimization if necessary. The integration process itself 

concludes the whole modeling effort with passing results to the customer or plan-

ning another iteration when there are any changes or further optimization required. 

It also includes tasks focused on validation of captured processes and may trigger 

certain changes of common vocabulary and explicit process profile.  The main in-

tention of this process is Process Model Integration with two goals – Models Integra-

tion and optional Results Optimization. Process Integration and Improvement is 

primarily executed in Process Host Organization. The sub-process decomposition is 

in table C.6. 
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Table C.6: Process Integration and Improvement Breakdown 

ID Activity Optional Event-driven 

Matrix Composition and Process Models Integration 

S-02-39 Composition of the Integration Matrix   

S-13-07 Process Models Integration and Transition   

R-01-33 Determine General Process Constraints and Law Regulations Yes  

Process Models Integration Review 

E-05-11 Software Process Observation at Organization   

E-06-11 Supporting Process Observation at Partner Organization Yes Yes 

R-13-16 Sandbox Modeling Elements Review   

E-03-12 Results Verification and Validation   

Models Optimization and Refinement 

R-14-37 Update Common Software Process Vocabulary   

R-08-38 Model Concepts and Relations Above Pre-Defined Explicit Profile Yes  

R-06-08 Iteration Planning Yes Yes 

Manage Changing Integration Requirements 

E-01-09 Continuous Status Reporting  Yes 

E-02-10 Manage Changes  Yes 

E-04-19 Review Changes and Change Impact   

R-06-08 Iteration Planning   

 

Tools, Environment and Project Management 

This supporting process concerns project management (negotiations, phases 

planning, iterations planning, conflict resolution) and overall environment setup 

(software tools selection, tools setup, conventions and versioning proposal). Its in-

tention is Project Preparation (Create Plan, Investigate Environment, Determine Pro-

ject Scope). This process lies in Process Modeling Organization context. Table C.7 

shows tasks breakdown. 

Table C.7: Tools, Environment and Project Management Breakdown 

ID Activity Optional Event-driven 

Environment and Tools Configuration and Set Up 

S-11-17 Modeling Tools Selection   

S-03-18 Conventions Setup   

S-10-20 Modeling Environment Set Up and Configuration   

Project Management and Planning 

R-12-22 Project Scope Determination   

R-11-08A Project and Phase Planning   

R-06-08 Iteration Planning   

R-09-08B Plan Review   

Configuration and Change Management 

This process has only one purpose and this is a control and management of all 

changes that were requested. It is mostly even-driven as most change requests are 
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unplanned and submitted immediately. One of its sub-processes is project man-

agement related so it can possibly alter project planning if the need occurs. One 

important thing is that the process does not fit one context or intention – that is 

because of its interdisciplinary characteristics. 

Table C.8: Configuration and Change Management Breakdown 

ID Activity Optional Event-driven 

Manage Change Requests 

E-01-09 Continuous Status Reporting  Yes 

E-02-10 Manage Changes  Yes 

Monitor and Review Changes 

E-04-19 Review Changes and Change Impact  Yes 

E-01-09 Continuous Status Reporting  Yes 

Manage Changing Project and Planning 

R-11-08A Project and Phase Planning   

R-06-08 Iteration Planning   

R-09-08B Plan Review   

Roles and Competences of Unified Process Modeling Method-

ology 

Following section describes responsible roles and competences of Unified Process 

Modeling Methodology 1.0. 

Responsible Roles 

Process Theorist is a role responsible for base-layer, modeling language elements, 

and meta-model. Process Theorist usually specifies competences regarding meta-

modeling and is closely related to Process Analyst (Process Theorist does not have 

to posses analytical skills but should be aware of them) because of meta-model 

tasks and their relation to analytical activities (explicit modeling, process observa-

tion, etc.), therefore meta-model terminology alignment and tailoring is in Theorist’s 

scope. Specifies competences: Knowledge Modeling, OWL, Process Meta-Model, and 

Process Observation. 

Process Analyst is a responsibility tightly related to Process Theorist and Process 

Modeler roles – the reason is simple – Process Analyst is a role specifying compe-

tences of process modeling mechanisms including essential process observation, 

and terminology abstraction where both lead to results connecting theoretical (me-
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ta-model) activities and visual process modeling. Process Analyst is mostly respon-

sible for process observation, explicit modeling, and review activities. Smaller pro-

jects and teams tend to combine Theorist, Analyst, and Modeler roles due to similar 

required skills. Specifies competences: Process Meta-Model, Reference Software 

Processes, Law. 

Process Modeler role covers most semi-formal modeling activities including textu-

al process descriptions and visual process models creation; it was said that Analyst 

and Modeler are quite similar roles – the first has a primary responsibility in pro-

cess observation (and therefore communication with organization) while the second 

has a responsibility in process models creation – these roles are not disjoint and 

hard to shape but the modeler is less communication centric, analyst does not have 

to know visual modeling language. Specifies competences: Process Observation, 

Visual Process Modeling, Process Integration. 

Process Practitioner is a responsibility oriented to practical modeling problems – 

activities oriented to organization like scoping, direct feedback, providing experience 

with base terminology, information about teams and organization oddities – all 

these are in Practitioner’s scope. This role can be, in some occurrences (small pro-

jects, small organizations), replaced with competent combination of experienced 

Process Modeler and Project Manager. Specifies competences: Process Observation, 

Law, Process Integration, and Conflict Resolution. 

Process Reviewer is a quality assurance related responsibility and should be 

played by independent and experienced resources. The role is compatible with most 

UPM roles – in other words any other role can be a reviewer at the same time. It is 

not, however, recommended that a concrete resource would review his/her own 

work. Specifies competences: Process Integration, Conflict Resolution. 

Executive Leader (sometimes called as Project Owner) is a role that holds the lia-

bility for the whole project; it can be someone at customer’s organization or process 

modeling organization but it must be experienced and credible specialist. Specifies 

competences: Process Observation, Project Management, Law, and Conflict Resolu-

tion. 
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Project Manager is a process modeling team leader and planner responsible for 

fluent work performance. This role is in smaller teams usually combined with exec-

utive leader and reviewer roles, which make it very essential responsibility. Specifies 

competences: Process Observation, Project Management, Law, and Conflict Resolu-

tion. 

Change Manager is a responsibility competent in change control and manage-

ment – resources playing this role are intended to check and review changes occur-

ring within project progress. It is critical that independent resources play this role – 

example could be employees of process modeling organization but with very low (or 

none) relations with the realization team – this should minimize any form of bias 

that can affect the project with improper or even danger changes. Specifies compe-

tences: Conflict Resolution, Change Management. 

Competences 

Knowledge Modeling is a common competence specified by process theorists and 

analysts – it concerns knowledge capture and compilation as a general skill without 

specifying any modeling language. It is typically concretized in full skill possession 

of modeling language (OWL, Prolog). 

Web Ontology Language is a modeling specialization requiring skill of knowledge 

modeling with OWL. 

Process Meta-Model is a skill containing essential knowledge of process meta-

models like SPEM, Potts, NATURE, UPMM, etc. It is not further concretized since 

the skill bearers should be able to align a terminology regarding other process me-

ta-models compatibility. 

Reference Software Processes is a competence that concerns knowledge of prede-

fined standard processes like RUP, SWEBOK, and SCRUM. Further concretization 

to specific processes is possible and recommended due to categorization of skills 

required for reference process alignment and explicit profile creation. 

Process Observation is a general skill that may actually include many observa-

tion techniques – detailed classification of techniques to separate competences de-

pends on project setup and required concretization level (given by stakeholder or 
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customer); some of specific techniques that are included within the skill (and can be 

refined to separate competences) are, for example, Interviewing, Storyboarding, 

Laddering, Process Mining, Process Logs Investigation, and Internal Auditing. 

Law or Lawyer competence (must not be confused with the Lawyer role and re-

sponsibility that specifies and expects Law competence automatically) includes 

basic knowledge of commonly valid country or county regulations and standards 

that might put a constraint on a process modeling tasks (e.g. Internal Auditing in 

hospital is dependent on patients sensitive data protection and will be affected with 

valid country or European regulations). 

Visual Process Modeling concerns an ability to capture and model processes with 

a visual diagrammatic modeling language in various process perspectives – the 

competence can be refined and concretized to specific languages like UML, BPMN, 

EPC, etc. 

Process Integration is a competence that includes integration matrix composition, 

optimization, and enterprise integration based on Zachman Framework in the scope 

of UPMM and UPM. 

Conflict Resolution concerns an experience with various conflict situations and 

describes a common ability to solve them with proposing convenient alternatives, 

comparing all pros and cons, and negotiating results. 

Change Management is mostly oriented to change impact determination and abil-

ity to recognize potential risk and raising conflict caused by unprecedented or im-

pulsive change. 

Project Management and Planning concern leading and controlling resources em-

ployed within project, planning phases and iteration, and reviewing project results. 

Tasks of Unified Process Modeling Methodology 

Following section contains description of UPM tasks that are executed within 

core modeling processes and sub-processes. Each task descriptor comprises base 

documentation, primary performers, mandatory and optional inputs, outputs, and 

constraints that might affect task’s execution. Tasks are categorized and identified 

upon original proposal although some rules have changed – tasks are in three main 
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categories based on their original usage in core processes (Exhaustive with 5 and 

more executions; Regular with 2-4 executions; Single with one). The codes of tasks 

are not sequential and are a legacy of original methodology design that remained 

and has no greater meaning whatsoever. 

Exhaustive  

E-01-09 Continuous Status Reporting is a task that concerns project reporting on 

regular basis – Project Manager, a primary performer of the task, checks Project 

Plan and Project Scope in order to identify possible risks or problems (e.g. delays, 

getting out of defined scope, bad quality of results). This task may trigger a change 

in work realization or organization.  

 Context – Process Host Organization;  

 Performed by – Project Manager;  

 Mandatory inputs – Project Plan, Project Scope Document;  

 Optional inputs – Change Request, Project Status & Changes Report;  

 Outputs – Project Status & Changes Report. 

 

E-02-10 Manage Changes is a task that controls all changes performed within 

project realization. It does not aim for change consideration but rather focus on 

change requests and performed changes reporting.  

 Context – Process Modeling Organization;  

 Performed by – Change Manager;  

 Mandatory inputs – Change Request;  

 Optional inputs – any artifact;  

 Outputs – Project Status & Changes Report. 

 

E-03-12 Results Verification and Validation is a common quality assurance task 

that lies in several contexts, takes different artifacts as input and updates project 

status. The task may trigger realization or organization changes or even conflicts.  

 Context – all UPM contexts executing modeling processes;  

 Performed by – Process Reviewer;  
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 Mandatory inputs – Project Status & Changes Report;  

 Optional inputs – any artifact requiring review;  

 Outputs – Project Status & Changes Report. 

 

E-04-19 Review Changes and Change Impact is a task related to Manage Changes 

task and is event-driven – when a change occurs, this task is executed in order to 

review the change and determine the change impact on whole modeling process – 

this task might be the last stand of the change as it can be blocked as too risky or 

unneeded.  

 Context – Process Modeling Organization;  

 Performed by – Executive Leader, Project Manager;  

 Mandatory inputs – Change Request;  

 Optional inputs – Project Status & Changes Report;  

 Outputs – Change Request, Project Status & Changes Report. 

 

E-05-11 Software Process Observation at Organization is a primary modeling task 

that concerns the very observation of software process in customer’s organization. 

Observation means and tools might vary based on constraints and actual situation 

– while interviewing and personal observation methods are the most typical, there 

are also others like introspection, ethnography, and apprenticing that are very effec-

tive but require process analysts or modelers to get directly into organization and 

that might be limited in certain occurrences (e.g. hospitals, classified departments). 

Goal of this task is to get necessary resources for formal and visual process model-

ing.  

 Context – Process Host Organization;  

 Performed by – Process Modeler;  

 Mandatory inputs – Knowledge Resource Document;  

 Optional inputs – Software Process Documentation;  

 Outputs – Software Process Documentation, Explicit Profile. 
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E-06-11 Supporting Process Observation at Partner Organization is practically the 

same task as the E-05-11 Software Process Observation at Organization with one 

major difference – it aims for observation of partner organizations, i.e. organizations 

that somehow affects processes in process host organization (e.g. requirements elic-

itation that can be performed in a hospital).  

 Context – Partner Organization;  

 Performed by – Process Modeler;  

 Mandatory inputs – Knowledge Resource Document;  

 Optional inputs – Software Process Documentation;  

 Outputs – Software Process Documentation, Explicit Profile. 

Regular 

R-01-27 Base Software Process Vocabulary and Terminology Review aims for 

quality assurance of captured terminology and common vocabulary and ought to 

assure realization team that the vocabulary can be used for further modeling pur-

poses. It is usually supported with process observation tasks.  

 Context – Process Host Organization;  

 Performed by – Process Reviewer;  

 Mandatory inputs – Common Vocabulary;  

 Optional inputs – Knowledge Resource Document, Process Meta-Model;  

 Outputs – Common Vocabulary, Project Status & Changes Report. 

 

R-01-33 Determine General Process Constraints and Law Regulations is a task 

that concerns deeper analysis of organization or reference software process tasks in 

order to identify possible limitations and constraints that might be caused by inter-

nal standards and directives, or regional and country codes (e.g. sensitive data pro-

tection, critical infrastructure code).  

 Context – Process Host Organization;  

 Performed by – Process Analyst;  

 Mandatory inputs – Project Scope Document;  
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 Optional inputs – Reference Process Documentation, Software Process Docu-

mentation;  

 Outputs – Reference Process Documentation, Software Process Documenta-

tion. 

 

R-02-05 Explicit Modeling of Software Process Knowledge Profile is a task with a 

goal that comprise of explicit process model creation – integration of Abox and RBox 

elements leads to complete oriented graph representation of process model. As the 

methodology recommends, only most stable and rigid parts of software process 

should be captured within the profile to avoid any fluctuation and often changes.  

 Context – Process Modeling Organization;  

 Performed by – Process Analyst;  

 Mandatory inputs – Formal Vocabulary, Software Process Documentation;  

 Optional inputs – Reference Process Documentation;  

 Outputs – Explicit Process Profile. 

 

R-03-26 Gather Process Concepts and Roles concerns observing and capturing all 

concepts and roles that shall be integrated into explicit process profile. All captured 

concepts and roles must be based upon terminology customized and aligned in Pro-

cess Meta-Model. Results are captured in semi- or informal ways convenient for fur-

ther processing and reviews of stakeholders.  

 Context – Process Host Organization;  

 Performed by – Process Analyst and Process Practitioner;  

 Mandatory inputs – Process Meta-Model;  

 Optional inputs – Software Process Documentation;  

 Outputs – Software Process Documentation. 
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R-04-28 Import Existing Software Process Knowledge Profiles task takes reviewed 

and validated existing process profiles and integrates them into current project ex-

plicit profiles.  

 Context – Process Modeling Organization;  

 Performed by – Process Analyst;  

 Mandatory inputs – Explicit Process Profile;  

 Optional inputs – NA;  

 Outputs – Explicit Process Profile. 

 

R-05-21 Import Reference Process Profile task intends to integrate selected refer-

ence process profiles into project’s formal knowledge scope and verify its basic im-

port results (from the formal point of view).  

 Context – Realization Team;  

 Performed by – Process Analyst;  

 Mandatory inputs – Reference Process Profile;  

 Optional inputs – Explicit Process Profile;  

 Outputs – Reference Process Profile. 

 

R-06-08 Iteration Planning is a planning activity that sets goals, milestones, and 

dates of upcoming iteration. It may be based on previous iteration progress and 

may be also affected by change requests.  

 Context – Process Host Organization;  

 Performed by – Project Manager;  

 Mandatory inputs – Project Scope Document;  

 Optional inputs – Software Process Documentation, previous Iteration Plans, 

Project Status & Change Report;  

 Outputs – Iteration Plan. 
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R-07-04 Meta-Model Terminology Alignment activity intends to align original pro-

cess meta-model with organization terminology – result may be either customized 

meta-model or altered organization terminology; either way, result is a Process Me-

ta-Model that is terminologically valid in the organization context.  

 Context – Process Host Organization;  

 Performed by – Process Theorist;  

 Mandatory inputs – Process Meta-Model;  

 Optional inputs – NA;  

 Outputs – Process Meta-Model. 

 

R-08-38 Model Concepts and Relations Above Pre-Defined Explicit Profile is a task 

that integrates those process parts that had not been captured within Explicit Pro-

cess Profile and yet are required to be present in the final process model – they can 

be added into any process perspective (functional, behavioral, structural) and each 

additional element should be typed according to Process Meta-Model classification 

and marked with appropriate knowledge index state (Red State).  

 Context – Process Host Organization;  

 Performed by – Process Modeler and Process Practitioner;  

 Mandatory inputs – Visual Process Model;  

 Optional inputs – Explicit Process Profile;  

 Outputs – Visual Process Model. 

 

R-09-08B Plan Review task reviews project and iteration plans – goal is to evalu-

ate planned tasks and milestones in comparison with negotiated deadlines and 

scope and either approve the plan or propose changes.  

 Context – Process Modeling Organization;  

 Performed by – Executive Leader and Project Manager;  

 Mandatory inputs – Project Plan;  
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 Optional inputs – Project Status & Changes Report, Project Scope Document, 

Iteration Plan;  

 Outputs – Project Plan, Project Status & Changes Report. 

 

R-10-02 Process Meta-Model Import takes existing original or customized Process 

Meta-Model (if any) and puts it into the project scope; this activity includes also 

model verification and consistency check to prevent potential issues in the next 

steps.  

 Context – Realization Team;  

 Performed by – Process Theorist;  

 Mandatory inputs – Process Meta-Model;  

 Optional inputs – NA;  

 Outputs – Process Meta-Model. 

 

R-11-08A Project and Phase Planning is a task tailored to prepare complex project 

planning with project and specific phases details like intentions, goals, milestones, 

negotiated deadlines, and concrete responsibilities.  

 Context – Process Modeling Organization;  

 Performed by – Project Manager;  

 Mandatory inputs – Project Scope Document;  

 Optional inputs – Project Plan,  

 Iteration Plan; Outputs – Project Plan. 

 

R-12-22 Project Scope Determination activity intends to determine full project 

scope with all details related to process observation, partner organization, involved 

persons, most basic terminological base, expected details of resulting visual models, 

expectations about explicit process profile, and utilization of reference processes.  

 Context – Process Host Organization and Partner Organization;  

 Performed by – Executive Leader and Project Manager;  

 Mandatory inputs – Project Plan, Iteration Plan;  
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 Optional inputs – NA;  

 Outputs – Project Scope Document. 

 

R-13-16 Sandbox Modeling Elements Review activity focuses on check and review 

of sandbox pool modeling elements mapped from explicit profiles that had been in-

tegrated into the project. Involved roles consult mapped elements with stakeholders 

to get feedback on different process perspectives. Review answers general question: 

“Do we want these elements to be used in supported perspectives?” This activity 

might trigger changes in Explicit Profiles or Software Process Documentation.  

 Context – Process Host Organization and Partner Organization;  

 Performed by – Process Practitioner and Process Reviewer;  

 Mandatory inputs – Sandbox Modeling Pool;  

 Optional inputs – Software Process Documentation;  

 Outputs – Project Status & Changes Report. 

 

R-14-37 Update Common Software Process Vocabulary task concerns changing 

common vocabulary triggered by various tasks – since common vocabulary update 

might affect whole project significantly, this task has been designed to be separated 

and be vocabulary-related only.  

 Context – Realization Team;  

 Performed by – Process Analyst;  

 Mandatory inputs – Common Vocabulary;  

 Optional inputs – Project Status & Changes Report, Software Process Docu-

mentation, Explicit Process Profile;  

 Outputs – Common Vocabulary and Project Status & Changes Report. 

Single 

S-01-35 Compare Reference Processes is a key activity of Reference Process Profil-

ing core process – it concerns comparison of considered reference processes and 

standards on executive or managerial level. Goal of the task is a list of pros and 

cons of compared processes that is further used as a base argumentation for final 
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selection of reference process. Results are merged with Software Process Documen-

tation.  

 Context – Process Host Organization;  

 Performed by – Project Practitioner, Project Manager;  

 Mandatory inputs – Process Scope Document, Reference Process Documenta-

tion;  

 Optional inputs – Common Vocabulary, Reference Process Profile, Software 

Process Documentation;  

 Outputs – Software Process Documentation. 

 

S-02-39 Composition of the Integration Matrix is an essential activity of process 

deployment and enterprise integration process – process practitioners and modelers 

may reuse the framework integration matrix or they can also customize it or use 

different integration matrix – if the second scenario is actual then it should be 

aligned with process meta-model bases and terminology to make the integration 

traceable from models to its terminology base.  

 Context – Realization Team;  

 Performed by – Process Practitioner;  

 Mandatory inputs – Software Process Documentation, Visual Process Model;  

 Optional inputs – Integration Matrix, Process Meta-Model;  

 Outputs – Integration Matrix. 

 

S-03-18 Conventions Setup is an activity that intends to set up the modeling envi-

ronment with conventions that include naming conventions, used standards, and 

modeling tools.  

 Context – Realization Team;  

 Performed by – Project Manager, Change Manager;  

 Mandatory inputs – NA;  

 Optional inputs – Environment Setup Document, Software Process Docu-

ment, reference Process Document;  
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 Outputs – Environment Setup Document. 

 

S-04-34 Define Set of Reusable Concepts is a validation-centric activity that takes 

all sandbox pool elements and reviews them with process practitioners in process 

host organization – it intends to define a set of reusable concepts that will be used 

for visual modeling (i.e. some of them may be omitted) or trigger a change or optimi-

zation of Explicit Profiles that are missing formal elements required for visual mod-

eling.  

 Context – Process Host Organization or Partner Organization;  

 Performed by – Process Practitioner and Process Reviewer;  

 Mandatory inputs – Sandbox Modeling Pool;  

 Optional inputs – Software Process Documentation;  

 Outputs – Project Status & Changes Report. 

 

S-05-15 Explicit Software Process Profile Human Readable Export takes custom-

ized, verified, and validated process profiles and exports it to human readable form 

that can be used for further analysis and reviews.  

 Context – Realization Team;  

 Performed by – Process Analyst;  

 Mandatory inputs – Explicit Process Profile, Reference Process Profile;  

 Optional inputs – NA;  

 Outputs – Software Process Documentation. 

 

S-06-36 Formalization and Explicit Profiling of Reference Process is a task that in-

cludes knowledge formalization of selected reference process with the framework if 

the chosen reference process lacks its formal explicit profile – in other words, this 

activity might even transform into complete knowledge formalization project if there 

is no profile at all. Great added value of this task is that results are reusable in oth-

er projects since the knowledge resource is standardized.  

 Context – Process Modeling Organization;  
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 Performed by – Process Analyst;  

 Mandatory inputs – Reference Process Documentation, Process Meta-Model;  

 Optional inputs – NA;  

 Outputs – Reference Process Profile. 

 

S-07-29 Informal Process Vocabulary Creation is a task that concerns compilation 

of a common vocabulary that would describe all basic concepts of organization 

software process in human readable informal way with relationships identified with-

in concept definitions in natural language. The vocabulary should remain as inde-

pendent as possible so it can be reused as a correct knowledge resource for explicit 

profile development.  

 Context – Process Host Organization;  

 Performed by – Process Practitioner;  

 Mandatory inputs – Textual Process Description;  

 Optional inputs – Storyboard;  

 Outputs – Common Vocabulary. 

 

S-08-03 Meta-Model Customization intends to alter selected process meta-model 

in the cases when the base terminology or relationships commonly used in organi-

zation do not match the process meta-model, and, at the same time, it would be 

unacceptable that organization terminology would change – meta-model customiza-

tion is allowed only if original concepts and relations are preserved (i.e. they can be 

enriched, they can be renamed and they can be set a equivalents of other terms, 

they can be also partially unused, but they should remain stable and rigid).  

 Context – Process Host Organization;  

 Performed by – Process Theorist and Process Practitioner;  

 Mandatory inputs – Process Meta-Model;  

 Optional inputs – Project Scope Document;  

 Outputs – Process Meta-Model. 
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S-09-01 Modeling Base Layer Selection is strictly theoretical task that aims for se-

lection of base layer modeling language (e.g. OWL, Prolog) that would be used for 

process meta-model alignment and explicit profiles creation.  

 Context – Realization Team;  

 Performed by – Process Theorist;  

 Mandatory inputs – NA;  

 Optional inputs – NA;  

 Outputs – Project Status & Changes Report. 

 

S-10-20 Modeling Environment Set Up and Configuration defines full configuration 

of modeling environment that shall be used for process modeling activities – these 

include knowledge profile editor, text editor, diagrammatic modeling tool, sandbox 

pool convertor, versioning system, and cloud data source.  

 Context – Realization Team;  

 Performed by – Project Manager;  

 Mandatory inputs – NA;  

 Optional inputs – Project Scope Document, Environment Setup Document;  

 Outputs – Environment Setup Document. 

 

S-11-17 Modeling Tools Selection aims for the selection of modeling tools that 

would be used in all phases and iterations of process modeling project. Selection 

should include comparison of all pros and cons, licensing, and pricing of the tools.  

 Context – Realization Team;  

 Performed by – Project Manager;  

 Mandatory inputs – NA;  

 Optional inputs – Project Scope Document, Environment Setup Document;  

 Outputs – Environment Setup Document. 

 

S-12-24 Process Meta-Model Review and Validation is very important task of pre-

liminary phase of project modeling and closing task of theoretical part – the cus-
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tomized process meta-model is reviewed and validated with stakeholders. Meta-

model in this reviewed version should cover most of the organization base terminol-

ogy in a consistent way so it may be instantiated in explicit software process or ref-

erence process profile.  

 Context – Process Host Organization;  

 Performed by – Process Reviewer, Process Practitioner;  

 Mandatory inputs – Process Meta-Model;  

 Optional inputs – NA;  

 Outputs – Process Meta-Model, Project Status & Changes Report. 

 

S-13-07 Process Models Integration and Transition is a deployment task that takes 

particular models ranging from customized meta-model to visual models and inte-

grates them into organization with integration matrix (according to applied process 

meta-model base classification).  

 Context – Process Host Organization;  

 Performed by – Process Practitioner and Process Modeler;  

 Mandatory inputs – Integration Matrix, Explicit Process Profile, Visual Pro-

cess Model;  

 Optional inputs – Reference Process profile, Software Process Documentation;  

 Outputs – Integration Matrix, Visual Process Model. 

 

S-14-30 Reference Process Consideration and Selection is an executive-oriented 

task that includes comparison of available reference/standard processes (e.g. RUP) 

and its goal is a selection of one that would be used as a base of recommended pro-

cess setup in process modeling.  

 Context – Process Host Organization;  

 Performed by – Project Manager and Executive Leader;  

 Mandatory inputs – Reference Process Documentation;  

 Optional inputs – Software Process Documentation, Process Scope Document;  

 Outputs – Reference Process Documentation. 
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S-15-13 Reference Process Profiling with Meta-Model is a task that takes selected 

reference process and aligns it with chosen and customized process meta-model on 

a terminological level; in other words, it makes sure the process meta-model termi-

nology is consistent with reference process terminological base (tasks, activities, 

processes, sub-processes, etc.).  

 Context – Process Modeling Organization;  

 Performed by – Process Theorist;  

 Mandatory inputs – Reference Process Documentation, Process Meta-Model;  

 Optional inputs – Reference Process Profile;  

 Outputs – Reference Process Documentation, Process Meta-Model. 

 

S-16-31 Reference Process Terminology Validation reviews the reference process 

terminology aligned with process meta-model and organization – result is positive 

(terminology consistent and intuitively understandable) or negative (terminological 

inconsistencies occurred) – negative results, naturally, lead back to alignment and 

profiling activities.  

 Context – Process Host Organization;  

 Performed by – Process Reviewer;  

 Mandatory inputs – Explicit Process Profile, Software Process Documentation, 

Process Meta-Model;  

 Optional inputs – NA;  

 Outputs – Project Status & Changes Report. 

 

S-17-32 Review Software Process Vocabulary and Reference Process Terminology 

Alignment is a task similar to S-16-31 but it does not aim for process meta-model 

alignment check but rather reviews compatibility of selected reference process and 

organization vocabulary from the terminological point of view (i.e. vocabulary terms 

must not be incompatible or contradictory with reference process terms – this 

should be achieved by process meta-model alignment but this task is a sort safe-

guard performed by Process Practitioner instead of Theorist). It is also an opening 

task, a preliminary preparation for selection of reusable concepts.  
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 Context – Process Host Organization;  

 Performed by – Process Practitioner;  

 Mandatory inputs – Reference Process Profile, Common Vocabulary, Software 

Process Documentation, Explicit Process Profile;  

 Optional inputs – NA;  

 Outputs – Project Status & Changes Report. 

 

S-18-23 Software Process Knowledge Resource Determination is a task tightly re-

lated to complex and abstract observation that leads to identification of knowledge 

resources in host and partner organizations – it must result in a list of renowned 

and qualified resources that lies in the project scope and shall be used as primary 

origin for interviews, gathering process requirements, details, identifying stable and 

rigid parts of the process etc.  

 Context – Process Host Organization or Partner Organization;  

 Performed by – Process Analyst;  

 Mandatory inputs – Project Scope Document;  

 Optional inputs – NA;  

 Outputs – Project Scope Document. 

 

S-19-06 Visual Process Modeling of Behavioral Aspects is a modeling task (one of 

the three visual modeling tasks) that aims for creation of behavioral diagrammatic 

models (flows, time aspects, events, mutual cooperation) with elements and rela-

tions of explicit profiles (organization and reference).   

 Context – Process Host Organization;  

 Performed by – Process Modeler;  

 Mandatory inputs – Sandbox Modeling Pool, Software Process Documenta-

tion;  

 Optional inputs – Project Scope Document, Visual Model (if available);  

 Outputs – Visual Model (dynamic – activity diagrams). 
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S-20-06 Visual Process Modeling of Functional Aspects is a modeling task (one of 

the three visual modeling tasks) that aims for creation of functional diagrammatic 

models (tasks as functions, input and output artifacts, roles, contexts, constraints 

and applied laws) with elements and relations of explicit profiles (organization and 

reference).  

 Context – Process Host Organization;  

 Performed by – Process Modeler;  

 Mandatory inputs – Sandbox Modeling Pool, Software Process Documenta-

tion;  

 Optional inputs – Project Scope Document, Visual Model (if available);  

 Outputs – Visual Model (static – use-case diagrams). 

 

S-21-06 Visual Process Modeling of Structural and Informational Aspects is a mod-

eling task (one of the three visual modeling tasks) that aims for creation of struc-

tural diagrammatic models (organization structures, contexts, roles, competences, 

constraints, artifacts, resources, intentions, and goals) with elements and relations 

of explicit profiles (organization and reference).  

 Context – Process Host Organization;  

 Performed by – Process Modeler;  

 Mandatory inputs – Sandbox Modeling Pool, Software Process Documenta-

tion;  

 Optional inputs – Project Scope Document, Visual Model (if available);  

 Outputs – Visual Model (static – class diagrams). 

 

S-22-14 Vocabulary Implementation (Terminology to Assertion) is highly analytical 

task that takes informal common vocabulary and formalize all its terms with pro-

cess meta-model instantiation – this task should not cover roles/relations between 

terms so the base terminology can be validated as a separate one, further enriched 

with relationship details in another task.  

 Context – Realization Team;  
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 Performed by – Process Analyst;  

 Mandatory inputs – Common Vocabulary, Process Meta-Model;  

 Optional inputs – Software Process Documentation, Project Scope Document;  

 Outputs – Formal Vocabulary. 

Artifacts 

Change Request is an artifact that contains change request details like change 

supplier, change description, change justification, risk analysis, proposed deadline, 

and final decision. Change Manager is responsible for Change Request. 

Common Vocabulary is an informal list of terminology used in process host or-

ganization. Process Analyst is responsible for Common Vocabulary. 

Environment Setup Document is the overall setup of tools, environment, used op-

erating systems, applications, conventions, groups and roles setup. Project Manager 

is responsible for Environment Setup Document. 

Explicit Process Profile is a Formal Vocabulary that had been completed with all 

respective relationships, constraints, and definitions. Process Analyst is responsible 

for Formal Vocabulary. 

Formal Vocabulary is a formalized version of Common Vocabulary built upon 

process meta-model concepts as its instantiation; it also regards all comments and 

documentation covered in Software Process Documentation. Process Analyst is re-

sponsible for Formal Vocabulary. 

Integration Matrix is either original or customized table that define process per-

spectives (matrix rows) and abstractions (matrix columns); it is used for models in-

tegration purposes where every model part should fit certain subset of the Integra-

tion Matrix based on Process Meta-Model affiliation. Process Practitioner is respon-

sible for Integration Matrix. 

Iteration Plan is a part of Project Plan and concerns detailed iteration planning. 

Project Manager is responsible for Iteration Plan. 

Knowledge Resource Document is a document that includes information about all 

resources from different contexts that shall be used as a source for detailed process 
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modeling and explicit profile creation. Process Analyst is responsible for Knowledge 

Resource Document. 

Process Meta-Model is a process meta-model that consists of formal (structure 

and relations) and informal parts (human readable rationale). It is used and altered 

in various UPM’s activities from initial selection and setup, through terminology 

alignment to its instantiation that results in Explicit Process Profile. Process Theo-

rist is responsible for Process Meta-Model. 

Project Scope Document is a document identifying general information about 

planned project. It includes several details that are created or altered within differ-

ent UPM’s tasks. The document includes information like abstract and motivation, 

project scope, common constraints, reference process consideration, risks, whole 

project overview, and stakeholders. This document is essential for project plan crea-

tion. Executive Leader is responsible for Project Scope Document. 

Project Plan is an artifact that contains necessary information about whole pro-

ject – milestones, deadlines, cost estimations, and effort estimation. It also includes 

respective iteration plans that should be used for traceability purposes. Project 

Manager is responsible for Project Plan. 

Project Status & Changes Report is a document that is changed as project pro-

gresses in time – it includes essential information about progress, issues, used al-

ternatives, negotiations, versions presented to stakeholders, change requests, and 

results. Project Manager is Responsible for Project Status & Change Report. 

Reference Process Documentation is the original documentation used as a refer-

ence manual for reference process profiling and alignment. It is a human readable 

counterpart of formal Reference Process Profile and an origin of native knowledge. 

Process Analyst is responsible for Reference Process Documentation. 

Reference Process Profile is formalized version of Reference Process Documenta-

tion and instantiation of Process Meta-Model aligned with organization’s terminolo-

gy. Process Analyst is responsible for Reference process Profile. 

Sandbox Modeling Pool is a set of reusable concepts and relationships mapped 

and bound to semi-formal diagrammatic elements based on process meta-model 

affiliation. It allows complete review of elements available for visual process model-
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ing and is used for further creation of visual models. Process Modeler is responsible 

for Sandbox Modeling Pool. 

Software Process Documentation is a human readable compilation of Common 

Vocabulary, Textual Process Description, and Storyboard enriched with review 

comments, change log and terminology aligned with process meta-model. Process 

Modeler is responsible for Software Process Documentation. 

Storyboard is another textual artifact that gives an idea of processes and tasks 

sequential setup. It might be combined with images or icons that can clue described 

action with simple graphics. Process Analyst is responsible for Storyboard 

Textual Process Description is the simplest result of process observation and is in-

tended to cover brief process rationale that should guide analysts and modelers in 

next steps. Process Analyst is responsible for Textual Process Description.  

Visual Process Model is a non-atomic set of visual process models created with 

selected diagrammatic language and comprise of respective model subsets describ-

ing functional, behavioral, and structural/informational viewpoints. Process Model-

er is responsible for Visual Process Model. 

 

 

Figure C.2: Example process Task setup realized in EMF  
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Figure C.3: Example process Role setup realized in EMF  
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Figure C.4: UPMM implementation realized in EMF  
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Figure C.5: UML4UPM – Activity Diagram realization in EMF  

 


